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CAUCUSES.

S5

North Yarmouth.
Republicans of North Yarmouth are request
ed to meet at their Town House March 17.

TIIEat 3
1883,

o’clock n.m., for the purpose of selecting
candidates to be supported for Town < »ffi -ers.
Per Order of Town Committee.
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FOREST CITY DTE HOUSE
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13 Preble Street,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
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exchange for $3.00.
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CURE IS GUARANTEED.
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^Fry it ai d you will be convinced like thousands
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wlio labor by the day or week for small wages
invited to call at. Sian of Gold Boot ai.d examine our good stylish, solid, nuratio Boot- which We n e selliug at BOCK BOTTO »i PRICES.

« Variety
is very seldom
at this t<me of ye >r, but the
styles are ail in; 75 different
shap* 8 in Stiff Hats, lots of tyles
in Soft flats; ev ry Customer can
he suited.
See oar flue Semi-Sliff Hats.

are

Such

Ladies’

seen

BROWN

SILK
HAT8

selling the

Best Boot that

can

be

sold for the

money—only $2.00.

BROWN
is

selling the Best Boot that can ho sold for the money-only $2.60, Low vamp, box toe, q tarter
over vamo. Fr
kid, button, nice,
worked button

holts.

smo'WBais

selling the

Best Boot That can be sold for the
money only $3.00. We have several styles
which wo a,re selling for $3. 0. We
agree t * give you the worth
of your in ney and several styles from which to select.
We keep all width*, from the narrowe t
to the wide: t. Your difficult feet perfectly fitted.

are

quality.

Woodmansee & Garside’s
Fine

|\H ERrY

N. Y. Boots,

•

on

digress Street, in all tli

leading styles.

jBQTrra’SS
FineN. Y Boots sold only at Sign of Gold Boot.
Boyd’s French kid, bu ton; Ho\d’s cloth top
button; B>»yd’s Frencn oiled goat,
button, w id»h-. AA, A. B, C
& D. Sizes zVu to 10.

Tlio Ilatter,

237 MIDDLE
Sip u of Tlie

STREET,
Gold

Ladies’

Hnt.

Rubbers, only 30

eodtf

Limit, 3 pairs
purchaser.

certs.

to

each

Algernon Stubbs’
Jn*t Receiver!: A complete line of
ART GOODS, I- ngravingti, a
large and flue assortment,
including the InD si subject*. 11 make a specialty of Frames,
of \\ Iii- li i have a large variety.
Go<d Gilt • mining >n all the'
late*i patterns, .vnist ma-

SHOE DEALER
Congress St.

421

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

eodtf

feb21

tcri Is and sill tin* novelties to decorate.

Wanted.

MEN

ami

business at their
peddling; f*Oc. an hour n ade;
and instructions. Address
M aSON & CO. Montpelier, Vt.

women to
own homes; n«>

OLD STAND OF STUBBS BROTHERS:

send 'Oe. for 15
leblTt od 12t

STREET.

start

a new

sampVs

PORT!.AND, MAINE.
METEOROU JGICAL.

STUBBS.

INDUATIONS

eudtfeb2

SPECIAL BULLETIN.

St.

Port 1 anD.
Haskell,

h. L.

Jones
dBm

EXPRESS NOTICE.
Du and after Monday, F.b. 12, the
American Express t o. w ill run their Exto Islington by the new Kail road
roni Hiram.
They will take packages
for Hridgton, No. Bridgtou, Harrison
and Waterford.
Two Expresses daily, 8.25 a m., 3 p
in.
J, I’. REA,
H. S. OSGOOD,
Agent

rress
^

.,

Superintendent.

teblO

dim

TWENTY FOUR

eter.

LANCASTEB BUILDING.

B. F.

NEXT

R'lin or
winds shifting to northwesterly, stationary or
lower temperature foliowrd by rising barom-

CLOTHIER..

C. G. ALLEN,
feb2

1UK

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal /
Officer, Washington, D C.
j
March 7, 1 A. M.
For New England,
followed by clearing weather,
snow

Wlioltunleoud Kuail

Congress

FOR

HOURi.

ALLEX & C01P IAY
JVo. 470

The committee on county estimates has reported the county taxes for 1883 and 1884. Fur
Cumberland tbe estimates are $30,000 for each
year, for York $20,000 and for Sagadahoc $15,.

Augusta, March G.
A bill was passed providing for an additional
trustees for the State College, and he to be a
graduate of said college.
Ought not to pass was reported on the order
to puichase a place for military encampments.
A bill was reported to tax insurance companies. A substitute was put in and both
ordered printed.
Legislation inexpedient was reported on the
bill relating to fraudulent concealment of
property.
The following were passed to be engrossed:
A bill to incorporate the Atlantic Telegraph
Company.
To amend section 9, chapter 5 of the revised
statutes, relating to lands reserved for public
uses.

Requiring county commissioner to make
and complete ledger indexes in the several
registries of deeds.
Resolve providing for the payment of certain claims against the insane hospital.
To amend section 3 chapter 59 of the revised
statutes relating to the iuierinarriage of white
persons with negroes, mulatn.es and Indians.
To tax telephone companies.
Relating to the taxation of lands in places

incorporated.
Relating to the insolvent laws.

not

HOUSE
A bill was passed to authorize the town of
Old Orch *rd to effect a loan.
A bill was reported from committee addi*
tionai o the insoh eut law relatiug to composition.
Also a hill to increase the compensation of
commissioners

county

of

Cumberland

county.
Also a bill relating to salaries of officers of
the State prison.
Also a bill providing for the registration of
trademarks.
A bill was reported additional to the law
relating to the distribution of estates.
A
resolve was adopted
authorizing the
Governor and Council *o contract with parties
to print the revised statutes.
A bill giving the railroad commissioners
jurisdiction in laying out highways over railroads was indefinitely postponed.
An orderrrequiring questions to be submitted to the Supreme Court concerning the apportionment of Representatives was passed.
The order is

as

follows:

That the justices of the Supreme Judicial
Court of the State of Maine be and are hereby
requested to inform this House whether such
an apportionment, giving to the coun'ies
of
Somerset and Ivenebec each one Representative upon its said fraction, and to the county
of Sagadahoc no Representative on its said
fraction, if parsed by the Legislature as proposed, will be in accordance with the constitution of the State.
The following wero passed to be engrossed:
Resolve to apportion the State for Senators
to the Legislature.
Resolve in favor of the State Reform School.
Bill relating to meridian lines.
To amend the revised statutes relating to
larceny and receiving stolen goods.
Amendatory of and additional to chapter
142 cf the revi ed statutes, relating to the
State Reform School.

j

The pressure is bigheBt in the Northwest. A
storm of considerable energy is central in ibe
has
Occasional rain
St. Lawrence valley.
fallen in the South Atlantic and Gulf States
or
snow
in
all
other
districts.
rain
and general
Northwesterly winds prevail west of the Missisand
sippi river, iu Lake region, Tennessee
Ohio valley, and southwesterly in the Atlantic
has
risen
in
The
temperature
coast States.
the lower Lake region and the Atlantic coast
States, and fallen iu the upper Like region
and Northwest. There are no indications of
storm energy within the limits of
H very great
stations of observation of the signal service. A
will move
very cold wave central in Manitoba
eastward over the Northern States.

Heavy Judgement.
New Haven, Ct., March G.—In the suit of
Faicoit RuS'ell, receiver of the American
National Lite and Trust Company, against
Benjamin Noyes, to recover 319 shares in stock
A

of the company, judgment has been given for
The amount of the judgment with
plaintiff
interest is about $40,000.

was

presented

to

pay John

MAINE.
Degrees Below Zero at Fort Fair
Held.
Fort Fairfield, March G.—This is the
co des! morning ever known here in March.
The mercury was 40° below zero at sunrise.
40

Addres3 to the People from the
Greenback Congressmen.
Washington, March 6.—The representatives
of the Greenback-labor party in the Fortyseventh Congress have issued an address to
the country of which the following are the
“The word
principal features:
‘national’
covers all the benefits
resulting from a union
of the States, but very few ot its advantages
can be enjoyed unless there are perfect harmony, fraternity, and good feeling among all
classes in all seotions of the country, which is
not the case now, the 40 years’ controversy
over a sectional issue still controls the minds
and hearts Of a majority of the people, and
will while the parties representing the prejudices associated with their names continue
to exist. The Greenback-Labor party is free
from all prejudices, because the questions it
represents relate to the present and future
welfare of the whole people, and under its
banner all can unite, without regard to their
relation to the late war, their religion, or past
condition.
Money should be equal to the
requirements of business on a cash basis The
people are now doing business on S7 of credit
to SI in money, and a panic must follow in
this case, as in ail preceding ones of a like
character. We hold that the government can issue paper money in timeof peace as well as war,
and should do so if the necessities of the people
require such action. Money issued and used
to build monuments of peace,
thereby giving
employment to labor, would produce more lasting and beueficial results than money expended in war and the destruction of
property. To
relieve the present manifest necessities of the
and
the requirements of the Governpeople
ment, to prevent panics and prelude their recurrence, we hold that the money now In the
Treasury should be immediately used in the
payment of all outstanding interest bearing
obligations now due or payable at the option of
the Government, and that an
additional
amount of full legal tender notes should be issued for any of the purposes for which the
Government requires money until the people’s
representatives in Congress decide its voliume is equal to the demands of business and
the permanent welfare of the people, and we
further hold that all legal-tender notes or other government obligations hereafter issued and
entering into nse as money should never he
funded into interest-bearing bonds, bat always remain as a circulating medium in the
hands of the people.”
The address then declares that the late Congress has devoted
weeks to the discussion of tariff and internal
revenue measures under pretense of giving relief to the people, while it lias perpetuated a
financial system which renders relief impossible, and has wasted much time iu appeals
to sectional feeling which should have been
devoted to legitimate legislation.
It is signed
by Messrs. Burrows, Jones, Bice, Lord, Hazeltine, Brumin and Cook.

THE OVEKFLOW.
Helena, Arkansas, Threatened with De
vast at ion.

Cincinnati, March 6.—A despatch from Helena, Ark., says:—Those who are dependent
upon the long lake levee have become alarmed
and are moving their stock and goods from the
entire bottom. The population are fleeing to
high land, carrying all their valuables with
them. The negroes are panic stricken, hurrying hither and thither, seeking places of security.

The Iron Mountain track and Langville
bride are submerged. Transfers by boats enable trains to continue running. Desperate efforts are being made to maintain the levees
which are 6till intact. The general opinion
now prevails that the maximum of last
year
will be thrown into the shade by the water,
now in
and
sure
to
come.
The
citizens
sight
of Helena consider the situation as critical.
St. Louis, March (1.—Despatches from Helena. Ark., say that the breaking of the Fitz
hugh levee for miles below there will probably
not, affect
Helena, but should the backwater
threaten the place the culvert on the Midland
railroad embankment will be closed, which
will ensure safety. About 100,000 acres of laud
will probably be overflowed by the breaking of
Fitzhugh levee. This section was flooded last
year and no crops of any consequence were
made on it afier the water subsided. The
owners of laud were generally in debt prior to
that time.

Helena, Ark., March G.—The river rose
five inches during ihe past 24 hours.
It has
been raining ail day aud the new levees are
saturated.
a
Should
completely
strong east
wind arise nothing could save the city
From
Ashley Point to Helena, a distance of 50 milas,
the country is completely inuudated.
The levee at Friar Point, Miss., is
reported to have

given

cut a man with a razor.
He has
acknowledged to Sheriff Kent that lie escaped from ilie jail at Rockland, bat he says
that he wa< wrongfully convicted.
The sheriff has not fiei! the Maine authorities.

kill, having

The City of Richmond Stuck in the Ice.
Bangor, March 6,—Advices from Gamine
bay the steamer Gj^v of Richmond has been in
the ice at the (mouth of the harbor since 3
o’clock Sunday afternoon and a revenue cutter has been summoned to her relief.
Penobscot Lumbering Association.
The Penobscot Lumbering Association today elected William B. Hayford president;
Abram Moore, clerk and treasurer: W. B.
Hayford, C. G. Sterne, J. W. Palmer, John
Morrison, J. M. Hodgkins, John P. Webber,
directors.
The rafting for the season has
been let to Webster & Lunt.
Fire in Danforth.
The house of James Mutch, at Danforth,
was burned tc the ground Monday afternoon.
The building was erected some thirty years
ago at
was

a

cost

saved.

of S8000. A part of the furniture
Insurance $1000.

Horse Thief Captured.
The horse recently stolen from John Harrington’s livery stable in this city has been
brought back. The thief, R. F. Price, is now
lodged in Calais jail.

way to

day.

MASSACHUSETTS.
President Cliadbotftne’s Will.
Pittsfield. March G.—The will of the late
Professor Chad bourne was filed in the probate
court here today.
He has a $20,000 life iusurauce which is in favor of his wife, son and
daughter, but which he wishes paid to Allau
Schenck to secure him for endorsements and
money loaned. The real estate in Williamstowu and in North Berwick, Me., and stocks
to the amount of $35,000 in various mining
companies, are left to the executors to be disHis interest in
posed of a-, they think best.
the manufacturing property at VVilliamstown
is to be disposed of according to tbe schedule
in the hands of William Brown.
Mrs. Chadbourne and Al’eu Schenck are .named as executors. Toe will was made in New York, February 14th.
Foul Play Suspected.
Worcester, March GThe barn of Wm.
Brarnan in Wiucheudou was burned Sunday
morning and the body of Russell Hale found
in the ruins. At first it was supposed that he
came home drunk aud set
the barn on fire
while smoking. Later developments indicate
foul play, and the town voted yesterday to investigate. Blood was found about the premises, and the two men who brought Hale home
are of doubtful reputation.

MARINE NEWS.

British Steamer Ashore at Key West.
Key West, March G.—The British steamer
Consul, Capt. Purvis, lrorn Liverpool for New
Orleans, ran ashore on Triumph Eeef on the
1st 'ust.
She was taken off by six small
wrecking vessels on ttie Gii iDSt. and pioceeded
to New Orleans where she will settle salvage.
A Whole Crew Probably Lost.
St. John, March G.—There are no tidings
of the crew of schooner Tea), which capsized
some days ago, and it is feared all bands are
lost.
Fourteen Persons Drowned.
London, March 6.—Two vessels have been
wrecked at Scheveningen, Holland, and fourteen persons drowned.

NEW

A Suit

YORK.

Growing Out of Last Summer’s

Strikes.
New York, March 6.—A decision was rendered to-day by Judge Donohue,
iu
the
Supreme Court, in a motion recently made before him in the proceedings begun by the people last July agaiuat the New York Central
and Hudson River Railroad Company and the
New York, Lake Erie and Western Railroad
Company, to compel these companies to perform their duties as common carriers. The
proceedings were dismissed last summer hy
Judge Haight on a preliminary objection made
by the companies. The geueral term reversed
this decision. Judge Donohue, iu his decision
to-day, grants the motion made by the companies for an order to show cause why tire
mentsof the case should not now be argued.
The Court 6ays that the Attorney General
should either proceed with the motion, withdraw it or allow it to be dismissed.

LABOR TROUBLES.

An J scaped Convict Captured.
Portsmouth, FT. H., March 6 —Thos. Byan>
a notice of whose arrest here as a
tramp has
been published, has been identified as Thomas
Buchanan, who escaped from the Rockland
(Me.) jail las' October. At Rockland he was
awaiting sentence for an assault with intent to
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PRICE THREE CENTS.

Washington.

THE STAR ROUTES.

FOREIGN.

By J. Nickerson & Co.—
Schr American Tean, Portland to Glen Cove, bbl*
10c.
Schr Abby Watson, Portland to Wilmington, salt

_

following

C.
Talbot, fusion member of the Legislature of
1880, who refused to recognize that Legislature and went home.

-TJEEIHB-

feb27

disposed

have been

A resolve

AlRT STORE.

ALGERNON

Mere orders have been introduced this year
than ever before excusing members
from
further attendance upon the sessions of the
Legislature. Tins is owing to the uncertainty
which prevails about final adjournment and
to the fact that most of the important ques-

The House, at the afternoon session, passed
to be engrossed the savings banks bill as it
came from the Senate; the bill to change the
name of W< st Watervil’e to Oakland; bill for
the protection of moose and deer.

-AT

26 TEMPLE

to

tural experiment station came up by assignment, but was tabled until to morrow owing to
the absence of Senator Marble of Lincoln.
The bill to restore the death penalty comes up
to-morrow and will be discussed at length.

the

medium price Boots, f»om $2.00 to $3.00, a special
ty, with low vamp, box toe, quarter over
vamp, very stylish, from $2.00 to
$3.00. All widths AA, SS,
A, S, M, B, C, D
and FF.

is

inar3

be engrossed as reported from the
committee and the d ivorce bill was passed to
be enacted. An order was introduced limit"
iug speeches during the remainder of the
session to five minutes each.
The Senate held ouly oue session. The bill
to establish the fertilizer control and agricul-

passed

were

HAT8
HAT8
■_■
HAT8

also our best

the apportionment made by the
present Legislature is unconstitutional Representatives and Senators will be elected in 1884
on the apportionment of 1871.
The afternoon session began at 2.30 gnd lastThe savings bank bill was
ed three hours.

SENATE.

The Broadway SSMi. HATS

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blen ish.
Brush for apphing in each bottle.

in,

decided that

MAINE LEGISLATURE.

SCHLOTTERBECK'S

50 Silk Hats

counties it is constitutional to take into consideration fractions left in making of the apportionment of Senators. If the court renders an
opinion it will probably not be given until
after the Legislature adjourns. In case it is

000.

BAGS.

USING

$3

(Special Despatch to the Press.]
Augusta, March 6.—Contrary to expectations the House to-day by a vote of 5S to 37
passed the order introduced by Mr. Rogers of
Bath asking the justices >f the Supreme Court
for their opinion whether iu the apportionment of representatives among the
several

hill additional to the insolvent
laws has been reported:
Upon a discharge iu insolvency being duly
granted, the debtorshall be forever thereafter
discharged and exempt from arrest and imprisonment iu any suit or upon any proceeding for or on acconu of auy debt or demand
which might have been proved against the
estaie iu insolvency by any creditor wherever

AND

Cure Your Corns
BY

Our Spring

GREENBACK-LABOR PARTY.

THE INSOLVENCY LAWS.

TRUNKS

snd2w

nov23

Lnw.

COUNTY ESTIMATES.

MARY M. SMITH, Administratrix,

Fiict* 25

Addition to the Insolvency

residing.

17*013. 26.

fel)2G

Proposed

The

231 Federal St.,

Will be sold at a great bargain, either iu
lots or * ieces by measurement, or Entire
S ock, Fixtures and good wil of stand to
purchaser. Sale to commence on

Monday,

A

of.
Judge Goddard
is busy incorporating the laws enacted by the
present Legislatare into the new revision.

HATS.

Tlie Entire Stock of tke late

mitted to the Court.

tions
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STIFF

*1.
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a
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C. II.
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A Successful Strike.
Foxboro. Mass.,
March C.—Seventy-live
machine girls in the Union Straw Works
struck yesterday for an increase in their pay.
Their work was by ihe piece, but the amount
of labor^had been increased lately without any
increase in price, so they struck, and iu a
body watted on the treasurer. Their demauds
were acceded to and they returned to work.

National Free Religious Association.
Neiv Haven, March6—The National Free
Religious Association met here today for a
two days session in the Church of the Messiah.
Rev. M. H. Houghton, pastor, mado a brief
address of welcome.
Willium J. Potter of
New Bediord, Mass., president of the Associadelivered
an address on “The
tion,
Religion of

Humanity."

The

Vermont
Constitutional Amendments Adopted.
Burlington, March 6.—In the city election
today George H. Morse, Rep,, was elected
mayor by 233 majority over Charles J. Alger,
Dem., the vote standing S73 to 640
Seneca
HazeltOD, Dem.. was re elected city judge
without opposition.
Five aldermen were
elected, of whom four are Republicans. Great
interest was fell in the coolest for county commissioner. Iu this city James Mitchell, the
bolting candidate, has 881 majority over Sidney Weston, the regular nominee, and returns from the county indicate his election by
a large majority.
The constitutional amendments forbidding federal officers from becomit>'„ members of the Legislature and providing
for tlie election of State Treasurer and Auditor by the people instead of
by the Legislature
have a large majority in their favor in this
city and county. Returns from the State at
Urge indicate they have been adopted ny a
great majority

Effects of the New Tariff

on

Sugar.

Washington,
are

March (i.—The departments
commencing a careful examination of the
tariff law. The
sugar schedule of the oldJaw
aud of the new law differs in very imnoitant
particulars. The rate is made sneoific, the
polarisc.ope is used and there is an ertry charge
of classification
The Louisiana planters expect to be materially benefited by the increase
In rates from 13o to 16, as this will furnish a
special protection to the class of sugar which
they make.
There are great differences of
opinion as to the amount of reduction in duty
which the new law will effect. Some claim
that it will be more than $12,000,000. Senator
Aldrich, however, of the fiuauce committee,
says the reductions will not exceed $4,000,000.
Treasurer GilflUan’s Resignation.
United States Treasurer Gilfillau, who resigned yesterday, has accepted the position of
treasurer and manager of the Mutual Trust
Company of New York, at a higher salary.
Mr- Gilfillau is one of the most efficient oflicials of the government, and has worked his
way up from a $1,000 clerkship to be cashier,
assistant treasurer, aud for six years treasurer.
“e uas
steadily refused to remove efficient
clerks to provide places for outsiders, and lias
never been a time-server.
It is believed that
hisresiguation was not altogether voluntary.
The President has accepted the resignation
of James Giltillan as treasurer of the United
States. Assistant Treasurer Wyman is mentioned as moBt likely to receive the appointment.

The Alabama Claims.
In the Court of, Commissioners of Alabama
No. 223, Nathan A. Farwell
v. tiie United
States; No. 224, Wm. H. Lace v.
tin United States; No. 240. Rebecca S. Luce v.
the Uuited States, were argued by W. L. Putnam for claimants aud Geu. CreRwell for the
Uuited States. No. 414, Abram P. Clifford v.
the Unite-; States, w»s argued bv W. L, putuam for Claimant aud
Walker Blaine fcr the
government. The following judgments were
announced: No. 74, Jabez B. Minott v. the
United States, judgment for claimant for
$2042, with interest from Dec. 3, 18t>l; No.
238, Mary E. N-chols, administratrix of Cyrus
H, Nichols, deceased, judgment for claimant
for $514, with interest from Dec. 3,1861.
The c»se of Edward Hall, against v. Uuited
States which is a case of premiums paid for
war risks
was
argued aud submitted.
The clerk of the court of commissioners of
Alabama claims has made a partial estimate of
the amounts involved iu claims now
pending
before that court. Twenty-two hundred cases
out of the 5700 filed aggregate
fourteen
nearly
millions of dollars without interest. If judgments were awarded for amounts claimed iu
these cases interest would probably rim iu the
aggregate up to more than twenty millions. It
will thus he seen the court wili have no difficulty iu disposing of the undistributed remainder of the Geneva award. The court has
now'under consideration two questions of considerable interest to the claimants
namely: lat
Whether in certain cases awards shall be made
upon a gold or currency basis, having reference
to war premium on gold; and
second, what
within the meaning of the act
creating the
court is a “confederate crniser” and does a
privatetr without letters of marque from the
confederate
government come within the
meaning of the act.
When the Internal Revenue Changes
Take Effect.
In reply to inquiries made, the Commissioner
of IntertiakReveuue said that the effect of the
law reductiug internal revenue taxation will
be as follows: That the taxes upon the capital
and deposits of banks and bankers aud national
banking associations is repealed from this date,
except such taxes as are now due and payable;
that the redaction of the tax upon checks,
drafts, Sic., and upon matches, perfumery,
medicinal preparations, and other articles imposed by shedule A, following section 3437,
Revised Statutes, takes effect July 1, 1883; that
after May, 1883. the tax on manufactured tobacco aud snuff wili be 8 cents per pound, on
K’guis S3 per thousand, aud on cigarettes 50
cents per thousand; that there will be a rebate
in tobacco, suuff, cigars,
and cigarettes of the
difference in the taxes recently imposed, and
the taxes, as now provided for, where claims
amount to $10. These claims must be presented within 60 days from May 1; regulations
upon this matter will be immediately issued
aud blanks will be furnished upon which claims
can be made. That the law provides for a
large
reduction in the special taxes upon dealers,
Commencing May 1, 1883.
The Commissioner also stated that immediate
arrangements would be made for changing the
form of the special tax stamps aud the stamps
for the payment of taxes upon tobacco, snuff,
ci ars. See so os to
supply Collectors with
these stamps in time to meet the requirements
of the trade prior to M iy 1, 1883.
Reed Geta Nothing for His Defence of
Guiteau.
Among the items of appropriations stricken
M‘*t tUioowndry oi-ril Hit! in cocrferenew o- unmittee was an item giving Charles Reed $3,000
for conducting the defense of Guiteau.
Reed
therefore fails to get bis fee.
Errors in tho Tariff Bill.
Mr. McPherson, cle"rk of the House of Representatives, Bays there are many typographical
and
clerical
errors
in
the
tariff
bill
as it appeared
in tbe Congressional record.
The tax on tobacco Is primed 80 cents instead
of 8 esnts and in tbe iron schedule there is a
clause which was not primed iu the Record at
all. He is of the opinion that when tbe bill
shall he accurately printed in full, it will be
found more satisfactory than it now seems
to representatives of tbe iron interest.
Judge Thoman’s Acceptance.
J udge Teoman, of ibe civil service commission, called upon the President to-day iu compauv with Seuator Pendleton aud formally
notified tbe President of his acceptance of the
office.
The New Five Cent Piece.
Secretary Folger has given instructions that
the word “cents” be added to the new five cent
pieces in order to meet the requirements of
the law.
The New Pension Law.
The following circular has been issued by the
Commissioner of Pensions aud approved by
the Secretary of the Imerior:
“The following regulations are prescribe i for
the purpose of carrying into effect as speedily
as possible the provisions of the act of Congress, approved March 3,1883, increasing to
§30 per month tho pensious of those who have
lost a leg at or above the knee or an arm at or
above tho elbow, and of those who have been
as to be incapacitated for perso disabled
forming any manual labor, but not so much so
as lo require personal aid and attendance, who
are now receiving a
pension at the rate of 324
per month, and to §24 per month the peusion
of those who have lost one hand or one foot or
been totally or permanently disabled in the
same or otherwise so disabled as to render their
incapacity to perform manual labor equivalent
to the losa of a hand or a foot and now receiving §18 a month. Inasmuch as the said act
has immediate effect upon such admitted cases
as have been adjudicated at the rates of §24
and §18 per mouth, respectively, no formal application by the beneficiary is necessary to be
made other than to forward to the Commissioner of Pensions the pensiou certificate, accompanied by a letter stating, in the handwriting of the pensioner, his present post office address. As soon as possible after the receipt of
the pension certificate aforesaid the commissioner will reissue to him a new certificate for
the new rate, and will forward the same to the
proper peusion agent to inscribe the name of
such pensioner ou the roll at the increased rate
aud to.make to the pensioner the proper payment. Iu the case of amputation tbe certificate will be reissued without any further mediTbe intervention of an
cal examination.
agent or attorney in such admitted cases as are
affected by ibis act, being unnecessary, will
not be recognized."
Japanese Presented to the President.
The Japanese envoys to Hawaii, now on a
sboit visit to Washington, were formally presented to the President to-day by tho Secretary
of Slate.
Miscellaneous.
Judge Edmunds, president pro tern of the
Senate, this morning appointed George W.
Seaver of Vermont, his private secretary.
Henry A. P. Carter, the newly appointed
Hawaiian minister, was
presented to the
President to-day by the Secretary of State.
The Malagassy ambassadors arrived here
from New York city this afternoon aud proceeded at once to Arlington Hotel. They were
accompanied by Colonel Wyckhum Hoffman,
minister lo Denmark, and
Mr. Robiusou,
United States consul, at Tamatave, Madagascar. While iu the city they will be the guests of
the government. They will
probably be presented lo the President to-morrow. Their mission is to cemeut relations of friendship aud
amity between the United Stales aud Madagas-

Claimsyesterday.

car.

Speaker Keifer Accused of Falsehood.
Washington, March G.—Gen. Boynton,
chairman of the committee ^of correspondents,
having charge of the newspaper galleries of
the two Houses of Congress publishes a statement in which he quotes this language
of
Keiferys defence to the correspondents’ resolu-

The Government Case all In.
March 6.—The Star route trial
wns resumed to-day.
Witness Boone was recalled by Mr. Bliss. The pencil memorandum
containing the “Smith” and “Jones” entries,
which Rerdell swore had been made by Dorsey,
was submitted to witness.
It was written by
either S. W. Dorsey or Rerdell. He would not
like to say which one. The Chico Springs
letter from Dorsey to Rerdell, dated April 3,
1878, was next shown. Witness declared positively that Dorsey did not write that letter.
The coart asked if he knew who wrote the letter. He answeied that he would not like to
say. Witness was then turned over to the defence for cross-examination.
Mr. Ingersoll offered to prove it was in the
nsual course of business for defendants to sign
the names of each other. Court refused the
offer, saying it would be proper when the defence began taking up the “Smith” and
“Jones” memorandum. Mr. Ingersoll called
witness’ attention to the entry “M. C. R.” and
asked bis opinion. Witness thought the memorandum down to “profits and loss” favored
Dorsey’s handwriting The remainder (which
included the Smith and Jooes entries) favored
the handwriting of Rerdell. Witness again
reverted to the circumstances surrounding the
signature of the papers, bnt court abruptly
bade him drop the circumstances. Witness
explained when this filling in aud interlining
was
done, Parties purposely disguised the
handwriting so that speaking from writing
alone it would in many cases be impossible to
say who did the writing.
After recess Mr. Ker proceeded to examine
several post office aud auditor clerks to prove
revenues and
productiveness of different
routes.
In answer to an objection from Mr.
Wilson the court said it did not understand
that the evidence was presented to show that
Brady knew how sfnall were the revenues from
routes, but the law required that expedition be
made with due regard to the productiveness
aud if an officer made expedition without such
regard ihen it was a proper matter of inquiry.
Court refused to allow Mr. Wilson to ask one
of the clerks if he knew how many of the star
routes paid expenses, holding that it was not a
subject proper to touch upon iu cross-examinatiou.
The defence having objected that the evidence of productiveness did not come down to
a recent
date, the court replied that if they
thought they could show that Brady was bo far
sighted as to perceive that ihe expedited routes
would be productive witliiu a few years hq
ought certainly to have credit for that course.
Mr. Ingersoll declared that asa matter of fact
there was not a Star route west of the Mississippi river that was not operated at a loss.
The court again quoted the limitation imposed by law upon the expedition allowances.
Certainly the Government’s evidence was competent when it embraced a statement of the
revenues for the two quarters before and after
the expedition orders. If the defence could
show that there had been no abuse of power
aud that the orders had been wisely made they
should not be excluded, because the Governernment had not gone that far.
k.By mutual agreement consol waived the
reading of a number of official papers aud Mr.
Merrick said:—“That is the Government’s
Case, your Honor.”
Tho defence is expected to begin their case
to-morrow.

Washington,

of using such language and never did use it
toward the press.”
“Tins” Gen. Boynton writes is absolutely
false.” Co irse aud profane language was used,
and more frequently too than was recited iu
the correspondents’ resolution, although it
was after the crowd left the
gallery aud* while
the correspondents were attempting to have it
closed to outsiders during the next forenoon.”

raid.
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THE HOUSE OF LORDS DECIDE TO INVESTIGATE THE Li AND ACT.

Dublin, March G.—The Freeman's Journal
says it is confidently believed that the French
authorities will today release Byrne from custody, as affidavits conclusively proving an alibi
in his case have been forwarded to Paris by a
special messenger.
The Freeman’s Journal understands that
Dennis Field, the juror in the Haynes case,
who was seriously scabbed in the street in Dublin after the conviction of Haynes, has lodged
a claim for £1000 as compensation
for his in-

juries.

Gladstone and the Evacuation of Fffrpt.
London, March 6.—Mr. Gladstone ,TI his remarks in tbe Commons last night « th reg .id
to the troops in Egypt, said the re< ent sor mse
of Lord Hartington, the war stcreta >, that
the evacuation of Egypt might be c mplete in
j six
months, was merely an expression of hope
I founded on circumstances as far a9 they had
gone.
Petroleum Warehouses in Turkey.
Constantinople, March 6.—The negotiations between Gen. Wallace, U. S. Minister,
and ihe Porte, in regard to petroleum warehouses, are approaching a satisfactory conclusion. Gen. Wallace claims that ea'h importer
shall have a special warehouse outside the
; town, and that the present storage dues shall
be reduced.
Emigration Statistics.

Stettin, March 6.- In 1882 the number of
1 emigrants who left for America through Stettin, Hamburg, Bremen and Antwerp was 183,G87, against 210,547 in 1881.
Revising the French Constitution.
I
i
Paris, March G.—The majority by whichfthe
inotiuu of M. Ciemencean to adjourn until today the debate on the proposals to revise the
constitution, was carried in the Chamber of
Deputies yesterday, comprised some auti-revisionit-|who|were merely anxious to give M.
Clemenceau a bearing.
The division, iheie-

j

—

Ottawa, Ont., March G.—A heavy snow
storm,-which sot in this moruiug, blocking the
roads and delaying mails, Is st’ll in progress.
Halifax, March G.—The storm signal was
hoisted a few minutes after G o’clock this evening and caused cousiderable speculation as to
whether the startling prediction by Wiggins of
a storm of terrible
severity to occur this week
was to be verified three days before the Ottawa
prophet expected. Between 1 and 2 o’clock
this afternoon'the wind, which been blowing
from the North, suddenly changed to due
Sojjth, indicating the near approach of heavy
weather from the latter direction. Towards
evening it shifted to the Southeast and began
to rapidly increase in strength.
Shortly after
1U o’clock tonight snow began to fall. An
hour later it was falling heavily and drifting
fiercely before the wind which had become a
stiff gale. At 10.20 p. m. the barometer,
which at 0 a. in. stood at 30.60, bad fallen to
30.50, and at midnight it was still falling fast,
The storm signals
at that hour being 30 38.
stations
were
ordered
at
all
up
on Nova Scotia coast simultaneously with
the
Since
hoisting of that ou the Halifax citadel.
4 p. m., the snow has been falling in various
sections of the western part of the province in
some

places heavily.

At midnight the storm in this section is still
in its fury and not a few expect the verifijitiou of Wiggin’s prediction is close at hand.
Augustus Allison, agent of the meterological
department in ibis city, however, considers
that it will not be any greater than an ordinary March blow.
Quebec, March G.—The storm which 6et in
this morning is very severe tonight.
Whitehall, N. Y., March G.—A hard snow
storm irorn the south has been raging here all
day. R- ports to the same effect have been received trom P irt
Heury, Ausable Porks,
Plottsbnrg, Rouse’s Point and St. Johus.
London, March G.—A severe gale, accompanied by snow, has prevailed for the past
Two vessels and three men
twenty hours.
have been lost at Dundee, three vessels at
Scarborough, one at Isle of Man and two lives
at Whitsabie.
Alexander Stephens' Funeral.

Atlanta, Ga., Marcn 6.—Gov. Boynton has
issued a proclamation making Thursday next
a memorial day on account of the funeral service of Governor Stephens, and asks that all
business, public and.private, be suspended that
day and tbat appropriate services be held in
the various churches.

Engineets and Firemen Badly Injured.
RichFukd, Vu» March 0.—Two freight traius
collided about
oil the South Eastern Railway
miles from here, in Canada, last night. The
firemen and engineers were badly hurt and the
engines somewhat damaged.

2j

Capital SSntence Commuted.
St. Louis, March li.—Gov. Crittenden has
commuted ihe sentence of A. J. Mctiiuniss to
be hanged for murder to imprisonment for 15
years.

_

Normal School Burned.

Raleigh, N. C., March U.—Five buildings of
the St. Augustine Normal School lor colored
students were burned to-day. Loss 520,000.

Portland, Mcb. 5.
by the Port-

the age of 73 years. Early in tbe winter
stricken with paralysis from which he
never rallied.

ing

Dry floods Wholesale Market.
The following quotations nre wholesale
prices and
corrected daily by Storer Bros. & Co..
I)ry Good*.
Woolen* and lancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle

street:

at

wa3

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

unbleached cotton*.
7*h(3 »Mi Fine 7-*.14@17
6 Vi® 7 Mi Fine 8-4.18<®22
5
6
Fine»-4.22(a2B
7 Vi® 9
Fine 10-4....37Vi®321*

Heavy HO in.
Med. 36 in.
Light 36 in.
Fine 40 in.

BL8ACUBD
’’cut

|

he

lumber

received
*n£ESSi
mer«h£ndi,e
Ogdcnsburg
Railroad, 29 cars.

land &
land

I

York,

Railroad Receipts.
_

I

to New

Bertha ,T. Fellows, Portland to New York,
laths 40o p M.
Schr H. p.
Townsend, Portland to New York,lfUHber $2.25.
Schr Pragon, Portland
to New York, lamber 2.50.

|
j

ton

Stone, Portland

Schr

_

Is Is Wiggins’ Storm ?
Quebec, March G. —Terrible cold weather
couiinues and a storm, presumed to be Wiggins’, is just setting in.

SI.50
Schr Key

an

Alibi.

o*> iu.. xi

Med. 30 in.. 8

Light30In..

0
42 in..in

Ya,a;ia

COTTONS.

rmeo-4.10

wau

all
I Fine 7-4.19
Cd 7Va Fine 8-4.21
@2«
@14
Fine 9-4.28 @80
Fine 10-4 ..27»4@82H

@23

gl7

6-4....11

TICKIUOH, BTC.
11.'»iuo,

Best.15

wm

..

v

Jeans.... 7 a 8
@14
Satteens.?. 8@
Cambrics. 6@ 6H
@10
Denims.12HS18V4 Silesia*.1()@20
Ducks-Broam» @12
I Cotton Flannels. Tail5
Fanev 12%®18>A Twine & Warns 18(3>28%
®18

Corset

Mediant.. .11
Light. 8

Battinz—Best...Il%f»l8

Good. 8%®1 r%
Slock market.
The
quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected dally by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange streets.
NEW YORK STOCKS.
Missouri Pacific.101%

following

Wabash preferred. 48%

Omaha common. 48
Denver X R. G.. 44

Omaha preferred
.107%
Northern Pacflc preferred
86%
Northern Pacific common... 49%
Mo. K & Texas. ... 31 %
Louis & Nash....
54%
Central Pacific.
81
Texas Pacific. 40%
BOSTON STOCKS.

Flint & Pere Marquette common.
25%
A T. & S. F. 79%
Boston & Maine
......155
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred
98
L. R & Ft Smith..
30
Marquette, Hughton Sc Ont. common. 54
Mexican Central 7s. *; 3%
Wew

l'«rk*8iock and Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)

New York, Men.
on call was active
and during tho easier part of the day loaned be
tween 7@9 per cent., but during the last half hour
advanced to 15. prime mercantile paper at 636%.
Exchange steady 4.81 for long and 4.83% for short.
Governments weak and % lower for 5s and 4s. but
unchanged for 4 %s and 3-3. State bonds neglected.
Railroad bonds irregu’ar but generally weak
Moned loaned down from lo to 7. closing 7@9.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 324.000 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s.104 Vs
do
do
do
5s. ext.103%
do
do
do
45/38, reg.112%
do
do
do
4%s, coup.112%
do
do
do
4s, reg. .117%
do
do
do
4s, coup.118%

G.—Money

Pacific Gs. *95...128
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
Chicago & Alton. 133%

Chicago & Alton pref..136
Chicago, Bur. & Quincy.1*7%
36%
Erie....
Erie pref
Illinois Central.
14'-%
Lake Shore.109%
—

..

Michigan Central. 9b%
New Jersey Central. 71%
Northwestern.131%
Northwestern pref...
146%
New Yrork Central.126%
Rock Island.122%
St. Paul. 99%
St. Paul pref
...;.-....120
Union Pacific Stock. W/a
Western Union Tel. 82%
Watertown Cattle Market.
Watertown. March G.—Cattle—fairly active
business and prices tinner.
Market Beet—Extra at $8 753*9 25; first quality
7 75@8 75; second quality at 5 25@7 25: third
qualtiy at 4 50@5 00; receipts of Cattle 768 head.
Store Cattle —Work Oxen & pair at $10O(jg9200;
Milch Cows and Calves at $2<>(a48c: Farrow Cows
$18 S$32.fancy $5'»@$80,Y'earTmgs $12 3120; two
>ars old $ls@$35; three vears $26@$45.
Swine—Receipts 9,333 head; Western fat Swine,
live.7%(ffi8c: Northern dressed hogs
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 3,309; sales of Sheep
In lots at 2 503,6 00 each; extra 6 7c@G 50 each;
Lambs at 6g8o ^ ft; Veal Calves 3@7%c.

9^9540.

Live Stock Market.
(By Telegraph.)
Chicago. Mch. 6.—Hogs-Receipts 12,000 head;
shipments 5000 head; market unsettled; heavy at
7 30@7 80; light at 6 50a7 00; m«xed 6 60,37 16.
Cattle—Receipt* 6,000 head; shipments 3,400;
exports 63.10 higher; poor to prime shipping 4 803*
6 25; Stockers and feeders 3 50t&4 60.

Chicago

California mining Slock*.

(By Telegraph.)

Francisco, Mch. b.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Best & Belcher. 4*4
Bodie
1%
Eureka... 994
Gould & Curry. 294
Hale & Norcross
394
Mexican.
394
Northers Belle. 9%
Ophir. 894
Sierra Nevada....
3%
Union Con. 594
Yellow Jacket.. 194
San

Domewiic market*.

(By Telegraph.)

New

York, Mch. 6.—Flour market—Receipts
18,460 bbls; exports 1527 Ibbls: without decided
change common grades, such as low extra, Superflue and No 2 scarce and bring full prices sales 19,

7o0 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 75@3 75; Superfine
Western and State at’3 70@4 05; common to good
extra Western and State 4 10(54 50; good to choice
do at 4 G0@7 *'0; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at G 25@7 OO; fancy do 7 10@7 25;
common to good extra Ohio at 4 1« 57 25; common
to choice extra St. Louis at 4 10@7 25; Patent
Minnesota extra good to prime 6 0*@6 60: choice
to double extra do at G 60@8 00; City Mill extra
for W 1 at 5 45@5 85; 90 * No 2 at 2 76@3 75; 1,4»'0 .Superfine at 3 70@4 10; 1100 low extra 4 10@
4 30; 3900 bbls Winter Wheai "extra at 4 l<*@7|2o;
7400 bbls Minnesota extra at a 10@8 00: Southern
flour easier; common to fair at 4 60@5 26 good to
choice 5 30 a7 00. Wheat—receipts 67,500 bush:
bush; cash 9% @1 lower; options opened
exports
% @% higher,afterwards lost advance and declined
about %c, closing firm at 9k@% above the lowest
pours with light export demand and less doing cu
bush; sales 2,2 6.speculative account exports
000 bush.iucludiug 163AM»o bush on the spot; No 3
Red at » 18%; No 2 Red at 1 2194@t 22% cert;
1 2394@1 2394 delivered No 2 White at 1 0H;No 1
Bye is lower;
White, 14,000 at 116%@l 1694.
prime State at 77% c. Burley firm: 6-rowed State
at 8*c in store.
94(894
opened
bigher,a»terwards eaiser and declined 94@%, closing with li tie
more strength and mod r ite export &i d airly acthe
speculative trade; receipts 113,926 bush; exuurt*
117 949 b 8h;sales 2,223,000 bush, ieclm ing 176,00 bush on spot No 3 at 6394 @ 3%c: No 2 at
7294 tt74c; White Southern 7394c; No 2 for March
at719*®73c, closing 72%o; April at 72l*»®73%c,
closing 7294c; May at 72%,573%c. closing 72He;
June at 729k@7 *94c, closing 7294 c; July at 7JC.
Onm %@%o higher and less active, closing w- aaer{receipts 27,040 bush;exports bush; sales *:42,000 bush; No 3 at 52%c; White at f'5q55%c:N<> 2
at 53@o394c; White 56%@57%c; No 1 at 53%c;
White ai 59c: Mixed Western 61 a5694c. White
Wuvar steady;
at 64 556c; White State at
refined quiet Yellow C 7%@7% Yellow C 79k(6*
794; off A 8@8%c; sandard A at 894<&''a**Ot Coif
A at8%c; powdered at 9@99fcc; granulated 8%;
P« irocrushed 9%c; Cubes 9. Molasses steady.
leun-united 93c Tallow unchanged sales 47,000 lbs. 8@e94. Pork easier; sales 110 bbls new
mess on spot 19 26@19 35; 100 bbls family mess at
19 0» @20 00; options nominal. I.iird 4^6 points
lower and less active, closing somewhat stronger;
sales 360 prime steam on spot at 11 45 511 47%;
125 tes city steam at 11 15@ll 20; refiue'i for <m*htinentat 11 <0; 11 80 f<*r 8 A. Butter unsettled;
We tern 18<®37c: creamery 40@41. Cheese held
firm :*State fac onr at 8@ 14.
steam 5d.
Freights dull Yvbeat
Chicago, Mch. 6.—Flour unchanged; common to
at 3 66|4 25;
Minnesota
3
6055
00.
choice Spring
bakers 4 25®5 76; patents 6 ti0a7 00. Winter at
Wheat
50
4 00®6 00 low grades 2 00(53
easier;
regular 1 08% for March: 1 0994@1 0994 April;
1 1*%@1 14% for May; 1 14%@1 14% for dune;
No 2 Chicago Spriug at 1 0894® 1 08% No Hat 94;
No 2 Red Winter at l 10%. Com lower 58@58%
for cash; 6894c tor March; 68%c for April «294c
May: 62%c June; **3%c July. »>ata are weaker at
43o -Itfr cash and March. 43%o April; 4494c May:
Barley is quiet
4494c for June. Rye keak 6**94
Dressed Hogs steady at 7 WXS8 OO. Pork
at 78c.
lower at 13 OO bid ensh and March; 18 20@18 2294
April 18 37@18 40 May; »8 60@18 52% for June.
Lard lower at 11 2*i for cash and March; 11 32%@
11 35 April. 11 47%fqll 60 for May: 11
11 65 fo» June. Bulk Meats in fair demand; shoulders 7 50; short rib at 10 OO; short clear at 1*» 25.
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat declined 9 so. Corn unchanged, except that
June declined 94c. Oats are irregular at 42<S4394
for April; 4 *%@44%c for May 44%c for June.
Pork irregular ai 18 0794 f°r March; 18 17% for
Apr 1; 18 H6 May; 18 62% June. Lard unchanged,
except that March was 7%o lower
Receipts—Flour 17,000 bis, wheat 34,000 bush,
corn 207,500 bush, oata 131,000 bu, rye 6,600 bu:
barley 71,00<) bush.
nrw, v
i.
790 bbls, wheat 23,000 bush,
—

—

1

—

Daily WSiolennle Market
Portland, Mch. 0.
Breadstuff8 quiet but very firm. Flour unchanged.
In Grain, Corn, Oats, Sacked Bran and Middlings
are higher.
The following are lo-day's quo atims of Flour,
Portland

Grain. Provisions. &c.
Flour.

Superfine and
low grades. .3 2 5® 4

X

Spring

and

Spring.. 25@6

6
XX
Patent Spring
Wheats ....8
Michigan Winter straights5
Do roller....6
St. Louis Winter straight 0
Do roller...0
Winter Wheat

00@8
75@6
25®(3

25®<>
60® 7

(train.
1
H.M. Corn.car lota.
78
26 iI New Corn, car lots75(t£7G
I Corn, bax lota.
80
251 [Oats, oar"lots. 57
Oats, bag lots.GO
76 Meal
75
'CottonSeed.car lots 28 UO
25 Cottonseed,bag lota30 00
761 SackedBran car lot,
25 0U@26 00
28 00
601 do bag lota....
00j Middlings, car lota 28 00
do bag lots. 30 00
..

patents.7 25®7 76 Rye. 130
ProriHiona.

Produce.

Cranberries, p bbl—

00@13
Cape Cod.15 00® 17
Maine ...12

8 00@3
Pea Beans
Mediums.... 2 76@U
German med2 55 a2
Yellow Eyes3 2 @3
Onions p bbl. a 60®2

00
00

PorkBacks
23
Clear...“. .22
...

16

00323 BO

00(322

f>0

Mesa.19 6<Va20 00
00 Me»s Beef.. 12 00@12 60

Ex Mesa..13 00® 13 60
60
60
Plate.16 0<>@16 25
Ex Plate. 1G 00»1G 25
76
SweeiPotatoes3 60®4 00 Hams.. 12Vfe@13e
covered 16Viic£l8c
Hama,
pdoz.24®25o
Eggs
24c Lard—
Turkeys, p lb—
Chickens.18® 20c Tub, |>lb .12%®12V*
Tierces..
Fowl .16®18d
12V4(812 Vs
Pail .12%«13Vfc
Ifntfer.
Seeds.
31c
Creamery.30®
Gilt Edge Yer....30 81c Rod Top.3 50(5:4 00
Choice.
Timothy.2 25(32 50
,.

Good.

Clover.15(315 Vi

c

Ruisini*.
Store.
Muscatel.2 10®3 10
Fhccsc.
London
Vermont
13Vfcol4Mi
Lay’r 2 76fa/3 00
OnduraVai -ll@12c
N Y Fact’y. .14Vfc®15
Orauxes.
Apples.
4 00 Valencia..6 00@6 50
Eating p bbl..3
Evaporated p lb 18® 19 Florida.4 0034 50
Dried Apples. ..8Vk@9
| Messina.2 6<\a3 * 0
.9
Sliced
®9Vi Palermo.3 00&3 25
L.cbiob».
.Nugar.
Granulated p lb....9*4 Messina.3 00(34 00
Extra C.8% Palermo .3 00(53 26
Potatoes*
...

60®

Early Rose, |> bush—
Moulton.85<f£*W)
Maine Central.80 a 85
G rami Trunk.80@86

Prolittcfl, Eastern.

Burbanks.
jJJJ
Grand Trunk.
7b
Jacksons and White Brooks
FREIGHTS—There is no improvement to note in
the general freight market since our report of last
for both
week, the demand for tonnage being light
Among the charters
ami coastwise trade.

foreigh

recently made, the following

are

reported

!;TyLlClWax

to Portland, coal 81.
*vl Hart, Portland to Cardonas, ebooks nmd
heads 20c. empty bhds on deck ttuc.
Scur Willie He Wolfe, Wiacassei to Now York or
Philadelphia, lumber 42.60.

i^.o,r

The Raid into Indian Territory.
Kansas Cut, Mo. March 6.—Capt. B. S.
Walden, President of the Kansas City Oklahoma Colony, which left here for the Indian
Territory, returned last night. Ho says the
other members are also coming home and announces his intention of organizing again as
soon as practicable.
He reports that the remnant of Payne’s band are in oainp near Arkansas City and
that they contemplate another

Succeeds

fore cannot be considered as a criterion of that
to be taken on the main question.
Proceedings in Parliament.
I
London, March 6.—The House of Lords today again appointed a committee of inquiry
into the effects of the Irish landlord act. Lord
Carlingford, Land Privy Seal, adhered to his
former opinion that such an inquiry would do
do good, but he did not oppose it.
New German War minister.
Berlin, March G.—Gen. Blumenthal, Com
mander of ibe fourth army corps, has been apThe Emperor was
pointed Minister of War.
very unwilling to dispense with Gen. Van
Eamele’s services.
The Imprisoned Socialists in Spain.
Madrid, March G —The families of many of
imprisioued socialists are receiving funds for
their support from mysterious sources. One
hundred vine stocks in Xerez have been maliciously destroyed. Persons supposed to bo
SPORTING.
guilty have been arrested.
Foreign Notes.
The revenue of Russia on imports during the
year 1882 exceeded that, of 1881 by 13,000,000
A Prize Fight in Kid Gloves.
roubles, bat was 5,500,000 roubles less than
Nicw York, March 6.—A prize fight took
that of 1880.
place to-night in the Basement pf Matt Graces'
A Russian student at the Liege, Belgium,
Bowery sporting house, between George FullUniversity has been arrested on the frontier.
james, light weight champion, and Patrick
He bjid 12,000 francs in bis possession.
It is
Gallagher, a noted nugilist of Philadelphia.
believed that he is connected with the SocialThe men fought with kid gloves on, to evade
istic propaganda.
the law, punishing prize fighters.
The battle
The sentences of imprisonment passed in
was fur $500 and the light
weight championLondon on Monday on the editor, proprietor
ship. Fourteen rounds were fought in 24
and printer of the Free Thinker, for blasphemiuntes, the fight being awarded to Fnlijames mous libel, also carry with them hard labor.
as at the end of the 14th round Gallagher failed
It is reported that owing to representations
to come to time.
Both men were terribly
on the part of Great Britain, Mace, the Cuban
punished.
refugee, has been removed from Pampeluna to
Ceuta, bis health having suffered at the former
The Mutual Union and the City of Chicaplace.
go.
THE DOMINION.
Chicago, HI., March 6tb.—Tho motion for
injunction to restrau the city from interfering
with the Mutual Union Telegraph Company
Letter Postage Not to be Reduced at
in reconnecting its wires cut down bp order of
Present.
the Mayor some days since, came before the
U. 8. Circuit Court to-day.
After hearing arOttawa, March G.—The government has announced that it is not their intention to introguments Judge Drummond held that the 51 ntual Union Company having come into the city
duce daring the present session a measure reon the agreement that its wires should be
laid
ducing postage on letters to two cents in view
underground before March 1st, 1883, it must of the adoption of a like measure by the United
abide by the terms of that contrac. and that its
States.
right to carry wires on poles expired by limitation. Ou the other baud the mayor of the city
In Memory of Alexander H. Stephens.
in causing the wires to be cut did an unlawful
Bloomington, Vt., March G.—-As a mark of
act.
His course properly wa3 to apply to the
respect to the memory of Alexander H. Steph
Court for an adjudication of the contract.
ens and in symnathy with
the people of GeorWhile owing to the expiration of the contract
gia, Gov. Barstow to-day ordered all State
the Court declined to issue an injunction the
offices closed on the day of Gov. Stenhen's
terms of whi jh would allow the wires to be
funeral and the flag displayed at half mast on
connected again he would, if plaintiff desired,
the State capital.
restrain the city from any farther summary interference with its property.
Heavy Failure in Baltimore.
Baltimore, Marcli G.—Maister & Reany,
A VIOLENT SPEECH.
shipbuilders, machinists and proprietors of the
dry deck at Locust Point, to-day made »n assignment for the benefit of creditors. Liabilities estimated at §300,000.
Irishmen Urged to Bring About a War
Between the United States and Eng- !
Corruption in New Jersey’s Legislature
land.
Newark, March 0.—The legislative commitNew Youk, March (j.—In his speech at the
tee of the Legislature to-day reported that
Emmet celebration at Cooper Institute, last
Speaker Eagar had improperly approached a
night, ex-State Senator Ecclesine said: \Ve member of the assembly, ai d the assembly
shall continue to instil venom in every land
adopted tbe report and sent it to the proseagainst the planderers of the world. England cuting State attorney to have tbe case brought
in an empire of jobbers.
before the grand jury.
It is a duty ol all irishmen in this country to
j
bring about war between the United States j
MINOR TELEGRAMS
and Great Britain.
[Cheers.] Put Irishmen !
in high places, into the Stale legislature, into
Enos Hall, assistant postmaster of New
office, into the Cabinet of the United States Haven, died yesterday of consumption, aged
aud they will do their work well. All we ask
49. He was a prominent member of tbe Mais for our adopted country to sanction our
sonic fraternity, the Ancient Order of United
cause aud we will do all the work.
Workmen and the Grand Army. He was a
[Great applause. J Do you remember the fisheries lieuteuant in the 11th regiment.
trouble in Canada?
Those outrages can be
A. K Hamilton’s lumber mill, at New Fond
made a cause (or war. [Cheers.] The Euglish
clu Lac, Wis., was burned yesterday. Loss
government will be as long in subduing us as
$30,COO.
it will be in discovering the name of “Num-.
Jeremiah Sullivan was killed by an engine
ber one.” [Great applause.J But, fellow cition tbe Bdstou & Albany road last night.
zens, we are against private assassination. Our
cause is just aud ail we ask is a fair fight aud
Superintendent J. R. Kendrick, of the Old
an open field.
[Cheers.1 Great Britain has Colony, wrs yesterday appointed general manof that road.
been
theUuited
States.
Who
ager
always
against
built the privateers wbeu we were struggling
R. Heynemann, cigar and tobacco importer,
to save the Union?
TheUuited States and
of Montreal, has failed for 850,000.
England to-day are as much enemies as holywater and a certain gentleman we know. [Applause aud cheers.] The English statesmen
Death of David Thompson.
boast of what they are going to do; I should
Mr. David Thompson of the firm of Thomplike to see them extradite Sheridan.
son & Fowler, pork packers, died this morn,

tions:

‘‘Thecoa8e, vulgar and profane language
which is attributed to me has of course no
foundation in fact.
No such language was
ever used by me, and
during the time the gallery was occupied by ladies no member of ihe
saw
me on the subject.
I never thought
press

Byrne

Gallagher &c.—
Schr Casco Lodge, Rockland to
8be •{> bbl.
Schr Silver Heels, same,

Bv

42,60.

5294®

Shipments—Flour

corn 134,00**

busb.oats123,000 bush,rye lO.OOobu,

bush.
St. Louis. Mch. 6.-Flour unchanged; fancy at
6 36 a 5 6*»; choice 5 20(5530; family 6 7U@4 80.
Wheat lowe*; No 2 R®,*'F9ll at 1 1-94 cash; 1 w94
12% for March 1 1494@1 16 April. 1 1694@
117% May; 1 1594 bid June, No H at 1 06@1 07.
Provision* lower to sell; only small job trade done
at generally easier prices.

barley 89.000

Receipts—Flour 7,000 bbls, wheat 37,000
00,000 bush, oats 00,000 bush, rye 0000
barley **0,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 11,000 bbls,wheat.6.000
corn 00,000 bush, oats 0000 bush, rye 0,000
barley 0000 bush. #
corn

bush,

bush,
bush,

bush,

Detroit

Mch. 6 —Wheat is eisy; No 1 White
fall, cash and March 1 09% lApril at 1 1194; May
at L 1394; No 2 at 96c, No 2 Red Winter l 13.
Receipts Ol.OOo bush;shlpmeuu 22,000 bush.
New Orleans, Mch. 6.—Cotton quiet; Middling
•
uplands 994c.
Mobile, Mch. 6.—Cotton is dull; Middling uplands 9%c.
Savannah, Mch. 6.—Cotton is quiet; Middling

uplands 9 9-16c.
Memphis, Mch. 6.—Cotton steady; Middling
lands

up-

9%c._

Now York, liina

By J B Dodge—
Schr Ellen .Vlorrlson, Portland to Staten Island.
?p r bn ys. 1.76 apiece.
Schr Laura H. Jones, Portland to Sey York .lumber

57@63c.

European tlnikel*.

—

5

(By Telegraph )
115%.
London, Mch. 6.—u. 8* 4v*s,
market
ivv upool
Mch 6-12.39 P M.-Cotton
moderate inoulry »"<*
sales 8,000
spee
9- od‘ Orleans 5 ll-lhd,

olatlon and

pales,

Sport 1000 bale., future. «eadj.
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REFORM Cl,I!IIS OF

QUARTERLY CO' VENTIOff
Quarterly Convention of the Kef orm Clubs
6i Maine will bo held at Lisbon, on Wednesday and
The

March 7 and 8, 1883.
It is earnestly hoped that avery Club in the State
Mil he represented.
ITie usual reduction of fares on the Maine Centra

Fhursday,

Etod

3rand Trunk may be expected.
Per order of STATE COMMITTEE.
--

We do not read anonymouc letters an comutuniThe name and address of the writ
are In

gttlons.

all cases
tion but

Indispensable,

not

necessarily for chiton

guaranty of good faith.

as a

We oannot undertake to return
are not used.

or

preserve

com-

munications that

Faith and Good Works.
Portland Las had Mayors who were in favor of the
prohibitory liquor law but against
its enforcement, and apparently they have
been acceptable to the extreme prohibitionists. Mayor Libby questioned the expedi

And on the whole, it
safely said that the close of the 47til
Congress leaves the party in a better situation than at its opening, and in one far belter than could have been anticipated after
the first session. The spirit within the par-

Xew York Times:

may be

ty at large which has secured the results obtained in Congress is much more powerful
and active than it has been in Congress itself.
Many impediments have been removed; much has been gained. There is
every reason for confidence t jat the party,
holding fast to what it has achieved, will go
on to a greater or more honorable carter in
the future.
Lord Lonsdale will accept no apologies,
aud the editors of Truth, the Loudon society paper Which so strongly hinted at infelicities in the Lonsdale household, will have to
Btaud a suit for libel.
Libel suits against
newspapers are not infrequently inspired by
a desire for backsheesh, but the entire success of this particular proceeding is some-

thing

He believes in

enforcing

all laws upon the statute book and lias always acted upon that belief. Because of
that—because he faithfully kept his oath of
office, he has been defeated. The liquor
iellers and tlib radical prohibitionists struck
bauds and bore him down. The action, or
inaction, of the prohibitionists has led to
the election of a man who does not believe
their theory is right and who is sturdily op
posed to the enforcement of a law the State
has enacted. We doubt if they can look upon the work of their hand3 and sincerely

good.
Apparently these ultra prohibitionists be-

pronounce it
lieve

in faith than in works.

more

Officers

who

profesed but did not practice were satisfactory to them. An officer who practic d
but did not preach was their abhorrence.
Bo, with the inconsistency that is their cliarncteris'ic, they aided the election of a man
who neither practices nor profeses—who
cannot boast of either faith or good works.
The Lewiston Journal offers the follow-

ing good

why

reasons

tax

a

commission

established: In the debate on
tax-reform which has been carried on in the
Journal of late, many excellent suggestions
■were made, but one of the very best and one
onwhich we hope the Maine Legislature
will act before its adjournment, is the suggestion made to the Journal readers bv one
of our ablest judicial minds, to the effect
should be

that the

Legislature appoint

a

Tax

mission to report to the next L gislaon this entire subject, with instructions to collate, review
and study the
whole body of our present law bearing on
taxation, and make such suggestions as
they deem proper to the Legislature of
1885. It is conceded on all hands that
Judge Goddard’s revision of the laws has
been one of the best pieces of work Maine
has ever had done for it. Now, (as may be
deemed best) if two or three gentlemen
equally well equipped for this work as Judge
Goddard was for the revision-work, could be
appointed for this tax-reform service, to report, as indicated after thorough investigation and study in the Legislative recess, we
are very sure that the paltry sum which
liuch a commission would cost would be as

nothing compared

with the

large and

The tariff bill reduces internal revenue as
follows: It provides for the repeal of the

bankers,

■whether

tax

is

A

made

on

cigars

and

lias ueen
made
so
far as
act,
tobacco is concerned, shall go into effect
t>n the 1st of May instead of the 1st of

cigarettes.
providing

July.

change

that

the

__

It would seem from the outline of the official programme which has been forthcom
fng that the festivities upon the occasion of
the coronation of the Czai are to take the
form of an immense bribe to the least reflec
five portion of the Russian public.
The
Ozar proposes to adopt the tactics of the en-

terprising

person who opens a new tavern.
He intends to give a kind of colossal free
lunch for the benefit and mollification of his

clear

Oxen are to be roasted
subjects.
whole, for gratuitous distribution; beer is to
lie placed on draught without money and
without price, and every attempt is to be
made to keep the people in good humor.
This is a line of policy which has a good
deal to recommend it, for the number of
radical reformers who can be bought with a
free treat is not small. Whether the
price
of the Russian Nihilists is as low as that remains to be seen.
If Great Britain is to be paid back in her
own coin, neither Bryne nor Sullivan will
be
surrendered by the governments under

which they have taken refuge. It is admitted that in their case extradition canuot
!>e demanded as a right, and in this connec.
lion the British are not in a
position to ask
favors. They stoutly refused to give
up
the co-conspirators of Orsini at the time of
the attempt on the life of the third Napoleon, and the course they pursued with regard to Mason and Slidell has not yet been
quite forgotten on this side of the Atlantic.
If they show a legal claim, the surrender
will be made, but hardly else.
The “Broadway Lounger” in the New
York Tribune asserts that Mr. Blaine in his
new book “will especially discuss the
diplomatic talent of this country in the vadous
episodes from Franklin and Jefferson to our
times, and he is understood to pay a high
compliment to Mr. Jefferson’s diplomatic
talent in playing off England against France

acquire

to

Louisiana.

The book is said to
he handsome in its treatment of the South

and Southerners. It will not shirk speaking
of Mr. Cockling and other compeers of Mr.
Blaine, but will be without malice, dealing
with all his equals with a generous and ap-

preciative

hand.”

former illness of the late A. H.
Stephens, when he was thought to he near
his eDd, a clergyman, Dr. Irvine, proposed
to read the Bible and pray with him if he
had no objection. Mr. Stephens answered:
“I do object, and most decidedly. I have no
objection to prayer, for I do believe in it,
hut I do object to death-bed repentance.
I
have made it a rule of my life to live each
day as if it were going to be my last. In the
heat of politics
I
have somemay
times
am
but
I
forgotten
myself
no better
today on my death-bed than
I have tried to be every
day of my life, and I
have no special preparations to
make, and
bo special pleas to offer.”
Duhing

a

Am election for OouncilmaiWs to behold in
Ward One, but two candidates
having the
votes requisite for an election. Mr. Connellan, one of the Democratic nominees, lacks
two votes of the number
necessary to a
choice. It is a question if it would not be
well to elect Common Councilmen by plurality instead of majority. It is a vexation
to have these second elections, and “the
plain people” who do not understand the
distinction between votes and ballots are apt
to

Washington correspondent

of

the

Hartford Courant says that one of the under
surface facts in regard to the tariff bill is
that seven Democratic Senators

ready

were

to vote for it if it had been disclosed at the

call that their support

end of the roll

was

necessary to pass the bill. In the House a
still greater number of Democrats heid the
same

position,

and would have

come

to the

of the bill had it been necessary.

rescue

At the Wagner memorial services at Finisburg, London, Sunday, Moncure Conway
said that there were periods in the history of
the world when a new order of men came
forth. This was shown in the era whereof
Carlyle was the prophet, Emerson the interpreter, Darwin the fi st fruit in science

Wagner in

aud

art.

Ex-Goveknou Churchill of Arkansas is
confronted with the report of an investigating committee, which finds that during his
six yaars’ term of office as State Treasurer
Stale funds to the amount of §294,000 disappeared, and tile attorney general is instructed to sue him and his sureties for the
money.

The Manufacturers’ Gazette of Boston
has issued a second exhibition number advertising the foreign exhibition to be held
■n Boston
three

ish,

next summer, and printed in
languages, English. French and Span-

for transmission abroad.

Athens calls
to the

Q men Victoria to

on

restore

Acropolis the friezes of the Partheantiquities which Lord Elgin

aud other

non

carried away.
Rum defeated the shipping bill.

That

hill

could have been
cates

of

the

passed had not the advowhiskey manufacturers ab-

sorbed the time of the House.
The Mayor-elect has the opportunity to
make a good administratis*. The use to
which he puts his gift will be watched with
great interest by the people of Portland.
The revised sugar duties go into effect
Juue 1, the rest of the tariff July 1. The
new interual revenue tax takes effect May 1.
THE NEW TARIFF.
Wherein It Differs from the Com*
missioners’

Report.

Statement of the Changes Made by
Congress .in the Protective System.

A

State

or national, except the tax on the circulation of national banks. That remains as
heretofore. The stamp tax on bank checks
and drafts, and matches, perfumery, and
patent medicines is also to be abolished.
The tax on dealers in tobacco is also largely
reduced, and no change has been made in
the provision that producers may sell tob.cco at retail to au amount not exceeding $100
annually. The tax on tobacco is reduced
from 16 to 8 cents per pound, or one-haif,
and the same proportionate reduction of the

present

The

excel-

lent results to Maiue tax-payers which
would flow out of their work. Will not the
Legislature give us such a Commission?

taxes on banks and

The

suppress.

Com-

tur#,

desired.

publication of
scandalous gossip, whether such gossip is
true or false, is an offense against the community which the law should endeavor to

ency of the law, but manfully did hi* duty
and enforced it.

be

to

suspect that chicanery has been practiced.

Some Portland people complained of the
one man power.
So they went to work and
set up tin other man power. Shrewd, wasn’t
It?

valued at from 6 to 10 cents, and 84 cents
per pound where the value exceeded 10
cents, with 1 cent per pound additional on
steel cold ruled, cold hammered or polished.
The Commission recommended 2f cents per
pound on steel wheels or steel tired wheels
for railway cars. The rew rate is 24 cents
per pound and 2 cents per pound on ingots,
blooms or blanks for tires—the same as the
Commission rate. On iron or steel rivet,
screw or fence or wire rods not lighter than
number five wire guage the new' rate is sixtenths of 1 cent per pound, and on iron or
steel for the manufacture of fencing the
same rate.
Thu Commission rate was If

per pound on crucible cast steel, nail,
fence and wire rods valued at 5 cents or less
per pound; 23 cents when valued at 8 cents
or less, and 3 cents when valued at above 9

cents

cents per pound.
On wood screws, from half an inch and
less than an inch in length 10 cents per
pound; and less than half au inch in length,
12 cents per pound, are imposed by the new
law. The Commission rates were 8 and 9
cents respectively.
Ou iron or steel wire, according to size,
the new rates are 14 cents, 2 cents, 24 cents
and 3 cents per pound;the Commission rates
were 24 cents, 2f cems, 3f cents and 4 cents
per pound. The proviso under the new law
making an additional rate of 4 cents per
pound where the wire is coveicd with cotton, silk or other material, was 3 cents under the Commission recommendations. Ou
galvanized wire except fence wire the Commission recommended a uniform rate addi
tional of 1 cent per pound; the new rate additional is | cent per pound and 1 cent and
2 cents per pound respectively on iron and
steel wire rope and wire strand, in addition
to the duty on the iron and steel of which
they are composed. The Commission rate
on steel not
specially enumerated was 3
cents per pound; the new rate is 45 percent,
ad valorem, au advance of 15 per cent, over
the old rate.
On lead ore, lead in pigs and lead in
sheets, the Commission rates were.l, 14 and
2f cents per pound respectively; the new
rates are 14, 2 and 3 cents per pound,
being
an advance on the item of sheet lead of f c.
per pound.
Ou nickel »he new rales are the same as
the
Commission’s
rate—15 cents per
pound, a reduction of 10 cents per pound.
In the wood and lumber schedule the
Commission rates wen- adopted throughout.
In the sugar schedule the new rates on all
sugars below No. 13, Dutch standard, is 1
40-100 cents per pound when testing not
above 75 degrees, and for each additional
degree 4 11-100 of a cent per pound additional ; the Commission recommended 1-1 and
5-i00 additional respectively on sugars above
No. 13. Not above No. 1G the new rate is
2} cents; above 10 and not above 20, 3 cents,
and above 20, 31 cents per pound
The

Commission

respectively.

rates were

31, 3f aod 41

The rate on

cents

molasses

is reduced from Commission rales 11 and 2 cents
per gallon. In the tobacco schedule the
changes are very few from the Commission
recommendations.
On manufactured tobacco of all descriptions not specially enumerated the new late is 40 ceuts per poond
where the Commission made it 50, and on
cigars, cigare ies, etc., the rate is $2 50 per
pound plus 25 per cent, ad valorem, instead
»
of $3 per pound.
The provision and liquor schedules were
left unchanged throughout. In the cotton
schedule, where the Commission rate on
thread, yarn and etc., was il cents per
pound, the new rate is 10 cents per pound;
where the Commission recommended 20
ceuts it is 15 cents; where the Commission
recommended 25 cents it is 20 cents; where
the Commission recommended 30 cents it is
25 ceuts; where the commi-sion recommended 3G cents it is 33 cents.
The changes in
the classification on cotton cloth are such as
to make a comparison difficult, but in
general it may be said that the new rales are
about the same as those recommended
by
the Commission. In the flax and
hemp
schedule, the Commission recommends placing jua) butts on the free list. By the new
law these were made dutiable at $5 per ton.
In the schedule on wool and woolens, raw
wool is placed at the same rates that ware
recommended by the Commission, which
were about 30 per cent below the old rales.
Manufactured woolen goods are reduced an
average of 17 to 25 per cent, but upon a few
articles the duties have been increased.
Among these cloaks, dolmans, ulsters and
other woolen outside garments for women
and children, ou which the Commission
recommended 30 cents per pound, plus 35
per cent ad valorem, the new law makes the
rate 45 cents per pound and 40 per cent ad

valorem.
A comparison of the rates iu the new
tariff iaw with the recommendations of the
Tariff Commission shows in most case3 a

close correspondence between them. The
demand of the country for the Tariff Commission bill has, therefore, been substantially satisfied.
The Commission recommended
duty of
Ou per cent, ad valorem upon decorated
..

china, porcelain, earthern,

stone and

crock,

ery ware etc.; the new law fixes the rate at
GO per
of 10 per
cent., an advance
the
old
rate.
On
the
cent., over

articles
plain, except earthern
stone and crockery ware, the Commission
recommended 60 per cent., and the new law
fixes the duty at 55 per cent., an advance of
15 per cent. Ou plaiu earthern, stone and
crockery ware the new law adopts the Cum"
mission’s rate, 55 per cent., which is an adsame

of 15 per cent. On glass bottles, etc.,
the Commission recommended 11J cents per
pound. The new law makes the rate 1 cent
per pound. Ou flint glass bottles the Comvance

mission

rate was

2 C8ats

per pound; the
new law makes it 40 per cent, ad valorem.
On articles of cut glass the Commissiou’s
rate, 50 per cent., was reduced to 45 per
cent., an advance of 5 per cent, over the old
rate. On unpolished cylinder, crown and
common window glass the Commission’s
rates were

the same

as

iu the

law; the
per pound

old

In the schedule on sundries the
principal
from the Commission’s rates are the
Coach and harness furniture refollowing:
duced from 50 per cent to 35 per
cent, toe
same as the old rate; bituminous coal raised
from 50 cents to 75centa, the same as the old
rate; salt raised from 10 cents and 6 cents
per 100 pounds to 12 cents and 8 ceuts, the
same as the old rate with the
proviso that on
imported salt used in curing mea's for exr
putation a drawback shall be allowed whenever the amount of duty
exceeds $100.
There is also a proviso that imported salt
in bond may be ueed in curing fish taken
by
vessels licensed to engage in fisheries on the
navigable waters ou the coast of the United
States, and on satisfactory proof the duty
shall be remitted.

changes

[New York Tribune.]

The New Tariff Act.
The great work of the XLVIIth Congress
has been the revision and reduction of the

tariff and the large reduction of internal
taxes. Faulty in many things, this Congress
has grandly vindicated at last the wisdom,
and, it might almost be said, the absolute
necessity of one of the most important ac s
When the Tariff
passed at its first session.
Commission bill was passed opponents of
the Republican p aity declared that it was a
cheat, intended to prevent any revision or
reduction of the tariff.
Many thousand voters, distrusting the sincerity of the step,
voted against the party last fail for that reaBut

son.

Congress

has now

passed

a

greatly

iaw reduces this £ of a cent
on each size.
On all other articles in the
schedule the new law adopts the Commis-

improved Tariff bill at a short session—a
thing deemed impossible by very many; has
adopted to a very great extent the recom-

sion’s rates.

mendations of the Commission which it had
created, and has clearly demonstrated in the
course of this great work that its performance, in the teeth of unpatriotic and unscru-

new

Iu the metal schedule the Commissiou
rate on iron ore, pyrjtes, etc., was 50 cents
per tou, plus 2£ cents per pound for the
copper contained

75

cents

per

therein; the new rate is
ton, plus 2$ cents per pound tor

all copper where the amount contained exceeds 2 per cent. On pig iron the rates are
the same, $0.52 per ton, the old rate
being

$7 per ton. On scrap steel the new rate is
$6.50 per ton, the old rate being $0 and $8
per ton. Ou steel rails the Commission’s
rate was $17.92 per ton.
The rate adopted
is $17, a reduction of $ll per ton from the
old rate. On bar iron, comprising

rounds,

flats and squares of various sizes, ou wbicb
the Commission rates were 9-10, 1 aud 12-10
cents per pound; the n iw rates are
1-10, 11
and 1-10 cents per ponnd respectively.
rate of $22 per ton is imposed on
all charcoal iron bars, blooms or sizes or
shapes of any kind. On T-rai!s
A

special

weighing

less than

25 pounds to the yard the Commission’s rates were 7-10 cents per pound,
and when punched 9-10cents per pound;
the new rates are 9-10 and 8-10 per pound respectively. The Commission’s rates on
round iron in coils or rods, less than 7-10 of
an

inch in

diameter,

and bars

or

shapes

of

roiled iron not specially enumerated, the
new rate is 12-10 cents per pound; the Commission’s rate was 1£ cents on the size
specified, and 1 1-10 on the unspecified classes.
On boiler, or other plated iron, the new rate
is 11-14 cents per pound on common sheetiron, thinner than one and one-half inches
and not longer than Xo. 2 wire guage, 1 1-10
cents; from 20 to 25 wire guage, 1 2-10;
from 25 to 29 wire gauge, 1 5-10; thinner
than 29 wire guage, including common
taggers iron, 10 per cent, ad valorem; where
galvanized f sent per pound additional for
all except tin plates, terne plates and
taggers tin. The Commission’s rates were
1 3-10,1 5-10, 1 7-10 and 1 9-10
respectively,
and £ of a cant when galvanized.
On polished sheeWron the Commission’s
rate was 3 cents per pound. The new rate
is 24 cents per pound. On iron or steel cotton the Commission’s rate was 1 4-10 cents
per|pound. The new is|30 per cent, ad valoOn hoop, band and scroll iron of difrem.
ferent sizes, the new rates are 1 cent per
pound, 1 2-10 cents and 1 4-10 cents. The

corresponding Commission

the
same, except on iron thinner than 17 wire
guage, which was fixed at 1 6-10 ceuts per
pound. On cut nails and spikes the Commission’s rate of 1£ cents per pound was
rates

are

adopted.
Cn chairs, according to size, the new
rates If, 2 ceuts and 24 cents per pound.
The corresponding Commission rates were
2, 2£ cents per pound and 35 per cent, ad
valorem.

The new rate on steel ingots, cogged ingots, blooms, slabs, etc., valued at 4 cents a
pound, or less, is 45 per cent, ad valorem;
from 4 to 7 cents a
pound, 2 cents a pound;
from 7 to 10 cents a pouud, 2f
per cent;
above 10 ceuts per pound 3£ cents
per pound,
with £ cent per pound additional where the
steel has been subjected to the
process of
cold rolling, cold
hammering or
ibe Commission’s rates were two polishing,
oeuts per
pound on all steel valued at 9 cents per
or less; 2f cents p*r pound on
steel

pulous Democratic opposition, would have
been utterly impossible had not the investigations of the Commission first given defin'
iteness and guidance to the movement and
brought to aid it a powerful concentration
of pub.ic opinion.
From the outset, the bill of the Commission has been stronger out of Congress and
even in Congress than any other which it
was possible to frame.
It contained numer-

appear whether the changes are upward or
downward. Thus it will be seen that 'he
act departs in surprisingly sinatl proportion
of specifications from the rates proposed by
Vie Commission, even to secure greater rebut that the large majority of departures were toward lower rales. Most of
these were made by the free-trade Demofew
crats of the Senate, with the aid of a

Republicans. And yet, after having done

their utmost to defeat the passage of the bill
by making it dangerous to industry, and
therefore unacceptable to Republicans, they
not oulv voted against it but resorted to indecent fillibustering to defeat it. If these
Democrats had been able to prevent, the
country would have bad no reduction of
taxes from the XLYIIth Congress.
Higher rates than the Commission proposed have been fixed in 10 cases under
chemicals, 8 under earthen and glass ware,
4 under iron and steel and 5 among other
metah, 5 under liquors (and these, mainly
champagnes, are also advanced from the
present law), 5 under cottons, and 5 under
sundries. Lower rates Ilian the Commission proposed have been fixed in 21 oHses under chemicals, 87 under iron and steel and
4 under other nietils, 7 under sugar, 8 under provisions, 0 under wool and woolens,
The preponderance
and 8 under sundries
of reductions in the iron and steel section
marks the special hostility of ilie Democrats
to that great industry, and explains the u
willingness of some Republicans to vote
The time has now
with their associates.
passed for those heated predictions of overwhelming disaster which were not unnaturally made by some who feared that the hill
bad gone too far toward reduction for the
public safety. Tbe country does not need
to be alarmed.
It »ould be better that the
sturdy men of all industries should now set

tbemselves'bravely to overcome as far as
they can any dangers to which Democratic
free-traders have exposed the country, and
meanwhile to rejoice that in spite of them
the work of a Republican Tariff Commission
ha- been so far carried out by tbe
Republican majority in Congress.
It is not unlikely that tbe pernicious character of some
Democratic departures from the plan of tbe

Commission will become

so

apparent, before
another session 01 Congress, "that tne Democrats themselves will not dare to refuse
amendments. On the other hand, the good
effect of the general provision- and
tenor
of
the
measure
be so
may
great that, in not a few cases changes which
men now view with dread
may prove harm-

less.

The theoretic reduction of revenue is one
thing, and that can be calculated. The actual decrease in revenue received is a
very
different matter, for, first, the same taxes
would uaturally yield an increased rev» nue
with every year of prosperity; and second,
the effect of almost every injudicious reduction of duties is to increase importations at
t he ouiset, and thus to increase revenue.
Hence men differ widely in judgiug of >he
induction that will result from the act just
passed. Senator Morrill staled that he expected a reduction of $75.(X)0,l)00; Mr. Kelley placed it at $05,000,000 to $70 000,000
and Mr. C irll-le at $05,000,000. But the
Democratic leader considered that the reduction in internal revenue would be from
$40,000,000 to $45,000,000: while Mr. Kelley,
who is at least as well able to
compute that
part of the ptoblem—by all odds the least
doubtful—puis it at $35,000,000 to $40,000,000. Assuming that aboui $37,500,000 will
nrove approximately correct, ibere will remain a reduction of §27,500,000 to $32 500,000 from the change of the tariff. About
$11,000,000 of this is expected from tbe new
sugar duties, and $5,400,000 from tbe abolition of inland transpor ation, 2-J per cent,
commissions and other charges. Computed
on the basis of last year’s importations the
decrease would appear to exceed $32,000,000 or even $37,000,000, but w >uld average
even 'ben less than the Commission aimed
to secure.
But if excessively low duties
have been adopted in any important case,
the result will be a considerable increase of
importations, so tbit tbe actual decrease of
revenue will prove still smaller.
Without doubt this bill has defects, although it merits on tbe whole much praUe.
It is a most desirable revision as respects
simpllcation and the avoidance of ambiguities, and it- secures a larre reduction of revenue.
Tbe country, 'bough tbe Democrats
never give it credit for
intelligence, will not
overlook tbe fact that nearly'all tbe defects
or doubtful features of tbe bill are due to
the malignant par isanship of Democrats in
the Senate, or to their ancient plantation
prejudice against measur-s 'hat promate
diversified industry, wnile for ihe passage of
any bill whatever, and for all the merits oi
the new aet, credit is due to the
Republican

parly.

told

by

hi* i*;irout*.

Mr. Editor,— We feel it our duty to write you
wli it the Cuticura remedies have done for our little boy, who has been teniblv afflicted with Salt
Rheum, Scrofula and E^y-ipelas ever since he was
born, and nothing we could give him helpe t him
until we tried Cuticura which after using quite a
quantity began to help him and gradually cured him
until he is now «s lair as any child. His nody was
completely cover* d. and his face and hands swelled
We had no c mrort with him. it wa* so
very b idly
in ch work to take ca»e of him. and lie suffered so.
We began to treat him wbei he was 8 months old
giving t<im at first 10 drops of the Cuticura He
s event Ht a time bathing in warm water and Cuticura Soap, and applying Cuticu a care ully to
the entire body. H*» is now 3y3 years old and is
perfectly well W e h ve not written before, beciuse we thought it might appear again; but it has
not and we are very hankful.
MR. and MRS. EVERE1T STEBB1NS.

1 have used your Cuticura remedies in gc-vcral
ca-es f Eczema, Moist and Dry Tetter
and cured
them all. Your Cuticura Resolvent, so far as
m a les me to test it, lias, in
my
my hands,
exceeded in efficacy aid efficiency any alterative
compound (blood p rffl-r) l,liave ever made use of
in an active practice oi 30 years’ duration
E. N. ECKER, M. D.

supply

Jacksonville, Pa.

~CURE

IN EVERY CASE

Your Cuticura remedies out-ell all other med
keep for skin rti eas<s. My cu turners and
patients say that they have effec ed a cure in eveiy
icines I

large proportion of

Congress to correct.
changes that have

the

been made in the form of enumerations or
in rates have been corrections of this nature.
But there are very few members of either

House, we suspect, who are aware hew
large a part of the bill that has been passed
was

in every letter the work of the CommisThere has been so much conflict of

sion.

opinion

about a

few important departutes

from its plan that the substantial identity
of the great part of the bill now passed with

Birth Humors,
Hough, a happed, or Greasy Skin,
Black Head0, Pimple*, *nd skin Blemishes, use CuFsr

Tnfanti

e

and

oaf,
exquisite skin Beautifikr and
Toilet Ba' h, and ursery Sanat've. Fragrant with
delicious flower odors aud Cuticura balsams.
ticura

an

feb28

WS&w2w9

Bwodishi
Botanic
An
I tive

Altera-

the

Lungs.

Swedish

a

charm

distinct articles
ing the free list. Of these 524 have been
taKen, word for word, from the bill reported
by the Commission. And much more than
half of the remainder are mere additions of
trifling articles by name which the Commis
sion for brevity’s sake had judged it sufficient to include under general clauses, or
which had been inadvertently overlooked.
In order to render vexatious uncertainty

still less probable, Congo ss has chosen to
insert the names specifically with the appropriate duty. In another and smaller
class of cases, however, Congress preferred
to retain ihe present classifications, holding
that I eal decisions had now sufficiently removed the danger of ambiguity. In a third
and still smaller class of cases, the object of
the majority was to secure a greater or less
reduction of duty than had been recommended, and these, probably less than 25 in number, were mainly in the cotton, woolen
goods, or iron aud steel schedules, over
which there has heeu so much struggle.
Next, as to rates, in about •two-thirds of
the 031 specifications, namely in 409 in all,
the act passed retains precisely the rate proposed by the Commission. In over 50 cases
more, substantially the same rate is retained
for articles now named which the Commission had included under general clauses.
Thus there remain in all about 170 departures from the ra es fixed by the Commission, and many of these are small. Lower

duties are fixed iu 98 cases, higher duties in
40 cases, and In about 20 cases It doss not

Anybody

who has

common such

Market

•

led

Square Portland.

and circulars—Sent FreeF. W. A. BEltGEhGUEN,

the

animals

foUs,” seldom look-

So long

their wives

men

daughters

whom

At the

tention.

or

deserve

drudges—who

a

are

the

time

same

better

not

poor

household

fate—creep around,

or utensils in band, up stairs down stairs
out-of-doors,doing that woman’s work which is
•‘never done.” Lossos of loved wives and fair girls
—losses whose suddenness aud unexpectedness astonish those wooden-pated husbands and fathers
fall, seemingly out of a clear sky, and form the log"
ical sequel to the story of neglect.

broom

and

Now you

men

who

stand at the htads of ten thous-

aud such homes, allow

us to drop a word in your re
cepiive ears. If these wou .en of yours are worth
having, they are worth saving. That back-ache
that pain in the chest! What are they but indica—

tions of

heart,

some

or

tion of

the

org uuic trouble of the kiduet s, the

lungs?

End it at

on *e

by

applica-

the

BENSON’S CALCINE POR *US PLASTER.

Better than

of

all

treatment, and proves itself
a

1 s roful

»us

a

of

mer-

oomplete

mas-

traces

lire

of McrofulouH Moves.

well known writer on the Boston Herald, B. Wof Rochester, N. //.writes, .June 7t ts^2:
••having suttered sever, ly for some Years with
Eczema, and having failed to find r lief from oth^r
reme ies, I fcave ma e use, during the past three
months, or ayek’s Sarsaparilla, whi h has
effected a complete cure. I consul* r it a magnificent
remedy fir ah bl od diseases.”
'I he

Ball,

Ayer’s Sai’sagiarilla

st’raula es and regulates the action of the ciiges.ive
and assimilative organs, renews and strengthens the
vital forces, and
speedily curts Rheumatism
Catarrh, Neuralgia, Rheumatic Gout, General Debit
ity, and all diseases ari-ing from an impoverished or
corrupted condition of the l lo .d, and a weakened

vitality.
ir comparably the cheapest blood medicine,
of its concentrated strength, and great
power over disease.
PREPARED BY
It is

on a< coun

Dr J.C.

AYER&CO., Lowell,

Mir-s.

Sold by all Druggists; price §1, six bot les for $5

sell

MWF&wlw

THE GREAT SAUCE;
OF THE WORLD.
Imports the most delicious taste
EXTRACT
of a LETTER from
a MEDICAL GENTLEMAN at Madras to his brother
at

and zest to

SOUPS,
gravies,

WORCESTER,

’lay, 1851.
‘'Tell LEA £ PERRINS ti at their
sauce is highly esteemed hi India,
and is In my opinion, tho most palatable, as well as the
most
wholesome
sauce thatismade.

I FISH,
HOT * COM I

MEAX%

Government
Which at
terest.

premium

a

GAHE,4:fe

i?

on

In the

New C'-mio

THE MU

which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may with raw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make it. It is easier
to

make money than to

save

Special scenery. Elegant Costumes. Tbe Ideal
Grand Chorus, and Ideal Orchestra of 14 Boston
Instrumentalists, s. L stud ley. Musical Director.
Tickets and I ibre to for al< the Ox eras now on sale
at Stockbridge’s Mus e Store, jbali fare on P. & O.,
marldlw
P. & it., G. T. and AI. C. R. R.

Roller Skating Rink

by comparison

shown

GRAM)

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over $3,3: 0,
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving insurance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 5-/8 per cent, compound interest.

THE ASSETS OF TJ?E NORTHWESTERN, (in

a

4

oer

SINCE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be Known to be

preferred

surance

It* policy older* increase their inin the Northwestern.

ST.,

Portland, Maine.

V

Mott

State

Ohio; the
railr< ad centre.
of assessed

a

BUFFALO

FOR

HON

H O M E

SALE BY

35

loalioD
Mltiiry &Exchange

PROMPT PAVSENL OF DEATH LOSSES.

35
Company of Superior Artists
Winnebago Indian Chiefs —6

pj>pE_A

Sts.

Prices

ood /

nesday,

JOHN A. DODGE &

mar5dtd

Manager.

y night!
53
Mar.
matinee, Saturday, at 2.30.

ed to the doors

and

evet

our

popu

ar

First appearance <*f the Lancashire Queen,
▼3D « LOITIE WARD,
in her great songs and dance. This lady stands towithout
a rival.
Don’t »*rfl to see her.
day
SUll retained! The Queen of Clubs! *
LOTTA Z ti BA !

J. B. Brown & Sons,

Harry Jefterson, Gus Wallace,Harve? Collins, Ida
Mortimer Clara Wilber, Annie Phillips, Lu u t.
C are a- d our gr»nri stock co pany supporting Mr.
Gua w all ace in his great act of

BANKERS,

ilUTiCUAlEV BOARDING HOFME!
Admission 15, 25 aud 35c.
maroeodlw

Street,
?t#
$>„.
On.
fi.,
Bn

...

Wed

commences

Monday

W&Sly

•>

Sale of Seats

170th
170th
NIGHT
of the only Vaudeville Theatre in the State. Crowd-

CO.,

Unine Central
......
f*o» tl ud ond Ki'UO' bcc
nud
Kennebec
Androocoggio
Porilnn-i anti Ogde nburg
City of Portland

as usual.
March 7.

free

Season !

LYCEUM THEAT RE.

No. 12 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
Weekly Financial Report sent FREE, showing how
large profits may be made from investmemts of

middle

Street^

Fred Mortimer

Of

HOUSE

Sensational Daily
Parade.

Sensation of the

The

HARRY W. FRENCH
will

give bis popular lecture,

first class bonds and stocks.

11)8 Laid of the li night Sun,

Sterling and Ontiiienial
Exchange
bought aud mi Id at must favora-

—AT

ble rates.
decli

dtl

CITY

1UKKIIVG House
OF

Saturday Evening,

—

HENR* CLEWS & CO.1
IN NEW STREET. NEW YORK.

LONG mow STNTUE ASSOCIATION.

(NKXT HOOK TO T-*E STOCK KXCHAN' E.1

Stacks, Honda, Grain, Cotton and .Petroleum
bought and s Id on y on comu. iesion for cash or on
margin. Deposits received 4 per cent allowed on

daily

balances. Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
the N. Y. Mining Stock Ex hange, The National Petroleum Exchange, the Chicago Board ol Trade.
Private wire to Chicago.
feb6eodtf

’83,

March 10,
THE—

—IX AID OF

Poors open at 7 o’clock;
Admission 25 cts ; reserved
at Stock bridge's. Mai cli .th.

lecture to
scats

5u

begin

at 8.

For sale
mch5'dUl

cts.

P .H. 8. O.

COMPANY.

OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay our death
cl»ims promptly upon their approval by the loss
committee, without waiting ihe customary ninety
days- aud without rebate of interest!
JOHN E. DEWITT,
President.

A

O-Celebrated

and other

INCONTESTABLE POLICIES! All policies issued
after Nov. 10, 1881’ are incontestable after three
years from the date of the policies for any cause except ft aud or »»isstatement. oft ge.
ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can ocour dc_.g its
continuance, and is so simple aud clear thatav
a child can understand it.
ITS MAINE LA a EXTENSION is the most just
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the
poliev hollars ever devsed.
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS! Whenever
the reserve upon the nolicv and the dividend auditions thereto, amount to the sum insured, the
\ becomes payable at once as a matured endowment.

BILL I

W

trr, entitled

Offer for Sale

epidemics.

A

The most celebrated of all American Characters the
original *n<l famous Government Scout,
Guide and Indian Fighter,

20 Or Buffalo Bill’s 20
DAIS —Pledge!— DAIS

218

IT IS AN OLD COMPANY, having been establisbeil over thirty years.
IT HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
P *N1C since it- organization, paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT *S A POPULAR COMPANY. having gained
an stablished character for liberality by many
years of fair dealing w th its |»olicy holders.
IT HAS THE END' )RSE viENT of the highest insurance author! i-s and < he m<»s-. prominent business aud professional men all «»vor the country, and
for all these reasons is entitled to your considers
tion and respect.
IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
no stockholders t»take
th(j lion’s share of the profi's. Mutual Companies uever fail
IT HAS OVER Hlim EN THOUSAND POLI
ClKS in force, and is therefore sure of a lair average mortality, and cannot be seriously affected by

IHEATRE.

Cincinnati
.$88.20
Cleveland. 40 38
04 32
Toledo
Columbus. 24.38
Dayton. 28.48

UNION KUTUAL
PORTUKU,

dtd

F.fODV.
Bn bi» Cirenteil Flay, wr iicb by Chan. Few-

*

MAINE.

”

cities of

feI>2S

LIFE INSURANCE COiPANY

Climb

to

Curtis.proprietor and Manager.
TWO NIGHT*.
Friday aud Satuiday, March 9 and 10.

eodtf

INSURE

—

"PORTLAND

$10 TO $1000.

Agent.

BY

mar 7

STOCK SPECULATION.

4GKXTS.

-IN THE-

18

Subject—‘'Blow

wiBhing to make money in legitimate Stock
operations should write to the old established Banking

YOU SHOULD

OF

—

REV,D W. LeLACHEUR

The Debt per capita is only $1*4.75
Below we give the d»-bt per c uni tv of some other
crtieB in Ohio, as reported in the u. S. census returns
of 1880:

T. T. MERRY
jne23

THURSDAV, MARCH 8th at 7.45

Parties

LEWIS MeLELLAN, Gorham.

Church,

St.

Vaughan

lees than three per rent

dec30

—AND—

—

Prank

Cor. Middle &

ISootlafoy,

SPEC § AL

growing

county so-vt of *-tark county and

Fortlap ^ l_

WHY

of the

on

LECTURE,

POPULAR

Population.13 ‘‘-OO.
Am e«M'd Valuation,..
.$0.*»34,I5O
Be I Valuation, ..$14, OO OOO
total Debt,
.$»6* OnO
one

lecture

In the Mall of the Young Men’s Christian Association, Fra say Fvruiux Mur.!), ut oVIk.
The Lee ure will be illustrated with into eating
•exper incuts. Admission 2b cents; members free.
mar7
d3t

BONDS.

Endowment Policies
for stile at

EXCHANGE

1854.

sellers of

eodtf

Canton is

Henry
Carmichael,
of H •»d«*in I'ollegr,
—will

5 1*2 Per Cent

LIVE AGENTS WANTED

IT

Prof.

“Flj^ MB,”

Street,
PORTLAND.

The debt is
valuation.

WHITNEY.
Manager.

C. II.

G!TY«fCANTON,OlilO

vested in the most productive ^nd solid socurties of the c untryi have earned the past, ten
years above paying all expe ses and taxe-*, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.

Party.

mar7dtf

Exchange

feb3

Results Accomplished.

§§

Bon-bon

This will beene of the must novel events
•>f ihe sghsku. At u given 'ign il un aitraeiive bon-bon will be given to every
skater.
i'lies a* usu .1.

Ba< k St-cks Manui'a<‘iurns'Stocks and oilier
Investment Securities.

results.

of

13,

Mar.

Tuesday Eve’ng,

Bonds

32

NORMANDY.

THE CHIMES OF

in-

CITY, COUNTY and RA LWAY

it.

Better than Tontine Policies in other Companies
as

Buyers and

KETEERS.

March 15, Planquette’s
Thui»dny Freni
Beautiful Oprra,

per cent. W© have also
and Township bonds of

ESTABLISHED

rch 14. At 8.00,
IajuIs Varney’s

Opera

Tickets CO, 75 and $1.00.

Bankers and Brokers.

Better than the Savings Bank.

ssiou.

in

Fvrniug. M
Stockbridge Course)

WrdoMdny

y. IPAYSOX & CO.

CHAS. H. O’BRIOH,

GRAND DRILL AND BA LL

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

City Hall, March 12th, 1883,

AT

COAL.
Domestic

Coals

—

THE LONGFELLOW STATUE ASSOCIATION.
Tickets 50 Cents Each.

Specialty, at Lowest Market

a

rices.

—

IX AID of

—

sale by memb rs and at the door.
Sal* f reserved seats to fouimence at Stockfeb27did
bridge’s March -th.
For

322 Commercial
Bxrown’s
Orders

Street,'

Wlinrl

PORTLAND

MAINE.

Walizin^ 1
The Last Class fur the Season

received by Telephone.apl5-dtf

HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary.
NI< 'HO LAS DeGR* 'Of, Assistant secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.
JOSJAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

PER

J. F.

FFSieiS,
I Manager For Mains end New Hamosliire

COMMENCES-

11ESUAV

VLB. VO
Six Les.ons at Reduced Rates:
Gentlemen, $V.3t>
Ladit., $1.30

SET

Gum Teeth,
Plain “

$10
$7

tebl

4dtf

rmiNG.

Respectfully,

M, B.

GILBERT

We have now been in the
three *ears, and have yet
to hear of the first case where
we have failed to give satisfaction. We use none but the

|
i

city

f

Best

bottle of GENUINE

WORCESTERSHIRE

an1 warrant

SAUCE*

Teeth,
a

perfect fl*

Sold and used throughout tbo worlt

JOHN DUNCAN S

VAGENTSFOR

THE UNITED
NEW Vote tv.

E. B. & F. W.

SONS,
STATE!

_dl&wWly

LOCKWOOD,

_

288 1-2
feblD

ATLANTIC

Street

Middle

PORTLAND, 9IE.

oodtf

OF NEW

INSURE

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Kemittent
Fever, and all diseases *rigii>ating

in a bad State of the Blood, or
accompanied by Debility or a low
State of the System.
t-«rv

*

*

*.

*

s*^*'T*'z*'~i*

| Crick,

Sprains, drenches,
liheumatisra, Neuralgia,
Sciatica, Pleurisy Pains,
I Stitch In tho Side, Slow Clrillation of the Blood, Heart Diseases, 8oro Muscles,
and
all
tho
Chest,
pains and aches either local
Jainin
,r teep-soated arc Instantly relieved and speedily
,urcd by tho well-known Hop Waster, compounded,
^ it Is, of the medicinal virtues of fresh Hops, Gnma,
iatsams and Extracts. It Is Indeed the heft palndlling, stimulating, soothing and strengthening
faster ever mad*:. Ask for the Hop Plaster at any
irug store. Price 25 cents or five for $1. Hop Plas-

I

■cr

-Jo.. rropncLura,

take ^sks at their office, New
Company
Vork. on Vessels. Cargoes and Freights, and issue
to
open policies
merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

Ac ts, Boston, Mass.'

V'

URE FDR

NEW

*

PLASTER(3)
*************

BILLIARD

HALL

Four New Briggs’ Tables and ever
thing in perfect order.

'•

WAJ.TJER A. maodokald
t«b

January

Marine Risks from 1st
1882, to 81st December,

on

1882.$4,412,693 58

Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1882

Total Marino Premiums.

1,516,844 85
$5,929,538

43

LIQUORS

fctndf»,

OBiGINAL

—tor SAi/r

B STANLEY &
4

AT—

ar—

Summit

for

New England,

TI1E t ELESlSATKD

Mineral

FROM IIA
anciO

Spring Water,

RK3KON,JI?IA

ASSETS,

IN K.

Ihealthcokset

Six Per Cent Interest on Ontstandina
Serip Paid On and After Feb. 6,1883.
Dividend to Policy
Boldeis on
Premiums Terminniinu in Sfebtj,
L

Is increasing in popular!
t> every day, as ladle* And
it the mosr. c*«»ti«for<ttbl*‘
and perfect flit«n«e corset
ever worn. Merchants *ay
it gives the best satisfaction of any corset they ever
8 Id.
For^aloby al* lead-

king dealers
3 satisfact ry

40 PER CUJtfT.

Warranted

or

money

dim

WM. P. HASTINGS’,
'ti |Mg Exchange St.

EASTER _0PEAL\G!
Imported

BALL’S

$13,171,675.0 2

Losses

Pa'rf

in

Thirty Days

A

$>0 R

*

1

J. W.

MUNCER,

CO It MJKSJPON RENT

March 6,1883,

dtmteodllniAwSwio

complete assortment may be

diw

WORK FOR FYhRYROHY.
have work In your
home in
YOUbusiness
when*
peddling is require 1, from
can

own

$c*)kt

BERkv,
tot and gala ffi-dnb

No. 37

Plum Street.

a new

no

$

to $1<> per tiav e n be made
One dozen samples
sent free that will dr> to commence work ou.
Scud
four 3c stamps for
postage aud advertising, and addoes«. tneitioidug tuis paper, II. HUN 1'
OO

feblTdUn_\V.

STEPHEN

at

Ko. 1J4 Congress Street.

mnr2_

by mail $J.50

Q

seen

10RING, SHORT & HffiON’S

re-

& CO.
OWEN, MOORE d&w£m7

J. D. JONES. President.
0HAKI.ES DENNIS, Vioo President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vico Preeideiu
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

anul Domestic

EASTER CARDS

funded.

Price

and

PIANO COVERS and PIANO SI001S

ONEITNO. TORR "TBESiT, PORTLAND, MAINa.

POE

Square Piano-Fortes.

For Sale and to Let.

in the

SON, Importers,

Also, Goneral Managers

an

Also Several other good manufacturers make
several New Style Organs.

FACKAOE1,

PORTLAND: 9 EXCHANGE ST.

No. Si IHion Slrcel,

"

Premiums

After Proof.

HOP

JABTEB, HABKIS
Ss HAWKEY, Gcn’l

cf all

AGAINST
MARINE
RISKS ONLY.
will

This

Cures

VOIIIf

HALLET, DAVIS & CO/S
Upright,

IMPORTED

Mutual Insurance Co,
WINES &

SWEDISH

g:ng, itching, worse at
night; seems aa ir pin-won were crawling about
aroWten
aflectea. As a
the rectum; the private partr
pleasant, economical and positivo cure. Swathe’s
to
in
article
the me-'
apy
Visuvt 'is superior

H. M. S. PINAFORE.

Ticket * reduced to 50 cents reserred; 25 cents ad-

deti

fivery

me.

Symptoms are moisture^’

3Ya per cent, in-

JAMES A. AXDEMSOX, Special Agt.

M. 15.,

IWim PILES

Bond,

pays about

<

c^e O'
Bismatr.ro

and

Minnesota, Iowa and Nebraska, paying the investor
7 «o 7^4 per cent. Monthly investment circular,
with list and full description of bonds, mailed on
application.
E. H I >euslow (Member N. Y. 8tock Exchange),
I). A. EASTON, II. H. 1IEKTS, S. H. NP HOLS.
P. O. Box 1689.
janlSeodtmjG

poli-

Proprietor.

THE GREK

Four per cent.

diseases.

of which 1 have now taken three bottles, witli the
result tbs« thes res are heal d, and my general
_Jnu.lth areally iviujnvv-d. I feel wry grateful for
the good your medicine has d ne me.
\ ours respectfullv Mrs. A>n O’Brian.*’
148 Sullivan St., New York, June 24, 1882.
All
^ int
rcxti-il hi. invited to
r.nli ok Mr*. O'lfrino; also upon tfi** lS<>v. Z.
I*. Wild* of
Baoi d4th Ntr*-« t, ^cw Vork
€iiy. who will lake pleasure in te-Ktying
tolhe womeifnl tlle iry of A^r’ Ma ?n»
p?*«i I *, nf«i only in the cure of mi- I d«,
bu* in In ownauo nanny i»*hi r rawe- witbiitbio knowled-e.

Con

RETIE ESS Eft,
Sale by all Druggists, eod&wly

a

SCROFULA,

removes

Wedne* *y Afternoon, Mnreh 14 at 2.80,
Gilbert & Suiliran’s Nautical Opera,

Tickets 50,75 and $1.00.

WILL*AM SWEAT, Sec’y and Trena.,
87 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
mar3()
eodly

paying the investor 5 to 6
ca»efully selected School

TL3LUL'fcUL£tX

and all

ter

following celebrated artists will

lllnrie Ntoue. xVIury Ihebe, Gernldine HMuir, .Vfntliililu Phillip*., Lizzie lliirion,
Mny SimcUforil, Fannie Klee. Hattie
Brown,
Zephie Dia«mor«. FI rtner
Reed, iff* W. Whitney, Tom Karl. H. C.
Barnnbec. nerndon .Tlorreii, Geo Froshinghain, IV U. McDonnld. J. H. Atnrand F. J. Me nrthy.

BONDS

Tht* above

scrofulous diseases, Sores, Erysipelas, Ecze
Carbuncles
ina, blotches, Ringworm, Tumoi
Boils, and Eruptions of the Skin, re the direct
result of an impure stale of the blot
To cure these diseases the blood mast bo purified,
ana r. stored to a healthy and natural condition.
AyuTsSarsaparilla has for over f rty years
been rccogniz id by eminent me deal authorities as
the most powerful blood purifier in existence. It
tree3 the system from all foul hum rs, enriches and

year.

member of lie N. Y. Stock Exchange.
We keep constantly on hand a line of sound
vestment, Kail road and Municipal

THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over
cent, reserve is $3,022,612.

curial

IDEAL OPERA CO.

as a

soothe that nervous distress, drive away that
pain, banish th»t dud, weary hack-ache, five new
strength to the body >nd fresh h pe to the heart.
No other piasters will do his. The Benson’s Plas
ter, however, is not made 10 sell —but to heal. It
is a remedy w hich never yet broke its | romisc—and
never will.
T our druggist has it. But before paying your 25
cents and pu tii>gtli« plaster in your pocket, look
for ihe word CAPC.NE cut in the middle.
Seabury & Johnson, Pharmaceutical Chemists,
New York.
mar7WS&w2wlO
It will

strengthens the blood,

Rental of Safes in Vault $10 to $75 per
ts at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address

Bankers and Stock Brokers, New York f'ity, (Nos.
70 & 72 Exchange Place and No 1 Exchange
Corut.

New

actually
inbei, under the doctor’s care, the average thick
skinned husband and fathar gives the subject no at
sis

Directors. John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
William E. Gould, William G. Davis, 11. l. Libby,
Jacob Mci^jllan. Pbilip H. Brown, Edward A.
Nov'S, II. M. Payson, W. H. Mculton, William
Sweat, L. D. M Sweat a!l of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Sknwhegan, Anson P. Morrill, Augusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebuuk.

STOCKS

complaint. The women get
the machinery of the house goes on. Be-

England women call

Deposit Do.

Portland Safe

Chartered in 1875 by the Legislature of
Maine for the SAFE REEPHV« of
TALtlARI.EI, and the RENTAL
of SAFES in it« FIRE and
ill’RGLAB PROOF
VACLTS.

who do the

about, aud
yond this. tho?e coarsc-gr dined

codftm

Sold on Commission for Cash or on Alargin. Correspondence solicited Cus omern lwve the
honelit of Mr. Dens ow’h twenty years* experience

borne without much

“the

Banker., Chicago.

Bough*

work.
chest, are among the
Often- and perhaps generally— the distress are
the

women

A lady writes: “After years of severe
suffering
from female complaints, nervousness and
dyspepsia
your Swedish Botanic Compound has entirely cured

For

or

DENSLOW, EASTON & HERTS

dtf

backache, a-d pains iu

I consider Swedish Botanic Compound the heat
Blood Puiifier and Spring Medicine in use.
W. B. WATSON, Lynn, Msjm.

aul6

Me.

"

domestic life kn-nvs bow

a

thing!* as

organs.

Lynn, Mass.

less vexations and

costly disputes. Now
passed embraces 031
or classifications, not includ-

Hall,

llnnas

stipation.

the

buy

to

Special depos

Hard-Ileai tec! Hen EmiuiaK* Home
m hicli
they coti’l Fnderstnni!.

How

digestive
SWEDISH REMEDIES

on

if you wish

when the

mar6

WHITNEY,

D.alers iu Timothy. Clorer. Flax, Hungarian, Millet,
Red 'lop, Blue Grass, Lawn Grass
Orel'ard Grass,
Gardm, Flower, Bird Seeds, Se

THOSE WOMEN FOLK.

PUIS

Cures

and

pamphlets

the bill that has been

Market

feb24

Pepsin
the

been

The first and greatest merit of the Tariff
Commissioner’s bill was judged to be its
simplification of the Tariff, its removal o/
those ambiguities which had caused count-

jtjt

S

Balsam

Compound

1

516 CONGRESS

KENDALL &

Swedish
Lung

the one

deemed worth while.

k

mtir5

CUTICURA 1U SOLVENT.

When taken together according to directions,
have times and times again cured consumption
Thousands of
in the first and second stages.
Write for
testimonials of its wonderful cures.

reported by the Commission has
generally lost sight of. For public information, a careful examination has been

all w ool Scotch Cheviot Jackets at $7.oo, been selling at $11.00.
all wool Black Diagonal Jackets at $8.00, bo n selling at $12.00.
Black Aroture Figures at $v()0, been selling for $11 00.
all wool I) agonal, cubes Bine, Ore- n and Olive. Braided, at $15.00
Imported Jersey Cloth Jackets in colors, at $15.00.

25
25
15
20
10

~

BEAUTY
BATES

uh

PKESTOiV, KEAN A CO.,

at greatly reduced

prices

where Other remedies have failed.
H. W. BixOCK WAY, M. D.
Franklin Falls, N. II.

errors, due to lack of time for preparation, which the Commissioners themselves
A

Offer, MONDAY, MARCH 5,

Onr eutlie stock of about ll/Q Ladies’ Spring Jackets

instance,

The ew Mood purifier internally, and Cuticura
and Cuticura Soap, the great skin cures, externally, cleanse the Skin a <i Scalp and purify the Blood
of every species of Itching, Scaly, Pimply, Scrofulous, Infantile, Mercurial, ami C’ancerou* Humors
and Skin Tortures when physicians, hospitals, ai d
all other means fail. Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticura, 60 cts. and $1. o per box. Cuticura R
Cuticurx Soap, 26
solvent, ©1.00 per bottle.
cts. Cuticura Shaving Soap, 15 cts.
Potter Brng :ixyl Chemical Co., Bc*ton.

boudH

to

Write

of the famous Boston

Three Grand Performances

appear:

We Shalt

Belchertown Mass.

BEST BLOOD PUIIIFIER.

attention given
countiee!

and
Municipal
Hold
Special
cf large citiei* and

bought and

►ell.

“Some mo« tbs ago I was troubled with scrofulous
The limbs were badly
(ulcer?) < n my legs.
swollen and inflamed, and the sores discharged
large quant it.*es <vf fiensive matter. Every remedy
1 tried failed, until I used Ayer’.h Sarmapav ill a,

ous

aided the two houses of

MIIj.Ij.ETT db LiITTIjB

Fores

as

Stale,

Ooreruuieut,
School Honda

A Slecent

A Story of Infantile Suffering truly

BONDS7

BARGAINS!

duction,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

F NANCIAL.

^===:r_miscellaneous._

Whitney Gaiter shoe

Acton, Mas’s

t o

Stock

For Snie.
Value $5
P,.r share. ,u bo
SHARES,
O sold for half price. Address
immediately
Par

mAr3Jlw

r^mout^JWiW.

SS.

nrr-rFl

WEDNESDAY MORSIKQ, MARCH

7~

THE PtESB.
May be obtained at the f eriodical Depots of N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei! &Cj„ Andrews, Armstrong, Went ortb, Hods>on, Robert Costello, Forest City News stand,
.'ewett, Bose, Hitchings
& McFarland, Watson, strange, Stinson, Boston
A Maine ■*»epot, and Chisholm Bros., ko» all trains
that

run

out of the

city.

Auburn, Willard Small & CoJ
Augusta, T. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor Nows Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw,
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham,
A. L. Jelleraotw
Brunswick, B G. Dennis n.
Cumberland Mills, F. a. Verrill.
Damartiscotta, E. W. Dunbar.?
Free|>ort. W A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H Evans.
Farmington. D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, das. H. Irish & Co,
Hallo well, C. L. paulding.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway S. L. Crockett. A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellfcon,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

Rockland,

Andrews,

O. S.

THE OFFICIAL COUNT.
Another

O. H. Pierce.
So. Paris A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vluftlhaveu, H. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro. G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. S. Carter.
Yarmouth, W. E Smith.

CITY AND VICINITY.
[For Other Local Matter

see

Fieii Pace.]

advebtissmi-nts

One.

The Aldeimen met yesterday and made the
count as follows:
Libby. 1leering. Fletcher. Seat. Total.
44
Island No. ..1 13
31

official
“

2.. 18

Ward 1.364
2..225
3.407
«
4.285
••
5 .391
6.353
...435
7

to-day

was not

WanJjl—Two American Girls.

e!ecled.

The following

"

t-

highly per-

more

fumi d and more emollient in use than there
youwg fellows? J. &. E. Atkinsov, Manufacmch7-w&s
turers, London.

ill; My spcAnswer—a cough—

common

Balsam.

There is no comfort, night or day,
When teeih are suffering from decay.
And oh! the pain that we shall feel,
When bitter hours at last reveal,
That a!) our woe came grim and gaunt
From our neglect of SOZODONT.
mcbS

MWF&w

frorty

Years’ Experience of
an
Old
MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING
SYRUP is the prescription of one of the beat
female physicians and nurses iu the United
Sirtes, and has been used for forty years with
never-failing success by millions of mothers for
Nurse.

their children.

It relieves the child from pain
cures dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the
bowels and wind colic. Bv giving health to
the child it rests the mother.
Price Twentyfive Cents a bottle.
Dec4 MWS&wly

3.439

4..

chaplain present. There
the term

w

11

begun this
is no jury

be devoted to Court

cases

upon

a

Alfred Eastman.

v.

prom ssory

n*

te

Assumpsit
twenty-five dollars,

for

dated in 187.*», given by defendant to one Thomas
O. Brovn, ai.d by him endo sed to plaintiff. De_
fendant

pleads state of limitations and fi’es an account in et off of §^7. Plaintiff replies that the
defendant has been out of thw State for the last ten
years, and therefore tli« statute of limit ions does
not run that a* to the account in set off he does not

it. On trial.
S. S. Stearns for plff.

owe

-”
Has

F. B.

Osgood

for deft.

Brief Jottings.

ns? The merat 10° yesterday at 8 a. m.,24° at
cury sloo
noon, 23° at sunset; wind southeast and a

heavy

Wiggin

snow

s

storm

struck

lulling.

Th« cutter Dallas received a despatch yesterday stating that the City of Richmond is
frozen in at Castine and requesting assistance.
Tho cutter sailed for Castine immediately.
A number of geutlemen arrived yesterday
from Fryebnrg and are stopping at the Faint utb.
They took tho degree of the Red
it is reported, in

Portland Commau-

Cross,
dery last night.
Bailey & Noyes have the
simhar to ihe “15” puzzle.
so

t ew

It

game of
is a

“31,”

great suc-

thus far and every one you meet must now
ask if you have solved "31.”
Don’t fail to help the Longfellow Memorial
Association along by purchasing a ticket to the
cess

High School Cadets ball for next Monday

eve-

ning.
Rev. F. E Clark will deliver his popular
lecture on “Pernicious Reading” in Woodford’s Cougregat onal church on Thursday of
this week, March 8ib. Th'S lecture will take
the place of Rev. Mr. Adrianco’s lecture, and
sixth in the course. The ltc ure will
commence at 7.30 by particular request.
A man made complaint yesterday that he
had been robbed in a house on Washington
street of $10. He appeared to be a sailor.
The heavy southeast snow storm, with the
driving wind, delayed the last evening trains
is

the

the railroads considerably.
Last evening's edition of the Express was
It wa"
the brightest it has ever published
made up of quotations from the Puess.
on

West End Notes.
Curtis J. Green has sold his two story dwe 1.
ing house to W. J. Whitney, who will occupy
it.
It is reported that A. D. Smith, Esq., will
commence the erection soon of a double two and
half story dwelling bouse, with all modem
improvements on his lot On St. John street.
Geo. W. Billings' new house on Si. John
street, is rapidly approaching completion. It

a

is said to bo the finest dwelling on the street.
It is said that there is not a single tenement
empty between Libby's corner aud Grove street,
and that rents are in great demand. One gentleman said be could let fifty rents, from $10 to
$20 a month if they were built, aud that the
sell good lots on St. J> hn
street, ami “A” “B” and “C” streets at4io
10 cents a foot, aud that if parties with capital
would build some first-class tenements they
would let as quick aud pay as good interest as

city

a3

willing

879

6272
R3 printed in
10

was

829 in that

to

any part of the city.
F. F. Holland & Co.’s, new apothecary store>
corner of Grove aud Congress streets, is being
rapidly completed and will be ready fGr occufinest
pancy next week. It will be oue of the
aud handsomest s.ores in the city.
Mrs. Jordan has sold her lot on the corner
of Forest and Congress streets, to C. J. Green
who will immediately build one of the finest
dwelling houses at the West End.
Frances C. Eveleth has sold his two story
to J. Id. Ed.
dwelling bouse on Forest street,
to the
it
wards, who will immediately move up
line of the street, and repair and remodel it for
a two tenement dwelling.
at

Roller Skating’ Rink.
Late yesterday afternoon a dispatch was re
ceived from Prof. Livesley stating that he had
would be
missed the train and

2632

Fox.

.Merrill.

2825

of this iiffaii is assured.
Land of the Midnight Sun.
lecture upon the
Mr. Harry W. French’s
to be given for the
Land of the Midnight Sun,
statue fund, at City
benefit of the Longfellow
be a brilliant and
Hal1, Saturday night, will
The
exceedingly popular entertainment.
he will
vivid descriptions of the North, which
iu the
know so well how to give, will form
fi r the
hearers’ mind a fine scenic setting
the Norse
figure of the Viking who sailed from
and who received an apotheosis at the

shores,
hands of the poet in lus Skeleton In Armor.
Tickets are selling well at Stockbridge’s.

were

32

45

44

339

335
467
314
670
8 9
270
201

2498
32
13
336

465
298
575
341
257
260

403

2053
260L
10 scattering.

2.60

681

And there

2606

12
18
384
216
453
276
SOM
379
451

Lynch. McGowan.

32

6.
300
7.281

29
570

336
260
265

Circumstances
it was a very stormy

Although
night Mr.
Johu B. Gough drew a very fair audience at
City Hail last evening to near his lecture on
“Circumstances.” Mr. Gough was received
with (he usual demonstrations of delight with
which he is always greeted in this city. Time
has whitened his locks hut it has not sensibly
impaired his vigor and inimitable manner of

platform speaking.
Mr. Gough commenced by defining the word
“Circumstances.” He said that facta never
staud

alone like

a

tree

in

the desert of sand

but are always governed by circumstances,
otherwise we could not bear them. Circum
stances alter cases is an old adage, but we can
circumstances in many cases. As an
illustration ot this fact the lecturer quoted N ipoleon at the bridge of Lodi, where, although
his forces were far inferior to the Austrians,
he overcame circumstancts and gave them a
overcome

terrible defeat.
A small ciicumstauco may often change the
current of a whole life like the signing of a
temperanc pledge. And here tiie speaker offered one of his most powerful temperance
tales.
A slight circumstance, like a kind or
bitter wt rd, may produce most serious results.

Forty years ago a kind word spoken to the
drunkard Gough turned his eyes in introspec-

and

doings, and started him in the
brought him hack to respectability

own

virtuous life. A knowledge of circummay often change your opinion of
others. The lecturer told a most affecting
meau,
story of a young printer who
a

stances

even-to

niggarduess,

appeared

terribly
tormented for itono day by his companions
and

who

was so

that he knocked cue of them down. Finally
it turned out that the young man had a sister
in Paris who went 'here to undergo a surgical
operation aud the brother had pinched and
starved himself to meet her expenses. Their
opinion changed and the companions raised
money to pay his expenses and his sister’s too.
He t- id of the man whoso corn was trodden on
in a car by a boy end who turned and damned
the boy. Immediately after he called the boy
to him and apologized, saying he learned to
a lad" and he had b en tryiug to
swear when
break bimself of the habit. The lecturer
claimed soca a man was as good a missionary
as a church could have.
The speaker asked who could tell what' circumstances had led to a man or woman’s ruin,
and told a c'pital story of how a young girl’s
mother in Glasgow gave her a gl >ss of sherry.
The girl went to walk and the wine affected
her head. She was pict ed up by the police.
Gough came along, saw the girl, relieved the
police of her care and took her under his prelection.
That was in 18G1
Not long ago tha
siuio girl came to him in
Boston at the Music
Hail, told hitn the circumstance and said his
conduct then had probably saved her from a
life of sin and that she was now a happy wife
and mo her.
To-night Mr. Gough will lecture in the
Stock bridge course ou “Personal Experiences,”
a lecture lull of anecdote.
Personal.
Samuel B. Kelsey lias been appointed provincial consular agent of Portugal at this
port, for six mouths.
Bev. Gilbert, B. Bichaidson, who died recently in Hardwick, Mass., wan born in Woburn, Mass., July 21. 1827, and was graduated
from Ambeist College in 1858, aud Bangor
Ho was or.
Theological Seminary in 1850.
daiued to.the ministry and installed over the

Congregational Church in Alstead June 30,

1857^

He labored in that ti "vn with much energy aud success until the summer of 1881,
when ill-bealth compelled his resignation.
Deceased left a widow and two ohildren.
Hon. C. A Boute'le, editor of the Bangor
Whig, has received from the members of the
Executive Council of 1881-’82, a group of exceedingly fine photographic likenesses ofimpeiial Rize, arranged wi'h that of Hon Frederick Bobie, the chairman of the late Council,
and the present Governor of Maine, in the
Centre, surrounded by those of his six able
associates: Hon. Lewis Barker, Hon. Joseph
T. Hinculey, Hon. Saume.l N. Campbell, Hoti
William

Wilson, Hoe. James G. Pendleton,
and Hon. Boscoe L. Bowers, with art autoThe pictures,
graph signature undtr each.
are
admirably executed by Mucre of
Augusta, are enclosed in a rich flame of cherry aud gilt, two and a half by two feet, and
tbe whole forms a souvenir of much present

which

interest and that will have esreclal historic
value. The gift was accompanied by a letter
addressed to the Hon. C. A Boutelto over the
joint signatures of the gentlemen named, expressing in most cordial and complimentary
terms their appreciation of the encouragement and support afforded them by that paper
throughout the harassing aud disagreeable
controversies forced upon them by continued
assaults upon tbe constitutional authority held
by them on behalf of the people, and testifying
their personal regard.
Among the arrivals at the Exchange Hotel
yesterday were D. B. Hastings of Fryeburg,
aud A. S. Kimball of Norway.
The good wishes of the community will fellow Judge Enoch Knight in his retirement
from the bench of the Municipal Court. He
has been a discreet and upright magistrate,
courteous in manner, and unaffectedly faith
ful to duty. He baa earned the regard of
every lawyer who has practiced in his court
and the only enmity he has incurred is that
if tbe

has justly, punished.
He has
gained experience as well as honor while on
the bench aLd is better equipped than ever he
fore for the active duties of the profession
whose practice be will resume.
men

consequently

unable to fill his engagement to appear here in
the evening—a severe disappointment to the
management of the Rink, who will, as usual,
make it up to their patrons in various waysThis afternoon occutB the complimentary
party to young ladies of the high school—one
of the most delightful occasions of the season.
All should bear iu mind the Bon Bon party at
The success
the Rink next Tuesday evening.

12
17
384
218
447
299
398
382
449

2639

5.458

tion of his
road that

Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.
Tuesday.—The March civil term

12
17
380
2 3
445
3 7
401
394
407

Island No. 1. 32
2. 45
Ward 1.340
2.465
3..
32-t

Do You Know Old Brown

Windsor Soap lasts longer, is

only.
Charles Young

769
056
720

the vote for School Com-

was

4.303
6 .402
6... .392
7.472

A rare chance to buy a first class piano is
offered at the auction sale of three of Vose’s
celebrated pianos at 18 Exchange St., at 11
o’clock today. If you want a piano be sure
and be there.

in attendance and

2
2
2

mittee:

If you do not feel well try tie Health Lift.
Rooms 199| Middle Street, Portland, Me.

No

The full vote

2 ....215

*■

AUCTION SALES.
Furniture—F. O. Bailey & Co.

morning.

23

755

Briggs. Bradley. Farrington. Lisconib.

Annua' Me, dnz—Maino Steamship Co.
F r Sale S tteefl.
Notice—J. If. Nioi'ols.
Renewal Dr. We-sellioeft,
Freed m Notice—A G. Moore.
Battle of Hi—Bailey & \"-.'C8.

Cough

5

2

Wards Two and Four.
Without the third
Councilman in Ward One the v te on joint
ballot will be 17 Republicans to 10 Democrats.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
& Co,

Adamson’s Botanic

278

718
680

he

Gorham.
The value of taxable property in Gorham is
§j,218,002. The number of polls is 705. The
rate of taxation is $1.42 on $100 and the pell
tax 52. The amount of taxes assessed last year
was $10 218.70. The orders drawn for the supto $879.25; for conport of the poor amounted
tingent expenses, $997 95; for support of
$670.25; for support of roads, $1,740.-

bridges,

93. Tbe town raiBed $3,300 for support of
schools aud tbe town’s proportion of the mill
The debt of the town at
tax Was $1,454.22.
pteseut is $27,734.45—a decrease of $1,841.67

during the past year.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Oyerseers of the Poor.
The overseers of the poor, through their
secretary, Mr. Charles Baker, announce this
last year the hardest for the poor for a long
time. This is principally owing to the advanced prices, and the extreme severity of the
weather.

62
2

Democrats, were elected.
In the Common Councilman vote the Republican ticket was elected in Wards Seven,
Six, Five and Three. Also as regards Messrs.
Hallett and Turner in Ward One. Mr. Ricker

Moore

A riddle—my first is a
ond is a sure remedy.

4
3
2
7
2

showed,
yesterday’s Peess, that Messrs. Meicher,
Hawkes and Tukesbury, Republicans, and
Messrs. Em ry, Wrnslow, Gould and Birnie,

Island No 1 12
2 18
Ward 1
.386

Roller Skating Rink
Popular l.ectu ee—Vanglian St, Pariah.
Prof. Henry Carmichael— ccture
NEW

44
348
452
344
5X7
364
297

2494 2745
The Aldermanic vote

SNTEUTAIXMENTS.

Wanted—House

in Ward

Election Necessary

election. It will be necessary for the electors
in Ward One to hold another election. At an
adjourned meeting today it will probably be
decided to hold the election Thursday tor the
electron of a third Councilman in this ward.
The
Democrats e'ect the Gouncilmen in

Spriugvale,

Towels—Owen,

CITY REPORTS.

ward; necessary to a choice 415. Mr. Connellan,Democrat, had 413, lacking two votes of an

Sabattus. E. H. Johuson.
Saccara; pa, F. E. Webb
Saco, II. It. Komlrick A Co.,

N*V.

1

OUTSIDE POOR.

There

families, including 80S persons, an increase of GO over last year, receiving
aid.
There were 90 widows; 79 men with
families; 22 had intemperate husbands or
fathers; 24 had too large families for one man
259

were

furnished 32; provisions
4; medical attendance and medicine 54; provisions and medical attendance 2; fuel and medical attendance 9; fuel and provisions 70; fuel,
provisions and medical attendance 38. Their
nationalifv was: Irish 115; American 54; English 18; French 4; Africa n5; Scotch 4; Germans 5; Portuguese 4; Danish 2; Swedish 1.
The monthly aid to families was largest in
to

Fuel

support.

was

421. and lowest in July, 125. The
increase of families helped was 174, and in
The pauper settlement of the
persons 400.
outside poor is 149 in Portland; in other towns
in the Statu 19; no settlement in the State 47.
The total cost of outside poor waH $2,042.67, of
wh ch coni cost $687.75, wood $278.4s, provisions $1,232.05, medicines $444.43.

January,

THE ALMS HOUSE.

Mr. and Mrs Reuben Noyes make an admirable Master and Matron. Most of those
who seek the house are too old auu feebleto do
much, ever for their own support. The number in the house a year ago was 94, admitted
during 'he year, 85; sent from Municipal court,
48; discharged, 98; ran away, 14; died, one;
remaining 114; average number for the year,
90; total yearly expense $11,915 08; average
oust of each inmate per week $2.39. This includes all salaries of officers, employes, repairs,
etc. In the Greely Hospital the aggregate
expense this year lias been $4,340.69, the average number of patients 33, and average cost of
each inmate per week $2.53. There are 17
insane paupers. Of the 17 at the hospital a
tear ago 6 were committed during the year, 3
were discharged, 3 died.
Of the 17 this year
only ten have to have their expenses paid by
the cm
Total cos: of insane last, year was
$1,679 59. There are 13 nersor.s receiving small
cash stipends, one less than last year.
OTHER MATTERS.

street.
THE ASSOCIATED CHABITIES.

This organization has increased in great
measure the vigor it possessed last
year, and
has done a good work in preventing street begging and giving private alms iu a promiscuous
It has continued
and unsatisfactory manner.
to provide work lor some persons who ctherwi-e would have Sou lit
aid at the hands of
either public or private charity.
We can but
hope its sphere ol usefulness may be still further enlarged until it teaches the dependent
class of our population the art of Seli-dependence so that their efforts lor self support shall
prove u grand success
EXPENDITURES

from April 1st, 1882, to Match 1st, 1883:
and 1 tuilv ot Keeper

and Groe.y Hospital..
.$

Repairs on house and outbuildings and
fe/ ces. including
labor,
luuiber,
o:JS

and hardware

..

Repairs ou ho pital including labor,
lumber, paints, oils and hardware.

Repair-

clothing

o*.

74.63

2,770.74*
2,175.26

Augusta.

Black-milk worn, repairs on carts, carriages. Ac.
Rrpan s ou harnesses, blankets, &c.
Wo den ware, be d-, &c
Paupers in other towns in the State...
Giain, rneai, shorts, Ac—
Medicines, including prescriptions to

128.95
19.55

128.1
28.00
326.38

720.35
4t>9.75

324.12
292.44
194.1 8
106.40
5.00

161.73

-.

LI2 50
468 uO
390 < 0
675.00
589. vO

....

Stipends—.
Miscellaneous expenses, including
tiooery, pointing, consulting physt-

135.71

and other small items.

$19,746.76

$3,060.00

cost for lbcai year. .$22,746.76
From which deduct the following items:
Estimated cash income to city

Making aggregate

on

—

...

..$1300.00

Deering’s Oaks and

Noyes

street.
...

Balance

1,593 75

293.75

Fs i mated cost for the ye ir
Uiiexptnued balance for 1881 and
1882 .A
Appropriations for 1882 and 1883.
—

unexpended.

21,153.01
£95.97

20,000.00
$20,295.97

549.2 L

and Lottie Ward are good cards.
A word of
praise should be said of Mr. Harvey Collins,
ihe stage manager for his faithful attendance
to his duties in that line and his careful
aud
fine renditions of all parts. Mr. Collins leaves
us on the seventh inst., to till a summer's engagement as leading man at an Evansville,
fud. theatre. May he return here next season.

Many have put down for from two to
five copies each.
The chapter on the old
VuDjov aqueducts, the public wells and the
names.

other sources of the ancient water
be of special interest.

The sale of reserved
commence at

the sewerage system have been continued.
The plans of the whole city, scale fifty feet to
t; e inch, 82 in number have been reproduced
by the photolithographic process and extra
copies aro for sale to real estate owners and
< thers who
may wish them. The cemeteries
have been attended to by the laying out of
new drainages and other work.
The following is a statement of expenses in
this department during the year:
Sewers built last year and adopted and

assessed tile present year.$ 800.06
New sewers
l,f*34.80
Extension and repairs of old sewers.
876.c>5
new.

86*.72

verts, rebuilt..
Culverts repaired.

f>3o 24
2»3.04

Total for drains and sewers proper.§4,326.44
Wharf for in ercepting sewer. 3,354.44

expenditure.§7,080.8-*
Appropriation****.7,0u0.l)0
Total

Natural History Society.
The following donations nave been made
since last meeting:
Charles Merrill—One jar of alcoholic specimens, scorpions, &c.
Mrs. Annie i'\ Gerrish—A gaudy tobacco
pouch from the Ule Indians.
E. L. Tebbitte—Very interesting minerals
from Mono Like, California.
Merrill Place—Specimens of grebe.
Henry Deering—Very fine specimens ol
asbestos from Canada.
C. B. Puller—Sptcimen of Gorgonia Agassizii.
The following additions to the library have
been received.
Linnajan Society, Transactions, vol. 1.
Philosophical Society, Proceedings, vol. xx No. 112,
American Journal of Science, vol. xxv, No.
American

1411,147.

Canadian Entomologist, vol. xiv, No. 12,
vol. xv, No. 1.
Boston Society of Natural History, pp. 433464.
Eleventh Annual Report of
Museum of

Wesleyan University.
Richard D. Cutis, Assistant in charge of

office of U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. Reports of 1865—1880 inclusive.
Science, vol. 1, No. 2.
Entomologisk Ttdskrift, 1882.
Cambridge Entomological Club, Annual Report, 1882.
Missouri Historical Society, Publication No.
7, 2 copies.
Accident on tlie Ogdensburg.
When yesterday’s 7 a. m. freight train front
this city over the Ogdensburg, under the
charge of Conductor Hartshorn and Engineer
Weeks, reached the bridge over the Presumscot at Gambo, it is supposed an axle on the
car next to the saloon car broke, for the whole
train oi thirteen box and flat cars, loaded with
ali kinds of merchandise, left the rails and
went pell-mell down the embankment, into
The engine, saloon-car and one
the river.
No one was hurt,
freight kept the track.

superintendent Hamilton sent out a wrecking
train and, it is hoped, the track may he cleared
to-night. The caps of the bridge are pulled
off and a great deal of repair will be necessary
to the bridge.
The passengers by the down
train due hero at 10 50 a. m. wore delayed until 2 p. m., having to walk to South Windham
take the train into the city. The loss in
cars must be pretty heavy.
Furniture, lime and groceries, with a lot of shingles
were piled up promiscuously and when the
train left the lime was beginning to smoke.

freight and

To tie Contested.
Hr. Conneilau says he snail contest the election in Ward Olio as he believes that by the

present showing
man

he is

from that ward.

seats

for their hall will

Stockbridge’s, tomorrow

morn-

The committee Hava reo’clock.
served the two front rows in tho gallery. The
price of the seats will bo 75 cents. Those having
common admission tickets can exchange them
for reserved seats by paying 23 cents.

ing,

at !)

TOWN

ELECTIONS.

Windham.
Town Clerk—Fred S Hawes, Iiep., 69 maj.
Selectmen, As-essors, and Oveiseers of Poor—
Jo-sepli W. head, Rep. 7 maj Edwin A. JJodge,
Rep 45 maj., C N Morrill, Dem., 14 maj.
Collector—Samuel V. Haskell, Rep., 43 maj.
'iown Treasurer—Fred T. Hawkes, Rep., 03 maj.
superintending School Committee—Rebecca R.
Webb. Dem 21 m^j., Urban Lowell, B p., 49 maj.
Auditor-Thomas l. Alien, Rep., 42 maj.

Gray.
The

following

town

officers

were

elected in

Gr»y:
Moderator W. II. Vinton.
Clerk—Charles F. Gibb3.
Selectmen—W. II. Vinton, Duru L. Bailey, Heze-

kiah

w

*

itney.

Treasurer—I. T. Hancrck.
Collector—Rufus* Berry
Supervisor of Schools—J. L. Anderson.

Ageut—Edwin

•

fairly eleeted Council-

shall sell

No regard w as paid to party or sect in the
town officers chosen Monday.
Clerk C F. Whitney, .'em.
Selectmen—J. R. Hill, Gr., W. S. Haley, Or., W.
Boynton; Dem.
Treasurer—B. H. Fogg Rep.
Agent and Auditor—J. R. Hill, Rep.
Collector and Constable—B. Bartlett, Rep.
Supervisor of Schools- Z. O. Wentworth, Rep.
Bowdolnham.
Clerk—L. D. Small.
Selectmen and Assessors—D. G. Cornish, A. S.
Puringron, T. C. Maxwell.
Treasurer—J. B. Pratt.
Superintendent of Schools—Miss Carrie L. Kendal).

Uriah

—

Bowdoin College.
Base ball is receiving considerable attention
at present.
Candidates for the college nine
are in daily training, under
the direction of
Two nines will be
Capt. H. M.. Wright.
formed as soon as the weather permits. A series of 15 games has already been decided upThe
on between Bowdoin, Bates and Colby.
nine will probably take a trip to Massachusetts
in
the
spring.
early
Prof. H. Carmichael has recently taken out
an additional paten', on
waterproofing pane,
stock. His pruce oes are now successfully emin
dishes
indestructible
ployed
making paper
It is underby hot water, acids or alkal es.
stood that he is now at work on a roofing material made of naper pulp, which will prove
practically indestructible.
Tho Bowdoin collection of drawings will
soon be framed and placed in the library.
The
drawings are by the old masters and are very
The collection was examined a
valuable.
short time ago by an artist connected with the
Century Magazine, who pronounced it one of
the best in this country, and excelled only by
the Manhattan collection at New Yelk.

J. H. NICHOLS, representing
the popular Tailoring Establishment of J. H. Lewis, 417 Washington St., Bo-ton. w<ii be at the Fal
mouth Hotel, Wednesday Thursday
arid Fr day, 7th Sthand 9lh, with
a full line of Samples aud would
respectfully solicit an inspection
of the same.
Notice.
give notice tha* I have given my son,
Fred L Moore the rent of his minorit' and that
I shall cl im none of his wages nor pay any of his
debts atted tbis d*te.
A. G. MOORE,
mar7dtw*
Portland, March 6tli, 1883.

THEREBY

removed to 610

RASOffica Hours 6 to

March

5:
Aerator—David Pennell, Rep.
Old lc—Eli-ha S. st *ver Dem.
Se ectmoii T. E Skolfie.d, Panic. Randall, Geo.
R. Hersey, all Rep.
Treasurer William C. Enton, Dem.
Audit* *r—E. K. Hodgkins, Dem.
Supervisor—T. E. hkolfield, Rep.
Collector—William S. Alexander.
Co* stables- W. S. ^ lex slider, Walter S. Totman,
R. G. Wilson, P. S. Merriman.
Mo

Cumberland.
The following town officers

were

elected

Monday:
Osgood, Rep.
Town Cle»k—David L..Blanchard, Rep.
Selectmen—Nelson M. Shaw, Rep., Joseph Harris,
Dem., Clinton M. Hamilton, Rep.
Treasurer—Solomon T. Merrill, Dem.
Moderator—A. J.

Supervisor—Horace
Au-Jtor— Moses W.

E.

Sawyer, Rep.

Pears n, Dem.

Rumford.
Town Clerk—F. E. Small.
Se ectraen—F. A. Porter, Wm.
Kimball.
Treasurer—WaMo Petti nglll.

H. Farnum, C. W.

Supervisor—F. E. Small.
All Republicans.

irar7<ilw*

Clerk—F. E. McFaddt-n.
Treasurer—E. G. Pratt.
Supervisor—A. B. Allan.
Agent E W. McFadden.
Audi or—G. M. Twitched.

All Republicans but Clerk, first selectmen
and Agent. A Republican caucus was held
Saturday afternoon, and a full board of officers
nominated, but a majority of the voters
thought it best to re-elect the old board,and did

by law© majorities.
Itoxbury.

'Moderator—Silas M. Locke.
Clerk—Albert Robbins.
Selectmen—Albert Jenne, R. L. Taylor, Hugh F.
Melnnis.
Treasurer—Silas M. Loelce.
Supervisor—Henry Jenue.
(Mexico.
Moderator—Sewell Goff.
Clerk—David O. Gleason.
Selectmen—Oscar F. Trask,
Sewell Guff.
Treasurer—Henry W. Park.
Supervisor—Leslie H. Harlow.
Col ector- Daniel G. Taylor.
Town Agent—Oscar F. Trask.

Eiastus

W.

The Government Chemist Analyses two
of the Leading Baking Powacrs, and
vthat he finds them made of

Baking Powder” and
“Royal
Baking Powder,” purchased by myself in this

two Pant

Ma-

Hayes,

Two

pickles.

smart American girls to pack
IS. 1). 1'E LTI \9t1 1.1. & CO.,
26 Market Street.

Annual Meeting.
annual meeting of the Maine Steamship Com-

THEpany stands adjourned to meet at office, Franklin W

harf,

on

Saturday.

10th

iuet., at • 0 o’clock a.
HENRY FOX, Clerk.
mar7-d4t

m.

EAST M
BROS. &
BANCROFT.
BLACK SILKS !
It tins been out* constant effort to
give toour customers lie b« si possible bargains* in B9.AOK MILK*,
a«d we take great delight and lire

justly proud

of

being

able to offer
such tempting values as we are
able to do this season.
We Intend
this year to give to our patrons,

as
has never
Bargains such
before been seen in Portland. We
have secured complete lines (from
cheapest to best) of I OIIK of the
MOST
KI.I BIU I ED MAKES in
the W orld. and have marked them
at prices which will cause each
and every dress sold to be an advertisement in itself.

mm D Efiosse
—OR

L. Clark.

Auditor—O. II. Dunton.
Buckfleld.
In Buckfield the three parties had a regular
triangular fight, which resulted as follows,
Moderator—T. S. Bridgham.
Selectmen—A. P. Bonaey, A. F. Mason, If. D.

Sumner.
Moderator—B. G. Snell.
Clerk—Geo. A. Ch .ndler.
Selectmen-E. Mori 111, J. H. Robinson. CL M.
Small.
Treasurer—H. B. Chandler.
S. S. Committee—Fred Robinson.

YARMOUTH, ME.

Contract for Curbing, Flagging, Foundation Stone
and

Granite

COLORED SILKS

—

—OF—

La-t week
were

had such a rush that we
to withdraw our advertise-

we

ootiged

ment from the paper* a* the store was so
crowded we could not wait upon half the
customers.
We have engaged about
twenty clerks and hope to give all a
chance thi> week.
Sever in the history of Portland was
there such an opportunity to buy goods
at such prices.
We are anxious all should have a
chance to secure some of these Great

Bargains.

Yai month.

SIAltYEST.

A

Boots and Shoes
—

AT

—

Cheap

Greene & Co.’s,
"W'yer
480 CoDgrths 8l. Portland, Hie.
jaylO

An

SISN PAINTING
ex-

M. *3?.
tU

IBMPliK HTUEET.

Merbcrt G.

eodtf

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—

OF

—

American & Foreign Pniedis,

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland. Me.

H^-All business relating to Patents promptly anil
faithfully executed.
jul2dtf

MEETNGS

and

Prang’s

Frank B.

Clark,

515 CONGRESS ST.
feb2C_

eodtf

School

Music!

NOWHERE ELSE
than in the establishment of Oliver DITSOJT

Notice of Meeting.

are

Special Meeting

of the stockholder* of Dia
Association will bo held at City
March 19th inst., at 71/** o'clock
p. m., for the purpose of authorizing the Directors
ot said corporation to build one or more wnarvea
upon Diamond Island, and nitke all nece*-sary
agreements, leases and coutr*cts therefor; also to
take action upon the method and time of
Jot* am ng said stf>ck olders, and transact such
other businces as may legally come betoresaid
meeting.
Per order of President,
P. J. LABRABEE, Soc’y.
March 2. 1883.
inch i-eod3t

\

Elegant Assortment

all the
prominent Imported lines.
The Latest Styles in Stationery can always be
found at my store.
of

and Lettering of Every Description,
ecuted in an Artistic Manner
and at short notice.
jac5

EASTER
Cards !

eodtf

& Co.

published so large, so useful, *o varied, so brilsati*factory aset of mOMlO

liant and every way
BOOKM for

Schools,

moud Islano

Building Monday,

To the Slock-Itoltlei's of Portland
Dry Dock.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of Portland Dry Dock will be held at the office of Ardon VV. Coombs, No. 93 Exchange street, in Portland, Maine, ou TUESDAY, the thirteenth day of
Aiarch, A. D., 1883, at three o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the following articles:
1. -1 o elect a board of five directors for the enyear

o elect a secretary.
if.—To ascertain it the stock-holders will vote to
sell the docks and other real estate and property
of the corporation to the Junction Railway Company of Portland, in aefordanee with authority conferred by an act of the legislature of the State of
Maine, approved Feb. 14, A D. 18*3.
4. To take such action as may be necessary for
the final sale and disposition of the property of
the corporation.
5.—To tra sact any other business which may

2.—

then be legally acted upon.
Per order of the Directors.
ARDON W. COOMBS,

Secretary.
feb27&28mar6&7

feb27

PROPOSALS

Academies,

Seminaries,

* olicgcs.
We here mention, ns among hundreds of others,
our?!M*IVfJ REM.N,(rO cts.) for Common '•chools
by L. O. Emerson as a great favorite, aud one that
mav be universally used.
The older books, C*OI*»«!* BOHIN ( Octs.) by L'erklns, MERRY
cmnM (50cts.) by Emerson, and others, have
a fixed reputation and are always in demand.
Send
for lists!
The Welcome Chorii*. (§1.) by Tilden, High
.School Choir, ($1.) and lloum of Pinging,
($1.) by E 'erson ana Tilden, I niirrl W enth,

The Colored Silk of which we
sold so many last year at $ 1.00 per

yard, cannot be equated We have
secured another lot and shall continue to sell tliciu at ihe same
price. This lot contains the same
>» auiifiit assortment of shades us
the higher cost ones.

ADVERTISEMENTS

IITTLE

Duplicate addressed to the
will be received at his office in
PROPOSALS,
undersigned,until
2.3o

p. m. on Monday the
Portland, Maine,
19th day of March, 1883, for about 47uO tons of
Rubble stone for the Wing-dam in Royal River,
Maine.
Persons

31
one

dtf

SILKS!

Is the Latest novelty,

BLACK andCOLORED.

GHAIBERLINi HOISTED,

will

We have just received an elegant line
of Colored Silks, elegant both in color
and quality, and we shall sell them very
cheap. We offer g' eat bargains in Black
Silks, and can recommend them in every
particular to give the best of satisfaction

buy it upon examination.

COLORED OTTOMAN SILKS!

FOR SALE BY

We have just opened one of the choicest
lines of Ottoman Si Iks ever offered in t e
city, comprising all the new and beautiful colors of this season’s production,
and we shall sell them for $2.00 per
yard. These goods are pure Silk, and
hav» never been sold for less than $2.50
per yard.

BAILEY & NOYES.
Street

to make proposals f *r this work
are requested to apply to the undersigned, a* his of
li e No. 4o3Mi Congress Street, »or specifications instructions to bidders, aud the requisite blanks, and
such further information us may be desired concernC. E. BLUNT,
ing the same.
mar3<16t
Colonel of Engineers, U. S. Army.

feblG
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•

on

fine lot of

new

|

made

Lime Juice Tablets,
—

AT

—

40 CENTS per POUND.
These

go^ds

are a new

have been retailing at 60 cts.
They
are pure and
Will be sold in any quantity, either
than a pound at the rate of

tiling in Confectionery, aud

wholesome.

legs

40 Cente per Pound.

fcb!5_

dtf_

SPRING 1EE3
My SPRUNG GOODS will ho

opened to the Public MONDAY, March 5, 1883. My

stock comprises everything
that is desirable, in both
FOREIGN and DOMESTIC

WOOLENS.

L S.
2 FREE
mart

FERMLD,

ST.,

cor.

CROSS.
d2w

A large and elegant assortment

CH-RLES C0STI8 k CO. PIANO
493 Congress Street.

*itf

mar2

at

the

COVERS,

astonishingly

low (prices at

PIANO and ORGAN
The Best

t

Wareroonis of

Framing Samuel Thurston

qnality, workmanship

and

TASTE,
la

Congress Street.,

a

FOR TEN DAYS,
We will sMl the balance of Under shirts and Drawers, Gloves,
Hosiery, Fancy Shirts and Neck
Wear, at prices less than cost.
There arc several lots to close
that we otter at a great sacrifice.
We offer great inducements to
those in pursuit of great bargains

SQUARE

[sell

SATE RD AY, FEB. 17,

a

tbe lot In Wat rvilie known as the Watervi.le Cl >88ical Institute Lot. The Contractors are
to furnish all Labor and Material. The Proposals
may be for ilie whole combined, or for tbe MasonWork and Carpenter-Wo»k separately. Proposals
will also be received for tbe amount the Contract >rs
wi l give for the brick building no s on said lot,—the
same to be removed.
The Plans and Specirications
may be seen at 'he office of E. F. Webb, at Water
ville, or at tbe office of Fassett& Stevens, architects, Portland, and Proposals may bo directed to
the Committee at Waterville, Me. The Committee
reserve ibo right to reject any or all bid*.
Proposals will be opened on Saturday, March 10. 1883, at
the Elmwood Hotel, in Waterville, at eleven o’clock
A. M.
Edmund F. Webb )
R.M,„
Moses Giddings j
Joseph Ricker ) Committee.
Waterville, Me. Feb. 10,1883.

in

■

(manufacturing Confeciioner)

undersigned Building Committee will receive
THESealed
Proposals for three-story Brick Buildon

Ho Mon
dTurbSAv

C.O. HUDSON

more or

ing

CO.,

feb22

PROPOSALS FOR BUILDING.

PORTLAND.

|

OLIVER DITiSON &

desiring

cwmittlL

-OFward

Voices.
Five Hundred Instructors for all Instruments,
including the world-famous ltich»r<Uon'n New
IHethoil for FiHUof«*rte.
($3.25,) and many
thousands of Songs and Pieces, alvays ready for the
Music Department «>f semln \rii:s an d Colleges
Send for lists! Any book matlua jr retail price.

will

in

39 r Ifrerent Shades!

—-

and Mclaool Nong Boot* (CO cts.) by Everest, are
all good aud successful collections for High and
Normal Schools. Send f«>r lists.
WVI1* *ly College Collectiou, ($1.) by Morse,
V«cbI 1j!« hoc* ($1.) Choice Trio*, ($1.) by Tilden. are new and first-class collections for Female

13 MARKET

United States E>ginevr office. 1
Portland, Maine, March 3, 1883. i

We venture to say that there never
was offered a better Mlk for the
money. The assortment is com.
picte and comprises

J A. S. Mott of St. John, Jf. 11., writes.
a
35-cent bottle of Adamson’s
Botanic Cough Balsam cured me of the worst
coughs and cold on lungs I ever had.”

mar7

OF

Dry aud Fancy Goods

Proposals.

$1.25 PER YARD.

“One-hall of

Exchange

—

mar6_eod:im

We nould call especial attention
to the 4 olored Silk which we are

The above shows conclusively that “CleveSuperior” is a strictly pure Cream of
It has also been
Tartar Baiting Powder.
analyzed by Professor Johnson of Yale Coliege; Dr. Genth of the University of Pennsylvania: President Morton of Stevous Institute;
Wio. M. Habirshaw, P. 0. 8.. Analyst for the
Chemical Trade of New York, and other eminent chemists* all of whom pronounce it absolutely pure and healthful—Hall’s Journal of
Health.
_____________

every

or THE

—

Blocks
Paving
quantities.

P.O.BOX 184,

Selling for

and

WEEK

SECOND

in any

suing
Ever shown on any retail counter
In this city. We have them in
TWEMTV-««E different SH AIDES
comprising all of the new and delicate tints so anucli sought after
this season.

Irish.

Tieasurer—A, P. Bonney.
S. S. Committee—John H. Decoster.
Five ballots were taken before the first Selectman was elected, and the others were balloted for several times before an election w«s
had. On the whole it was not a Fusion success
West Bath.
Moderator—Joseph White.
Clerk—J. H. Campbe.l.
Selectmen, etc—D. it. Wylie. A. B. ‘Williams, 31.
R. IUch.
Culleot r and Treasurer—J. s. Williams.
S. S. C mtnntee—James E. Dunton.

The Freeman Granite Co.

THE

—

OTTOMAN SILK!

Constable—A. L. Faunce.

Moderator—B. A. Cox.
Clerk—Wm. H. Dudley.
Selectmen, etc—Daniel Glidden, H. H.Cary, B. F.

d3m

dividing

We have opened (he most beautiful line of

together

($1.) by Perkins, Nong Echo, (75 cts.) by PerkiDS,

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Acid
Starch
Available carbonic acid gas 12.40 per cent,
equivalent to 116 2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.
Ammonia gas 0.43 per cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic iuedes per oz. of Powder.
Note —The Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as free acid, but subsequently combined with ammonia, and exists in the Powder
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
E. G LOVE. Ph. D.
New Yoi:k, Jan'y 17th, 1881.

NEW

Exchange St.,
PORTLAND.

Now is the time for sharp buyers to get their

“Boynl Bilking Powder.”

Supervisor-Dr. A. L. Hersey.
Collector—Setb H. Faunce.
Pittston.

511-2
fel>8

W anted.

“C'tevclnud’* Superior Unking Powder.”
Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate ot Soda
Flour
Available c arbonic acid gas 12.G1 per cent,
equivalent to 118.2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
ot Powder.

Treasurer—Geo. E. Hawkes.
Agent—l hum as Baker.

Collsewr—c. E, Heaia.

Coat

one

with au
city
publish, on the
of
a
lint
of
all
the
taxes
assessed
in
March,
day
1883, upon residents, amounting to tweu' Y d -liars
and upwards, then remaining unpaid
with
the names of the persona a«>-es-»ea therefor.
II. VV. HE SEV. Treasurer and Collector.
mar3dtf
Portland, March 3, 1883.

13th

STUDLETS BANKRUPT STOCK

AGENCY,

Makers,
pressman,
kers
Vest Maker.
L. C. YOUNG,
ONE
mar7dlw
Woodfords.

i* to give notice that in accordance
fgllllS
JL ordinance of the
I shall

FESSENDEN,

Rea! Estate and insurance

Inimediately*

“Cleveland’s

Superior

Coy.

»
Fuller.
Treasurer—John T. Brookings.
Supervisor of Schools -Mies Clara
Con.—H. M. McCrudy.

Ad-

dlw*

two

—-—

■

BUSINESS CARDS.

II. M.

SMALL Kent of Four or Five Rooms.
T,” F. O. Box 1777, City.
Want' d

dtf
!■

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CITY

—

143 Pearl Street.
J»n24
..

oct3dtf

Consignmems solicited

GREAT SALE!

COLCORI*,

glV-AL1-1 _■■■■■■■■■■■■■.

0. W. AIX»

Class-

Union Wharf.

dress
A
mur7

COUNTY.

The new rooms of tho Young Men’s Christian Association in Biddeford, were dedicated

Oxford.
Moderator—Geo. P. Whitney.
Clerk—Thomas Baker.
Selectmen—William N. Thomas. Cyru3 S. Hayes,

Henry

3

ana

private pupil* by the EaEscribei

J. W.

Wanted.

land’s

Fairfield.
Moderator—G. C. Weeks.
Selectmen—A. H. Duren, D. C. Hall, C. J.Greene.

so

M.
dlw*

For Sale,
uqulre of GEOQ Sf SECOND hand Settees.
OO GILMAN or C S. BICKFORD

The New Brunswick Railway Co. carried
30,000 bushels of potatoes from Fort Fairfield
in the month of
It is estimated
February.
that the road will carry 150,000 bushels from
Aroostook county in March, delivering them
to the Maine Central at Vacceboro for transportation West.

of

Congress Square.

eod3m

g.ven vo

10 A. M. and 2 to 5 P.

mar7

March 6.18S3.

Monday evening.

febl2

5>r. tVesseliio ft

COUNTY.

COUNTY.

in every epartent mexenpt the Me deal School.
Graduates of other Colleges are admitted to advanced ftanding in Ilarvarn College upon such conditions as the Faculty deem equitable in ea- h cast*.
For information concerning the terms ol admission
the co*t of a college or pr fessional course, the
scholarships (*65) and other beneficiary aid. tbe
studies in each department, or any oth* rsubject con
necte » with the University, address the Registrar of
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

Instruction in English
ical. Studies.

BAILEY,

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera Merchao*
disc every Laturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a.

Examinations for admission to the College and the
Professional Schools are htld every year in Cambridge. Mass.. Exeter, N. H New York, Philadelphia. Ciuoi'ina'i, Chicago, St Louis and San Francisco. on the Thursday, Friday and Saturday following the last Wednesday in June (this year June 28,
20 and 30.) The Harvard Examinations for Women
nre held ii» Cambridge. New York, Philadelphia and
Cincinnati on the same days.
Special students are received without examination

d3t

mar7

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

I have examined samples

F. O.

m.

mar7dtf

Tho people of Oldtown are expecting the
Maine Central Railroad Co. to remove their
present depot at that place and erect in its
stead a fine brick structure.
Tbe buildings in
tho immediate vicinity belonging to the Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad are to be removed to another portion of tbe town that extra
yard room may be obtained, and a clause has
been inserted in tbe warrant for a town meeting looking to the discontinuance of a portion
of one of the highways near the depot for the
further accommodation of the Maine Central
Co.’s improvements.
The Bangor Whig wants a scientific exploration of a recent phenomenon recently witnessed
in Patten and vicinity.
The snow that fell
there in a recent storm was highly colored
with some substance which gave it a generally
Oue lady by melting a
dirty appearance.
quantity of the snow obtained a teaspoonfu! of
the sediment, which resembles powdered char
coalorfiue gun powder.
It has a bright,
The same general apsparkling cppearance.
of
the
snow
has
been
noticed for a
pearance
distance of twelve miles west of that town.

Sale

SnlriresiB IN Rack sage Hi.

EDUCATIONAL.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

city, and I find they contain:

I.. Field.

Harpswell,

ADVERTSEMENTS.

NOTICE

STATE NEWS.
Mr. Charles Day of Lewiston, who went to
Colorado a year ago, is reported to have taken
$50,000 out ot a silver mine.

furniture,

ufflea

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Barron.

Carmel.
Moderator—Chas. L. Haines.
Cleik F. Marion Simpson.
Se'ectmcn—t. A. Simpson, Hiram Ruggles, R. A.
Robinson.
Agent—Alonzo Tilton.
Treasurer—Benj. Robinson.
S. S. Committee—W. A. Swan, John K. Chase and
Frank Robinson.
Audi ors—Geo. E. Dodge, B. F. Hopkins, Rufus
Work.
Col ector-R. A. Robinson.

furnace,

luriiisliings, good

en

__

A.

L. Garter.

m

fixtures, consisting of parlor »uit in B. W. and hair
cloth, marble top and wood tables, mirrors, about
sixty tapestry and ingrain carpets, chamber sets,
bedsteads, bureaus, sinks, tables, chair*, furniture
of sixty chambers, hair w< ol and excelsior mattresses, featlie- beds and pil ows, comforters, spreads,
sheeis and pi l-*w slips, «fc\, dining room furniture,
extension t ibies, chairs, crockery and plated ware,
refrigerators table linen, rooking ranges and kitch-

F. O. HAILEY & CO.,

—

Graves,

AUCTION.

on

a. m.

inar7-dGt

NEW

S. Com—A. B Pendleton.g
Collector—Charles H. small.
Etna.
Town Clerk—Joseph E. Friend.
Selectmen—H. H. Wheeler, Wm. R. Locke and
Ot:s: ’. Friend.
Treasurer—S. P. Bennett.
Sup- rvisor—Kruest W. Dyer.
Auditors Moses Abbott, John C. Friend and O.

YORK

BY

March 14th, a*
WE10shall selland 2WEDNESDAY.
the entire furniture and
p.

stoves, desks, settees, chairs, cigar case, &c.
positive aud without reserve.

S.

PENOBSCOT

American House, India Street,

F. O. BAILLY A CO., AUCJ’RS.

bite.
Treasurer—Charles E. Haskell.
Audiiors Is> ac P. Tebbetts, F. C. Whitehouse.

AROOSTOOK

—OF—

mar7—dlt

Moderator—Isaac P. Tebbetts.
Clerk—Char)es E. White.

Agent—James

_

Ows»m, Moore & Co.

Topsham.
L.

WEDNESDAY, March 7, at 1i
on Exchange St..

m.. at salesroom

entire FCRS1TURE A5D FIXTURES

day.

Brownfield.

Alphens

& Sons’ Pianos

Celebrated Pianos, 7 Vii octave, ele3 Vose
gant c-irved rosewood eases and all modern Improvelive
ment*. Full
years’ warrant with each Instrument. Over one hundred of these Pianos now in
Sale of above positive and withuse in Portland.
out reserve or limit. On exhibition morning of sale.
I’. O. HAILEY A CO Auctioneers,
d3t
inch 3

We have succeeded in getting twenty dozen
of those DAMASK TOWELS, same as
sold last Thursday at 38 cents, and shall sell
at same price, commencing Wednesday,
March 7, at nine o’clock.
Sale of CRETONNES will continue Wednes-

Treasurer—X. D. Bolster.
S- S. Cymmittee—H. A. Nuller.
Collector—John Black.

oil

a.

& Sons

more

Mason.

v

WE o’clock

DAMASK TOWELS.

Assessors and Overseers of the Poor—Alfred E.

—

SALES.

BY AUCTION.

Jordan, Henry W. Farrar, Edw. Marr.
Town Agent—Alfred E. Jordan.
Paris.
SS53
Moderator—H. G. Brown.
Clerk—Geo. A. Wilson.
Selectmen—Wm. E. Curtis, A. S. Thayer, X.

Sslectraen, etc
Sack, Cbaries E.

AUCTION

Special Sale of 3 Vose

Auditor—Jacob Clark.

Harpswell.

Civil Engineer W. A. Goodwin, reports
the usual amount of work done on streets, in
laying out new lines. Surveys and plans of

Culvert.-,

will

The largo list of subscribers for the expen"
sive county history published three years ago
was largely obtained by the unauthorized repr. sentatioa that Mr. Gooid would prepare
tlio history cf Portland and the near towns.

List of officers elected in

City

Cu

supply,

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

Marr, Rep.
Moderator—E. M. Shaw.
Town Clerk—Aaron Nutting.
Treasurer—Jesse Davis.

Mr. Goold’s Book.
The subscription list at Win Senler & Co.’s,
for Mr. Goold’s book on old Falmouth and

City Civil Engineer.

to

Tbo Band of Mercy.
A Baud of Mercy has been organized in the
Stroud water Suuday School with the following
officers:
^resident—Thos Quinby.
Secretary—Miss Nellie Rich.
Treasurer—Miles H P rker.
Executive Committee—Geo. Fickett, Miss
Aboie Parker, Mies Ardella Dill, Fred Starbird, Miss Lovie Johueou.
Stroudwater, March 5tb, 1883.

Another large audieuce gathered at this popular place of amusement last eveuliug. "Zelia”

20.78

Teamsters—.
Engineer of st am works.
secretary and Treasurer

....

THE LYCEUM.

600.00
779.22

Chaplain

ir«.a,bur r

looked with great exoectancy was the appearof the lady in compliment to whom tbe
tendered, Mrs. Oscar A. Frye of
this city, and when she appeared on tbe stage
is was the signal for long continued|aud lienrtv
applause. Mrs. Frye’s first selection was "Bella
Siccome,” from Don Paequale, a piece well
calculated to show the power aud breadth of a
singer’s voice, and in this respect the lady’s effort lul.y came up to the expectations of her
listeners. Added to this was a sweetness, and
correctness of method which showed the result,
of the 1-dy’s careful tiraining under her teacher, Mr. Leavitt, and also proved the hard study
and steady application spent to obtain these results. On being recalled Mrs. Frye sang with
much expression a song entitled "Go away,
says Mary,” written by Mr. Leuvitt and dedicated to herself.
Ou leaving the stage she was
presented with an elegant b tsket of flowers
and a floral horse shoe- composed of while
pinks, the nails in heliotropes. The many
friends of Mrf. Frye in Portland will be gratified to note this evidence of the high appreciation in which she is held in the city where
site resides.
ance

High School Cadets.

patients,surgical instruments,

&«....
B .ker at the house....
Work on the farm and help in tlic
li use.
Repairs on steam work, including new
boiler.
Burial of paupers.
Transportation of paupers ont of Slate
I raveling expenses..
Ke usene oil for lighting house and
hospi al.
Cure of sick outside of hospital.
iwab er and main u of aimsli use.
js ursea amt cook in hospital.

Work in

by the friends of the beneficiary. The American says:
Of course the promiuent feature of
tbe evening and one to which the audience

315.47

790 91

..

Estimated expenditures for March

The Lawrence American of the 28th ult.,
contain an extended notice of a concert in that
city, complimentary to Mrs. Oscar A. Frye of
that city.
The Ciiy Hall was completely filled

and to insure its success, all desiring copies of
the work should i umediately enter
their

28.54

tribution.
Insane paupers, including expenses to

caus

MRS. OSCAR A. FRYE.

7,915.64

and bcdoii g includ-

ing bills for boots, shoes, leather, dry
goods and htr^w
Repair-ou furniture, stoves, Ac
Fuel for h use,hospital and outside dis-

outside

Speak ing of the Troubadours who will be
hc-ve Monday night, the Boston Journal says:
At tbe Globe Theatre, that merry and musical
party, Salsbury’a Troubadours, will reappear
tomorrow evening, and present, for tbe first
time in this city, a new piece written for them
by Mr. BronBou HowartJ (author of “The Baukers’s Daughter,” etc), and entitled “Greenroom
Fun.” This play was designed to furnish tho
members of the company with characters suited to their varied comic and musical ability,
and to place them in the most amusing and extravagant situations, and, if the press where
they have appeared in it this season is to be
credited, the design has been admirably accomplished. Tbe "motif” is the rehearsal and persal and performance of a play by amateurs, under tho direction of a heavy tragedian of the
old school, and is is easy to see what a fund of
mirth can he evoked from it by such clever
people as Miss Nellie McHenry, Miss Samuels,
The
Messrs. Salsbury, Webster and Gourlay.
Troubadours remain but one week.

Portland, is steadily filling up without personal solicitation. Yesterday it numbered about
225 copies. To encourage the undertaking

Subsistence,including£out door supplies

paints and

THE TROUBADOURS.

concert wuis

Tlirfc whole comber of persons who have receiyed -id in various ways during the year has
been 1256, or 160 more than last year, a fraction over 3
yer cent, of the population. Travelling tramps and paupers have been slightly
on the increase last year
but at small expense
to the city as they were returned at the expense of the conveyances which br. ught them
here.
Seven children have had Lmuies provided during the year.
The drought affected the faitn products so
that a large quantity of vegetables had to be
purchased at prices largely above the average,
which affords ano her r. asoo why our appropriation, cut down $2000, has not been sufficient to meet expenses Hie current year. Tne
cash income has been larger than last year
irom selling a lot of hay, making an excess
over last ye=.r ol $135.72.
The estimated value
ol the work done by me meu and teams on the
farm is $350; cash income irom farm $621.63.
No outside poor have been engaged on me
streets, snd the House men and teams have
<**o« e $203 75 worth ol work on the Oaks and
Noyes

BDVTALO BIIX.

and Saturday, “Buffalo Bill" will uppear at Portland Theater. An exchange says:
Buffalo Bill had a large house at Henck’s.
The gallery was packed to suffocation and the
lower nan of the house comfortably filled. The
plav “Twenty Days” is similar to all to all of
Buffalo Bill’s pieceB, with a good deal of clap
trip and nonsense, but it is certainly better
than any he lias ever presented here before.
Bill is the hero of the play, and manages to be
on hand iu the critical moments when the herOh! it
oine is rescued and the villain foiled.
is wonderful. Bill grins satirically; says “No
you don’t;” points his pistol; the villian cowers; and the curtain is rung down, while the
wild and tremendous applause from the gallery
fairly shakes the bouse. Buffalo Bill’s company this year is the best he has ever had and the
scenery is beautiful.

Friday

Canton.
Selectmen—J. II. Holland, .Albert Dnuu, A. K.
Foe ter.
Clerk and Treasurer—M. Peabody.
Superintendent of Schools—A. L. Stanwocd.
Hartford.
Clerk—51. C. Osgood.
Selectmen—S. E. Irish, J. M. Russell, T. B. W.
Stetson.
Treasurer—51. C. Osgood.
S. S. Committee—5Irs. Laura Fogg.
Collector -51. Homes.
Lisbon.
Seloctmen—A. E. Jordan, Henry Farrar Edward

3 Free St. Blocfe, PORTLAND.

3one at my store,

H. 0. HEWE8, 598 Congress St.
nov25

eodtf

(31®. g.)

WILL IOU CALL!
»ot14

ati

THE. PEESS.
WEDNESDAY M0RX1N6, MARCH 7.
The Sparrows' Breakfast.
<

1IABI.ES TEXSYSON

miniously defeated by the Canadian champion; now I find the New York runners and
the Boston football players make a clean
sweep at the Montreal* games. The young
New Yorker of to-day as compared with the
young New Yorker seen in Canada about

(TPBXEB).

When to the birds their morning meal I threw,
Beside one pretty ca' didale for bread
There flashed and winked a tiuy drop of dew;
But while 1 gazed, I ost them, both ban fled;
lade lung tear,
Ills carries-tren ‘had struck the
And all Its silent beauty fell a at.
And, left sole re ic ol the twinkling sphere,
A sparrow’s dabbled foot upon a spray;
Bold Plrd! that didst efface a lorely -bing
Before a poet’s eyes! 1’ye half a nrlud.
Could I but single thee from out ihy kind,
To mulct thee In a ernmb; a crumb to thee
Is not more sweet than that fair drop to me;
Fie on thy little foot and thrumming wing!

Wit and Wisdom.
Craniological Puzzle—How is it that

A Correct Account of the Doings of One

Evening's Entertainment.
[Drawer of the March Harper’s ]
Mrs. Brawn having a lecture upon the
Parthenon was invited to deliver it before
the lyceum of Walnutville. Knowing of
Walnutville only that it was 15 miles from a
railroad, Mrs. Jones suggested a more pop-

subject. No;

Walnutville wanted

the

At the station named in the
letter of direction Mrs. Brown saw a stage,
and soon the driver said:
“Be you the lecturer for Walnutville?”
“Yes.”
“Wa'al, git right in; and you hain’t no
need to pay no fare neither, for I'm the committee that wrote you.”
Mrs. Brown was the only passenger, and
the driver cheered the long and lonely way
by telling her, “Folks was tbinkin’ a sight
about seein’ on her, lots on ’em rememberin’ her grandsir.” They were only four
hours on the road, and when the time for
the lecture came Mrs. Brown was escorted
to the hall by the same gentleman. On the
way he exhorted her to speak up, aud not be
like “them Methodist wimmen. who mumbled so folks did not know when to say ‘Hal”
The hall, an unpainted buildlelujah.’
ing, consisted of a great room with an enorParthenon.

■

mous

outside door

There

were seats

opening directly into it.
against the wail upon two
sides, which the stage-driver explained as
being the place where “the old men sot
town-meetin’ day.” The people who were
in their seats turned round and gazed at

Mrs. Brown while she took off her wraps
aud put on her gloves. Telling her escort
she was ready, he said he ‘‘warn’t a-goin’
upon that roostrum to make a fool of himself; the minister had got to do that.”
While waiting for the minister, and enduring the Btaring of the audience, Mrs.
Brown diverted her mind by wondering why
a row of men were seated at the tuck of the

platform.

Finally curiosity conquered.

“Wnat are those men up there for?”
“Them? Why, they’re the Walnutville

brass-band, and they’re goin’ to play. Don’t
they have no bands where you come from?”
Fortunately Mr. Snow, the minister, appeared then, and Mrs. Brown trailed meekly

up the aisle after him. Obedient to his gesture, she sat down, aud he said, “We will
unite in prayer.”
That exercise disposed of, Mr. Snow proceeded: “The Walnutville band will favor
with ‘Columbia, the gem of the ocean.’ ”
The performance was stunning, deafening; but, before breath or hearing could be
regained, the agile clergyman was again on
his feet:—
“The chorister of the Baptist church will
now delight the audience with a song—
‘There’s a good time coming, boys; wait a

us

little longer.’
The chorister walked slowly to the steps
of the platform and waited, looking severely

Mr. Snow.
“I forgot to say,” shouted that much-afflicted man, “that he will be accompanied
by his daughter on a Mason and Hamlin instrument.”
Tnen the father and daughter mounted
the stage, the organ was wheeled iuto its
place, and the performers had a good time
if nobody else did.
The audience was indifferent to an alarming degree, lookit g to Mrs Brown tike scores
of duplicates of the goddess uf Pasht who
sits and glares at people in the British museat

um.

Again Mr. Snow: “Mrs. Brown will now
read us a piece on the Parthenon.”
MrB. Brown stepped to the front, aud,
amid stillness so profound that she could
hear the breathing of persons near her, read
her piece.
It took an hour, and during all
that time the death like quiet was broken
but once; and then a boy who bad climbed
up on the out-ide, and peeped in at a window informed his companions in a hoarse
whisper that “she wasn'tno great to look at,
anyhow.” Not a hand stirred nor even an
eyelid moved when the Parthenon was ended,
but Mr. Snow allowed no time for embarrassment, for he was at once on his feet:
“The chorister of the Methodist church
will sing ‘Hocked in the cradle of the deep.’
He will accompany himself.”
The same masterly indifference while the
Methodist chorister rocked himself violently
backward and forward and wh le he was
wiping his heated brow after he had returned to his seat.
But indefatigable Mr.
Snow knew no weariness.
“The band will again delight us wi'h
•Marching Through Georgia.’

“Hark! From the Tombs” would have
suited the temper of the audience equally as
well—to all apparance, better. Finally the
minister concluded:
“These exercises will close with a bene-

diction.”
He had hardly spoken its last words when
the stage driver shouted:
“Here, marm, is the money we’ve took.
You nan take your pay out on’t.”

arch may lose his head
crown.—The Judge.

and still

a

mon-

his

retain

Hold on to the truth, for it will serve you
well and do you good through eternity. Hold
on to virtue, it is beyond price to you at all
times and places. Hold on to Dr. Bull’s Cough
Syrup, for there is nothing like it to cure a

cough

or

cold.

When a woman wishes to hide something
where nobody will ever be able to find it, she
puts it in the pocket of her dress.—Philadelphia Bulletin.
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate
is recommended for headache occasioned by indigestion, and whenever there is a genera'
feeling of sluggishness and lack of energy.
“Ah! I'm saddest when I sing,”.
She sung i.. plaintive key.
And all the neighbors yelled—
“So are we! so are we!”

—The

Judge.

Absolutely the best Plaster over made. Th
Hop Plaster is composed of Fresh Hops, BalWeak Back, Sido Ache,Sore
sams and Gums.
Chest, and all pains are speedily cured by its

Apply

use.

Only

one.

25 cents at any

drug

store.
Heard in a boudoir—“Will you wear a rose
in your hair?”
“No, indeed, roses have become too disgustingly cheap.
I shall wear a
strawberry set in a cluster of Bermuda potaNews.
toes!”—Philadelphia
“Animated hugging” is not an inappropriate name giveu to the modern style of doing
the waltz and the galop, especially when the
“german” is led by Mr. Clubman and Mrs.
Wehayegotmoney.—New York Mail.
It is

spring.

resurrection of nature's la-

A

tent forces is taking place. Like tho world
around you, renew your complexion, invigor,
ate

your powers, cleanse the cliaunels of life.
means to use for this

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is the
purpose.

Dr. Ott has learned that the rattlesnake’s
tail makes Bixty vibrations per second.
It is
very convenient to know this little fact beforehand, so that wheu you encounter a rattlesnake
you won’t have to stop to count the motions of
his tail.—Lowell Citizen.
Far a cough or sore throat, the best medicine
is Hale’s Ilouey of Horehouud and Tar.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute

SAN

Believers in the

William-Tell-sbooting.the-

—Hartford Post.

The great sale of Swedish Remedies is astonishing, and for enriching the blood, creating
an appetite, or strengthening the whole system
nothing can surpass these remedies.
The iirst thing a city man does when he becomes rich is to buy a farm, move into the
country and bankrupt himself trying to raise
A rich
enough to keep him from starving.
countryman on the other hand, buys a brownstone front in the city anti becomes interested
in stocks, vrtth a like result.—Philadelphia
News.
“For Example.'* Miss Netherblew—“Will
you advise me as to printing and publishing,
Mr. Sterreogh? I have a little work ready for
the press, but have had no experience—” Gallant publisher—“My dear madam, printing
and publishing are very different things.
For
instance, if X print a kiss on your rosy cheek,
it is not at all necessary to publish it!’’
Miss Netherblew—"Sir!'’ Tableau!—London
Punch.
A Portland lady said:

“I

owe

my success in

cooking pudding biscuits, doughnuts, dumplings, cakes, &c., to Congress Yeast Powder.
It

fails an
that is what I
others I have used.”

never

some

bell, Bunker.
Sid fm

Cienfuegos
Philadelphia.

has but little business

the harbor being

closed

and

in

winter,

active

trade

holidays, and Its residents
give themselves up to
enjoyment and hospitality, to say nothing of
the fact that the gospel *of relaxation is
more respected on this side of “the lines”
than with us in “the States.” This is, however, suffering modification in an undesirable direction and degree. I was not surprised
ceasing

after the

coaid afford time to

to see the names of the substantial traders
of my own time—and my early experience
of Montreal covers a period of nearly 15
years, beginning with the inauguration of
the Victoria bridge by the Prince of Wales

_replaced upon the sign-boards by those of
junior partners or clerks or strangers, and
to find that the scythe-hearer had cut down
many of the hale and ruddy old fellows who,
for all their three-score years aud ten, were
curlers, famous salmon-fishers and
mighty consumers of hot Scotch whiskey or
a brandy which, I regret to say, is no longer
in general circulation. But the breed of
them seems to be dying out. The business
keen

day is much
briskly and

younger and does
after the American
business
r»lations with
has
He
fashion.
New York and speculates in stocks, and alWhile
is not what his father was.
man

of the

things

more

together

there is as much personal loyalty as there
hatred of “the
was 20 years ago, that rabid
Yankees” which was at i’s heigbtdnring the
form of
war of 1861-5 and that exaggerated
and amuse
tor} ism w hiei used to startle
Another
English visions have vanished.
fact deserves to be noticed—the men upon
whom the business of Montreal has devolved
are the men who in 1867 and the years im-

mediately succeeding it were the leaders in
which
a really remarkable athletic erusade
his done a great deal for Canada.
They
have retained all their enthusiasm for aud
keen relish of sport; and on this occasion
have made the very best of entertainers aud
organizers. Whether the Canadian boy of today lakeB to snow-suotiiig aud lacrosse playing at as early an age aud with as rnuen devotion as his elder brothers aud uncles did in
the brave days of old 1 cannot say. 1 hope

he does.
But this fact I do notice—the contrast between “Cauuck” and “Yankee” is not so
strongly marked as it was 20 or 25 years ago.
The Canadian has not los. that British build
and bloom which at times impress one with
the idea of clumsiness and dullness quite as
much as with that of health aud strength,
and he has lost something of the provincial.
The American, however, is no longer of the

saliow, Jaiilein-jawed variety, nurtured, according to Canadian tradition, upou pie and
chewing tobacco in a close room heated by a
rsd-hot stove. It is less than a decade since
the American college pedestrians were igno-

Feb

25, sch Norman, Smith,

Ar at Cardenas i-eb 2G. brig Golconda, Hall from
Havana, sch .las R Talbot. Crocker, New York: .las
A Garfield, Woodbury, Havana,
28th, Isaac Orbeton. Acborn Baltimore.
Sid Feb 28, sch Eva 0 YateB, Yates, for Delaware

Breakwater.
Old Feb 24, barque YVolverton. Dyer, for
Boston;
26th, Fannie K Loring, Sheppard, Delaware Break-

water.
At Caibarien Feb 24. barque
Daring, Stover, for
Delaware Breakwater 10 da; brig J H Lane, ;>lmte.
for Boston 8 rl ys.
In port Feb 26, geb Cumberland,
Webber, from

Baltimore.
Ar

at

avana

Feb

28. Mabel F Staples, Dickson,

Philadelphia.
Sid Feb 25, sell Emma. Littlejohn. Cardenas.
Shi

27th. barque Alice, Dyer, Delaware Breakwater via Cardenas; 27th. Orbit, Nash dodo.
Ar at Maianzaa 28tb, brig Daisy
SbackBoynton
ford, Philadelphia; Shannon, Sawyer. Pensacoia.
Ar at Sagua Feb 26, barque Helen
Sands, Norton,
Havana.
Ar at St John, NB,' 5th
inst, sch Annie W Akeiv

McIntyre,

Portland.

ftPOKKA
Feb 2, lat 23 37 N, Ion 29 30, sch 0 W Dexter
uroslej, from New York fot Pernambuco.

In this city, Mareh 3. by Rev. A. McKeown, D. D..
■J. Edwin Saunders and Miss Estella ,J. True, both of
Portland.
In Pownal. March 4, by Rev. Richard Mitchell,
Nounan True (youngest son of the Sheriff' of Cumberland Co) and Miss Nettie M. True, both of Pownal.
In Aina. Feb 20, John Cate of Dresden and Melisfa Ardell Palmer of Wbiteffeld.

HOP BITTERS.
If you

cogtive or dyspeptic, or are
other of the numerous
diseases of the stomach or bowels, it is
your own fault if you remain ill, for
are

guttering from any

.-.—

DEATHS

HOP BITTERS
If you

If
ness

in

Alabnma. .Now York..Glasgow.Msh
Wieland.New York. .Hamburg «... Mcb
Baltic.
.New York..Liverpool.. ..Mch
Furnessia.....New York. .Glasgow.Mch
Pennland. New York..Antwerp.
Mch
Newport.New York..Havana.Mch
Advance.New York..Elo Janeiro .Mch
Partkia.New York..Liverpool_Mch
Alvena.New York..Maracaibo..Mcb
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool_Mcb

S’ateof

Caracas .New York..Maracaibo...Mch
Andes.New York..Kingston &c Mch
Sarnia.Portland...Liverpool— Mch

vTARUSTE

NEWS.

PORT or PORTLAND.

TUESDAY. March 0.
Arrived.
Sch Wm J Morrill, Rackett, Nortbpojt, LI—gaud
to RolliDg Mills.
Sch Mary Eliza ceth, Dunton, Boothbay.

Cleanse, Purify

Handy, Glon Cove—E
Rockland, to

load

MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.]
6th inst, brig Fannie B Tucker,
Wheeler, Cardenus.
Ar at San Francisco 6tb, ship St Matk, from Liverpool, (Nov 24.)
Ar at Matanzas Feb 28. brig L Staples. Stowers,
Portland; »-ch Lizzie Dewey Peters, Philadelphia.
Sid 23d, sch Canton, for Hampton H ads.
Ar at Sagua 23d, barque Jose It Logez, Mountfort, Portland.
Ar at Cardenas 26tht, brig Emma, Richardson,
Portland.
Old 24th, barque Arthur C Wade, Sherman, for
Philadelphia.
Ar at Trinidad Feb 24th, brig O B Stillman, Race,
Boston.
Ar atCaibarien Feb 20. brig Arklow, McKown,
Portland; sell Wm Flint. Dodge, Pensacola.
Sid tm Havre 2d inst. ship Success, Hicbborn,
Tybea; Loretto Fish Henry, Sandy Hook.
ar at Liverpool Mch
6,'siearner Brooklyn, Williams, Portland; ship Sea King, Uetbell, San Fran:r

cisco.

SIGmORANDA.
Brig Tulu, Chase, from Charleston for Mantua
Creek, X'J, with phosphate, went ashore 3d, on the
outer har of Indian Kiver
Inlet, below Heulopen,
and remains with four feet water in her hold. She
may be floated if the weather lavorB. Wteckers are

Gray Street.

the Post Office where
BELOW
Wholesale obbing Houses
and other Classes of

all the large
located, in dry
goods, Fancy
goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all In perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON 164
Brackett St. where the keys may be found.
are

oct2

dtf

S. Henry Wilson, Lawrence, Mass., says:
“The surgeons pronounced my case Diphtheria, and decided that no remedies could
reach It. Perry Davis’s Pain Killer saved my
.Ute."
Libeous Leach, Nashua, N. H., says:
I had
painters* colic and dipbtheretic sore throat very
i severely. Pain Killer drove both away.”

_

A2fD

Wagon

been used one year
C. A. BECKF* 'RD,
220 Federal Street.

Farm for Sale.
Freeport, 3 mi es above the village, 66 acres
good land bounded on Royal Eiver, with mill
privilege, 2 story house, barn and shoe shop, fine

U- P- BALDWIN
Pass. Aitent O. R. K. o

.00811(1

■aaSBiliwJioa

aftar

.J

of Trains.
Monday,

Trains
JSSSs?33?!I *Faassnger
at 7.XO a.

’W-Fwlaagi
1.03

s>.
7-so P-

*»,.

?-16P' “?• w£aJ'

We

SUBURBAN
FOB

keep

Oct. Iti,
will le*»t
uu.i
«»,,

arriving at Woreeste.
tn.
Koturnlng leave
m. and 11 16 a
tn. and 5.46 u.

Union Depot, Worcester, at 7 30 a.
<n., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p.

of the most desirable House lots in town:
high 1hb<L sandy soil, good view. This land
is situated on Brown street, between the thriving
villages of Saecarappa and Cumberland Mills. Plan
ofiois and terras can be obtained of
J. U. KNIGHT, Saccarappa.
feb7
dGw*

SOME

ONE

A.'

W.

S.

WOLFE’S

Schiedam Aromatic
a

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &e, the

over

A public

SO vears duration in every

our

country of Udolpbo Wolfe's

its unsolicited endorsement by
a

sale

uncqualed

insured for it the reputation of salubrity

case

Soaps9 from

Coiidray, Pinaud,
Eecktdaere, Colgate,
Bazin & Sargent,
Robinson & McKeone.
of

Tooth,
Nail,
Hand, Clothes,
Hair &

Shaving
Brushes,

Physicians

will find
stock of Elixirs,
Fluid Extracts, 'i induces
Ac.
complete.
Making most of them
in our own § aboratory from th«* crude materials. using only the
best quality.
Please give us aeall,
our

can

yon

save

money.

interest on claims is to bo computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by
him are forbidden bylaw;
That a meeting of the creditors of said dobtor, to
prove their debts aud choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency
to be holden at Probate Court room in said Portda*e

land, on the nineteenth day of Manh, A. D.
1883, at ten o’cl -ck iu the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
feb28-mar7

DRUGGISTS ALL KEEP IT.
L

IS>

A

Of
an6

r.

Treat-

each order received for 6 boxes accompanied with $5.
we will send the purchaser our written guarantee
to refund the money if the treatment does not effect
Rture. J. C. West & Co., Proprietors, issue guarantees through H. II. HA\ & CO., Druggists, only
agents, Portland|Me..junction Middle andFree St*.

all stations

on

B. <4

began, 1.26 p. in., 1.80 p. m., 111.16 p m
Waterville, 7.00 a.m. 1.25 p. m, 1.30p. m
tn.l5p. m., and Saturdays only at 6.16 p. m

f

Richm., 1.30 p
Rrttb. 7.00 a. m.

nij.6.15

a.

p. m„ tll.lfip m.;
I-3” p. m., 6.16 p m. and on
Saturdays only
at 11.lo p. m. Rocklaad, and Knox &
(.incolB
R.
IS., 7.00 a. m.,
1.30 p
Attblirn and f.cwision. 8.16a,m..
m.._
1-25 p.
m.
m., 6.06 p.
f.ewisteu via
Brunswick 7.00
a.
til.16 p. m.;
m.,
Farmington,
.nonmouth.
Phillips
WlDthrnn. Read field, West Waterville
ami North Annou 1.25 p. m., and
Farmington via Brunswick. 7.00 a.m

being due in Portland as follows:
The morning trains from
Augusta and Bath
8.36
a. rn.
Lewiston. 8.40 a. m. The day
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate stations
and connecting roads
at 12.40 and 12. 46 p.
The

afternoon
trains from
Waterville,
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40
p. m. The Nigh’ Pullman Express train at 1.60
ra.

a, m.

Sleeving

t

Cars attached, run daily,
Sundays included. between Boston and Bangor.
(Runs through to Bangorovery morning, andSkow
hogan Sunday Morning, bnt not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter.
Belfast, Bucksport, or St

Boston & Maine

Railroad,

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Oct. 10, 1882,
PA**FN«ER

TRAIN* WILL 1.14 IF
PORTLAND for BOSTON
3 46 a. m.. 1.00 and
3 30 n. m.,
T5v-’6!,3«-rK'J»t

,-.---,

-'V,„:5arriving

at Boston

at

^

PURE COD LIVER
and

limrJ

Wilber*** God-I.iver Oil nn«> I
The
friends of persons who have been restored from confirmed Consumption by th« use f th soriginal prepara ion, and the grateful arties themse ves, havo

bv recommending it and acknowledging i s wonderful efficacy, given the article a vast p pularity in
New Ensland. The Cod Liver Oil is in this combination robbed of its unpleasaut taste, and rendered
doubl> effective in being coup’ed with the Lime,
which is itself a restorauve principle, supplying n
ture «ith just the a^si dance required to heal and
restore the diseased Lui gs. A. B. Wilbor, Boston,
proprietor. Sold by all druggists.
eod&w2w9
feo‘22

birigoT

S. a. NILES,

■

ALTON It » V at 8.46 a. m., 3.30 p.
RANCHI ST'R AND

m.

FOR

CONCOHDN.lt.,

(Via Lawrence) at 8.46 a. m
(vl. New Market
•let.) at 3.30 p. m. VIORNINR TRAIN
LEAVES 14 KNNEBCNK FOR PORTLAND at 7.26.
Note—The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland
will not stop at Scarboro rteach, Pino
Point, Old
nchard Beacli or Wrlla except to
lake

P .M-eiuCera For Ooaton.
Purlor Curaon all
trail's.
Seats secured in advance at
depot Ticket Office.
he 1.00 p. m,, train from Portland connects with Monmi l.iur MmiinerH for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p in., train with all Kail I,in«* for in«w York
and the South and West.

through

i!56 WASH!

ST.,

Contract, for Advertisement, in
cities an.l town, of the United

British Provinoe*.

BVRL1SIGTOK

town Fort
stations on the

Falrfleld, Grand Falls, and othel
Ne« Brunswick and Cauada, Inter*

oolonial, Windsor and Annapolis Western Oonntlefl, Rail Road,, and Stage ,Bootes,
2^~Freight received up to 4 p. iu. and any In-

formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Frelgh: Agont. Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Ticket*
State Rooms and further
information apply at
Company’s Office, *r> Exchange St.
T. C. HE!BEY. President, and Manager
■led
dtf

WHITER

RESORTS.

GBAUD EXt l KSlOh*.

Atlas Line of Mail Steamers
Por TURKS ISLAND. JAMAICA IIAYTI. PORT'» RICO, IST1IMU- OF PANAMA ami COLOMI1A. Sailing every week. ToUxdsts are invited to
avail of these trips, whlcL th<3> can rnase on auy
route which the Company's steamers take, at
the extreme low prio© of
per«4ii>, which iu
eludes living on board the steamer the whole time,
and they may transfer to auy other eteamcr of the
line they may cneetou the voyigc.
For passage apply to
FIJI, FOB WOO «> A CO AkpoH.
16 State Street, New York.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor
dockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastpori, Calais!
St John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdouburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at
Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and "ostOu
I HROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of Ul. I,. Williniu», Ticket
vgent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at ITniou
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

FALL,

ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing Sunday, October 15, 1882.

IKtSTON

Newspaper, in a
State, and

the

Portland

I>ally (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Kennebunk, Kittory, Portsmouth
Nowburyport. Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving

m.
At
»
Bidrtcford.

A special
0.30a. ra.
Sleeping Oar will he
readv tor xioupaney Id Portland station, at 9.00
p m. (Sunday nights lip. m., and is attached to
tills train for Boston.
A St A a. m. for (Jape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Blddeford, Kennebunk Wells, North and South
Berwick. (Jonway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittory, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, koockort.
Lyun, Chelsea
arriving at 1.15 p. m.
A I p m. or Capo Elizabeth, Scarboro, »aco.
Bi aeford Kennebunl Wells, No. Berwick, 8u.
Berwick, Conw ay Junction, Kittery Portsmoutl,
Newburyport,'ialem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston,
arriving at 5.10 p cu. connecting with Sound ard
Rail LIdob for all Southern and Western points.
at

Newburyport.

am^Boston,

Traia** leave BonIou.

9.<N> a. cu. and arrive in Portland at l.Ou
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at5;0
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (dally), and arrive in Portland

At

VT.,
ASD HTONTREAJL.

On ;uid al’ier Monday, N«tpr- i:Mh,
INN*, Paueoerr Trains len.r Portion.*
until further notice
8*24 A. M.— For Fabyan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and alt poiDts on B. 0. M. R. R., St.
Johnsbury,
Burlington, Ogdei sburg and all (Hunts on o. A L,
C. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke Montreal and all
point* on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
3 OO I*. M. From Fabyan’s and intermediate

decS_d3m

arrive an Portland:
10.60 a. M.—from Fabyans.
10.00 p m.—from Montreal. Ogdensburg, Burling
ton, &c.
3. IIA MI ETON. Superintendent.
novl3«ltf
Portland, November 13. 1882,
Train*

'Steamers!
FARE $1.00.
favorite Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave bHANK I.IN WIIaKF,
Portljkiiji at 7 o’clock p. in. and INDIA WHAKF,
BoetyniTto £> o’clock p. ra. (Sundays exiw-pted).
I'u^on^rs by this line are remiuded teat they secure a comfortable night’* real and avoid the exof arriving in Boston late
pense and inconvenience
1

uight.

at

HF*Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNu’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Bail and Sound Lines for gale.

Freigb’

taken as usual.
B. « OVL.fi Jr., CiSeneral

J

Grand Trunk

ALLAN LIKE
Poyal IWail Steamships,
services
between

Performing

via

Caspian Capt. Thomson.

Circassian,

run

TICKET OFFICE*

74'EXt HAKGE STREET
-AND-

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

INDIA NT.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
Canada. Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati. St. Loni*. Omalin, frnginnw
*«. Paul, frail l.oke City,
Denver, *an Francisco,
and all points in the
Northweat, Went and Nouthwewt.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER. Superintendent.
oct7dtf

To

Parlor

Nestorian.

LUCIUS I’UTTLR,
Paeeeuger and Tic set Affect
O. W. SANBORN Maeier TramrpcrrAO. d,
oclG

Rnmford Falls & Bnckfleld

RAXL^OAJD.
Leave Canton for Portland
-——n
f. -1^.^-^Lewiston, 4.15 and 9.30 a. m.

and

Leave Portland for Canton, at 7.30
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 7.10 a. m. and 1.57 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron Mexico, Dtxficld,
Peru, Livermore, West dimmer and Turner.
""

OTIS HAYFORI> Snpt,
Portland. Oct. 16, 1882
octl4dtf

Scandinavian,
Buenos Ayreau,

F'*r passage apply to LEVE & ALDEN, General
Passenger Agents, 16 State St Boston, and E. A.
WALDKON, 4‘* Exchange St., T P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St. or for passage or fi eight to H. &
A. ALLAN, Agents. No. 1 India St., Portland.
feb9
d ju2

DOMINION LINE.
The stwnters of this Liup will
jriir
jsrun daring the winter season
yLiHA
-UaMBaifcSW fortnlgbtlv between this doiland
I .iverpool. The vessels are Glyde
Gm.....■
built, full powered and have superior accommodation tor cabin and st-erago passengers. Prepaid
tickets are issue'I at reduoed rate to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Hates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool:
BROOKLYN, Cspt. Williams.. .22 Feb.
MONTH &A L, Capt. Rouchelle. IMar.
TuRON'lO, Capt. Gibson.8 Mar.
SATES or PASSAGE.

Cabin.$60.00 Gold.

Cabin, return. S9 '.00 Gold.
For passage, Ac., apply to DAVII) TORRANGE,
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offices, foot of India street.
uolthltmyl

sale of passsage tickets by the White Star,
Cunard. Anchor. State, American, Red Star,
North German Lloyd, Hamburg. Ainericau, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian Hue*, all first class
fast passage steamers, to ai d from all p -inta in
Europe, c abin, 2d Cabin aed steerage oui ward and
prepaid ticket* from Portia ml at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places iu Europe4 to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates.
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, cireulars, sailing scheme*
&c. and other information app.y to J L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. 0. Box 979.

FOR

JanlO

dly
WHIT £ STAR LINE.
U. 8. and Royal Mail Steamers

STEAMERS

EUROPE!!!
Cook’* Grand Excurniou* leave New York
April 26th June 1st, June 13tli and June 30th,
1883.
Passage Tide* by all Atlantic
NifRinr».
Special facilities for securing good
berth*
T«»uri*« Ticket* for Individual travellers in Fnrope. by all routes, at reduce*! rates.
Ca»k’» Excur«i»ni*t. witb Maps and full
particulars bv mail, lOetS. Address THtf*. COOK
&frON, 26* Broad way,N. Y. febl3W&S17w

FOR Mi. DESERT & MACHIAS.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT

Trip per W> pk, resumed, commencing Feb. 21, 1883.

One

The

gjaasaa.,

Steamer CITY OP RICH

Mv |t MOND, Capt Dennison, will
jmmt&sSS&l leave Railroad Wl arf, Portland

..

SSSSESAai 11.13 or
train from Boaton, every fr

a

on arrival of Pul
tdm evening
Deei tale Sr.lg.
wirl.v* Weal and B»r Harb«,,(ni Draert) Millbridge, Jonespon and rinrhiaapen.
Krinrwing, will leave Maehlaspor’ every riea
day *1'truing, at 4.80 touching at intermediate
landings, trri vi ii, In Portland tame evening, tonne- i g »i 1 Pu ini n Night Train for Bvtioa.
Passengers will not be dlstutbed until morning,
unless wishing to take Pullman Train.
he at It ll.no,> II will conueci atKorklnwd
with Boston Si Bangor 8.S. Co’s Stea ..«• s tor HnnIfor and River Landinge, every Saturday meriting.
«'© ulvii W F *1T Connects Mondays fot Bostonanil receive passengers from Haugor and River
Landings tor B-orllnu.t.
All communication* bv mail or telegraph for
rooms should be addressed to
man
IV.

ttovklavd, PaMtinc,

_

E.

CUSHING,

Portland, Dec.

GEORGE L. DAY,
Genera! Ticket Agent, Portland

General Manager
7, 1882

dtf

toUrernool V ia Queenstown.
Rale*reduced for Fall and Winter Tb**»e steamers take the ex

REMOVED EVERY
SYMPTOM.
-Deo. 29 J881.
Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.:

1 have delaye
thus long in writing be1 wanted to make “assurance double
sure” in the trial of S. S. S in my own
case,
at d an most happy to report that it has entirely eradicated every symptom of the disease from my system
Had I followed the
advice of Toni Swift in years gone by, it
would have saved mo ten years of intense
suffering. I have not felt the least return of
the disease, and can fully and truly recomme d
S. S. 8. to all suffering from the
scourge, and especially to the physicians in
Macon, w he knew my condit on; and when
I can positively as ure them that it has not
only relieved mo oi pain, but has entirely removed every svmtom of the disease from
my
system, it ought to convince even them of its
infallible
v»-b—■tt
—name to

Binder,

A. QVIIVCY, Kooiu tl, ft*rLnt.r.
Exchange No. 11* Exchange Street.

routes

avoiding

$U0 and $Ht>; Exat

1 jvr rates.

The

foil -ws:
Germanic.Jan. 20 I Baitic.Feb. 1

sailings

are as

Republic.Jan.

25

Brttania .Feb. 10

nor sailing u is, canin
plana, passage rates and
drafts, apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exenange St.

d«19

dly

ALLAN

LINE

EVEBT ALTEBNATE TIHK8DAY

b

FKOM

PORTLAND TO LIVERPOOL
QUEENSTOWN, GLANGOIV.

MIMKINIHiKBV' anil

G AT.^Ptr

A V

PANMACiE
CERTIFICATES >or Friends ami Relatives from the OLD
to
COUNTRY,
any Railroad S atina or SteamPREPAID

Landing in the
taking passengers
boat

United states. The only Line
DIRE I T EHO.T1 GALIYA Y.
The steamers are unsurpassed for safety and speed
and are fitted up with all improvements conducive
to the comfort of passengers. Cabin, $.to. SKI
and $So.
Intermediate, $40. Steerage, prepaid

$21.

Apply to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St
P. !HcG«IWAM22 Co. gress St
Portland
LAVE A- ALDEN, 13 State St., Boston,
janl!)
dtmyl

T

or

Boston
—

ASS

—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
From BONT UJJ

Every Wednesday and Sat*
nr.lay.
From PHILADELPHIA
Every 1 uesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.

From Pine Street Wharf

Philadelphia,

at 10

a. m.

insurance one-half the
JuMrowiS*
■mi
‘Tfloraft*'- Bailing vessel.

rate of

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.. and
South oy connecting lin*«, forwarded free of com-

mission.

Pannage
For

T«*u Dollnrti. Round Trip 818.
Meals and Room inc’udctl.
or Passage apply to
JK. B. MAil*n().\. Agent.
70 Lons Wharf, Halos.

Freight

deSltf

cause

£fj{£h^

but you
free to show my letter to those who
formerly kn w of my cot dition. It is a shame
th.t human kind should sufier from the
prejudices of physicians to snything not laid
down In the text-books.
Let mo assure you
of my gratitude and believe ne ever,
Yours truly,
R. C. M.
a o

About four

weeks ago I was afflicted with a very aggravated
type of B ood Disease
I commenced using S. S. S. and after
taking the first bottle.fe t so much relieved
that 1 b ught five more, aud am
glad to say.
after using Jour of them that I am
entirely
cured, previously hiving been under medical advice for seveial months,
C. G.R. Richmond, Vu.
or

If you doubt, come tosoe us, and w©
will
CURE YOU, or charge
nothing! Write for
pHJ Oculars and a co y oJ the little book
to the Unfortunate
Suffering.”
ny Druggist as to our standing.

fcage
Ask

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS
desiring to ud for friends in the Old Country will save money by buying their prepaid
steerage tickets at the General Ocean Steamship
OIH e, No. 22 Exchange Street, .don’t mi-take the
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced r tes by theCunard and other fast first
class mail steamers coming direet across t e ocean
on the warm Gulf Stream route, thus
avoiding all

ALL

dangers

from ice and

Iodide of

Potassium,

or

any Mineral sub-

SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Proprietors, Atlanta, Ga.

stance.

I'rire of .Snnial Sizr,

.SI OO

Lnr^r Nizr,

I 75

NOLD

KV

A1 li

l»IUbfd»*TM.
ThS&Tu 1 w

nov'J

Dr.

F.

KOKSfli
opened mu office in
Portland and chu be
found at

No. 276 Mil!dip Mt,
over Edward's
era Hardware

•-Unr, l!| to

and Walkstore from

n«r. JO.

I

can

sell

prepaid

burg. Antwerp, Havro, Manheitn, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Paris, Bremen and Har ugen, 827.00;
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christi: isand, Bergen,
Trondi.jem, Gotebo.g, Malino, $28 JO; children un

der 12 half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent,
change at low rates.
jan 24dtf
22 Exchange St.

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO.
FOR

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich

lalandu,

New
An«tralia.

Zealand

and

Steamers sail from New York on 10th, 20th and
30th of each month, carrying passengers for San
Francisco and all of the above ports.
Steamer- sail from San Francisco
regularly for
Japan, <;hiua and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
an.) Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and
further
information, apply to or address the General HasAgents,

ten.

*• *- B

Its
g^Sdtf

£35^ $1,000 K WARD will be paid to any
Chemist who will find, on analysis of 100
bottles of S. S. S., one particle of Mercury,

icebergs.

steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast f..r $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardiff and Galway. $24.00; Ham-

live

an?

Hook

remesoutherly

all dangers from icebergs. Oabii.
cursion $110 and $14 ; Steerage

p

General

IHKM.TuRY

about 10 Mar.
about 2'* Mar.
about 27 Mar.

on or
on or
on or

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office^

Clara.

On
trains
9.P0
a
di.
leaving Boston, at
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Por (ami
8.45 a. m., and » p. m. (Through Pullman Sleep
ing Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m
and Portland
at 2.00 a. m).
ua«i
Through ticket** to all points
South may be had of J. M. French, Ticket Seller.
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car rickets for tteaia a*«t
■er(bn *«l«l at Depot Ticket Office.
New, tlrst class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.

Halifax.
15 Mar.
29 Mar.

Smi h.
Dutton.

Sardinian. Capt.
12 April.
For Glasgow Direct.

Dt PA RTF REM:

A fit Iff V AI.fr.

sail from

&

—

Portland for Liverpool.

after

Front LewiKton and Auburn, 8.40 a. m.,
12.35, 3.16 and 5.50 p. m.
From Gorhsm, mixed. 9 40 a. m., 6.10 p. m
From Cbicaco, Mootrea
and Quebec,
12 36 p.m
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night trair and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.

Baltimore,
Galway

Foyoes.

Railway of Canada.

For Auburn and Lewi»ton,7.20 a. m., 1.15
and 5.15 p. m.
For Gsrhnm, mixed 7.40 a. m.. and 4.00 p.m.
For Montreal, Quebec and Chicago 1.30
p. m.

Liverpool & Glas-

gow, and Halifax, Portland, Boston &
with calls at Moville, Queenstown,

MONDAY, October 23d,
follows:
ON 1**2, train* will
and

Agent.

dtf

—

ra.

Pullman

BOSTON

\

stations.

m.

at 11.00 p.

■*

The

OGDEXSBL'RG, N. V.,

STNDAY TRAINS.
Portland S^or Ifto*tou and Way stations at
1.00 p. m BomIoq For Portland at 6.00
p. in.

BrslNKSh

Advertising Agent,
«T«\

Thursday, at S p. m., tor Sastport and St.
John, with oonnectlons for Calais, Rohhinstoo. St.
Andrews, Pembroke Houlton, Woodstock, Grand
Menan, campobelle, Dighy, Annapolis, Yarmoath,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amberst
Plctou, Shediac, Batbnrst, DalheuBe, Char
lotto

—TO—

1.16.6.1(1

--and 8.00 p. m.
BOSTON FOB
PORTLANDath.no a. m., 12.3<> and 0.30
p. m„ arriving at Portland at 1 00, 6.(81, and 8 OO
ra.
PORT* AND
p.
FOR SCABBIIBO
HBACH, PINK
and
OLD
POINT,
»R(’0»BD
IIK4III
8,45
a.
m.
3.30
and
6.40
m.
p.
(See note)
FOR
Ill DDEFORD AND KBNNKS4I'0.
BUNK at 8.46 a. m., 1 00, 3.30 and 5.4
p in.
FOR WELLS at 8.46 a. in., 3.30
p. ni. (See
note.) FOR NORTH II <• RXVICK, SAL•IO»
KALI.*,
GKMT
FAILS.
DOV EH
II
FXKTKR,
TKUIflLL,
LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND LOWELL at 8.46 a. m., lOOand 3.3
FOR
p. m
NEW •! 4UUFT at 8.46 a. m. 3.30
p. ,n
FOR R4I4 I. ENTER anil FAR Til %c.TON.
N H
8.46a. in 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR

*f***?f;
will
!,!■»

l.rurt Knilrwad %trl»«rf,
Monday,
street,
every

State

of

foot
and

w«a«

amtbh
J,b

»n»

Only Line Itirough in Same Ddy

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND AND BOSTON
From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.16 p. m.; Ht.
John, 8.16 a. m.. 8.30 p. m.: Houlten 10 30
a. m.i
St. Stephen. 10.46 a m.;
Ouchsport,
a. m.. 6. p. m,; Vnucehoro, 1.35 a.
S-J'JT
in.,
1.30
p. m. Bangor,
7.16 a. m
17.45
p m. Dexter. 7.00 a m, 5.10 p. m. Belfast
6.30 a. m., 8.1 5 p. m. Show began, 8 20 a. m.
3.16 p. m.: Waterville. 9.15».m. 1.56., 110.00
p. m.; and Mondays only at 6.16 a.m Augusta,
6.00 a.m 10.00 a. m., *2.46 p. m., tl0,65 p. m.;
tfardioer, 6.17 a. m., 10.18 a.m., *3.07 p. m.,
111.14 d. in. Bath. 6.56 a. m.. 11.00 a. m„
**.00 p. m. and (Saturdays only at 11.66 p. m.
Brunswick.
7.26
u.
11.30 a. m.,
m.,
*4 80 p. m. H2.36 a. m„
(night.) Rockland.
8.15 a. ra., 1.15 p. m., I.uwiMion,
7.20 a.m.

on

ot.I.,

AKKANCSiVIENT,

wish my”"™

WHBOE’S COMPOTUTD OF

Loil

WINTER

Hallowell, klnriliner,

utoad,aud Brunswick 7.00

Train** leave

A

Brain

t aunts,

__

VARIABLE DIAGRAM for cutting and fitting
DRESSES for LADIES’ and CHILDREN, as
well as all GARMENTS depending from the shoulThe
der.
Diagram is very simple, being all figured,
it is adapted equally to PROFESSIONAL and
wi’li printed EXPLANATIONS; and is
use
HOME
especially arranged for beginners. It can be learned
with
less practice thau is required by any
teeth
per
other SYSTEM. It is also based upon the origiual
tailor system* Full instructions given on and after
Jan. 1 6tli. at the MILLINERY Store of Mrs. A. L.
NASH, 468 Congress St. Portland Me.
MRS. M. E. ALLEN Gen. Agt.
feblOdeodlm*
AGENTS WANTED

and

Aroostook

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

Portland & Ogdeusburg R. R.

eodtf

FISTULA AND PILES
Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve

Ft

& Preble Sts.

Congress

Cured without the Use or the Kuife.
WILLIAM READ (M. D., Harvard, 1842), and
ROBERT M. UKAD (M. D., Harvard, 187(f), 41
Huiuet-Mrt Mtiert. Boston give special attention

a guaranteed specific for Hysteria,
Dizziness,
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache,
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco,
Wakefulnesst Mental Depression, Softof the Brain resulting in I nsamty and leading
ening
to misery, decay and death, Premature Old Age,
ImpotencV: Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self-abuse or over-indulgence. Each
box contains one month’s treatment. $1. a box, or
6 boxes for $5.00; sent by mail prepaid on
receipt of
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case. With

Vnuccbero,

Eastern Railroad.

me Franco-Amerleaii Form,

ment,

for

DRUGGISTS,

D., 1883.

Insolvency for sai l County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
JOHNC BANGS, of Casco,
ad’udged to be an insolvent debtor, on petition
of said debtor, w hich petition was filed on the
twenty sixth day of February. A. D. 1883 to which

Foitlnnd

octl3

&ALDEN,

of

THIS

UDlMD.

Miscntnqui. It
R., and for
Bangor.
Burksport. Dexter. Belfast anti Show

KINSMAN

STREET,

LATEST TRAIN PROM NEW YORK
leaving Grand Central Depot at 11.35 p. M for
will
also be resume.!,
this is the latemi
Boston,
evening twain from New York and a great conAenience to those desiring an entire evening in that
city. Returning leaves ooston at 9 A. M.
The PHIL DELPHI A EXPRESS trai connects
at Putnam, Conn., with trains of orwlch Division
to *nd from Won ester, there connecting with trains
for Gardner. Barre,
Fitchburg, I oweli, Nashua
Concord. Manchester. Koche ter, Port1 and, Augusta, Ban. or and the White Mountains.
Tickets via this line may be obtained at ilio prin
cipal dep.-ts throughout New England, at Office 322
Washington Street, or at N. Y & N. E R, R. Station, foot of ummer Street, Boston.
S. M. FELTON, Jr.
A. C. KENDALL,
General Manager.
Gon. Pa9f. Agt.
feb21
eod2w

PAVSON TUCKER, Gen’l Supt.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass. & Ticket Ajrt.
Portland. Oct. 16. 1882
octlSdtf

Lubin,

and

eylvania Railroad.

***•
*c.

ARRAIXOEfffB«TS.

WINTER

rau».

GUPPY,

A.

CESTjUL

•lohu,
ISnlifax
nod
fbt
Hruviu to
Hi. Audrcws, Ht. Htepben, Frederic! ot>

Palmer.

Large assortment

P. M
Philadelphia ♦'".SO P. M. arriving n Boston
at 7.*5 A. M m*’ following moring Attached to
these trains are mag. ifl.-ent PULLMAN
CARS,
which will be run between Boston and
Washington
without change. Connectioi s will be made at Phila
del. bia with trains to and from the West, via Penn

John ^unrtiiN morning
♦For Portland only.
liimiud Tickri* fir*t and second danx for
8e. John and Halifax on * alt* at reduced

For sale by all Druggists

and Grocers.

«IB

11.10a.m.,*4.16p. m. 11.20pm. Phillips.6.66
Farmington, 8.20 a. m.; Winthrop
10.13 a. m.

Coudray.
Wright,
Woodworth, &

general beverage uud necessary

or

jel7

Pinaud

For *>ale.
of the best bouseiots in Portland, has a nice
8table and stone for cellar now upon it; will
sell on time and advance $25001» help build a good
bouse on the premises. For particulars call on
L. TAYLOR, 385 Congress St.
jan22dtf

Woodford’s.
and (mixed

Uloseconnections made at Westbrook dear
lion with through trains of Mo. Centra) It R am
at 1 randTrnnS
Transfer Portland with throucl
tr* tw ^ Grand Trunk u. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot oflees and at RoUfiu ft Adams’ No. 22 Ex
dung*. street.
/ Does not stop at
oodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

Lubin,

Toilet

©.‘J©

5h,a,

Perfumes, from

THE

mad

m’’

Baltimore. Washington,
and
tin
oath and with Hoston &
Albany R, R. fo>

tore.

SJil.E.

_S ALE.

**•

The 1.05 p. ui. train from Portland connects a
■*«»«• with Hoesac Tntsntl Roan for
11 < West, and at Union
Depot, Worcester, foi
New 4 ork via Norwich
f-ine, and nil rai*
((.vpriugfleld, also with N. V. A N. E. W
H ..“Staaiaoi Maryland Route” for Fhiladel

everything belong-

very desirable residence of the late Rev.
Zenas Thompson, situate
on
Lincoln St.,
Wo dford’8 Corner. Deering Contains fine garden
and fruit trees. For particulars apply to
ZE AS THOMPSuF. Jr., or
FRED H. THOMPSON, 3d Union St., City.
feb22
dtf

FOR

-’‘-ncramppn. Curibcrlauc

Westbrook

'S'J';.

full stock

Piver,
Pontain,
Atkinson,

Charlesiou 0.50 A M., Savannah 10.30 A. M.. Jack
sonvi le .OOP. M.—only 40V? hours from Boston,
with but one change of cars, and that In the same
depot at Washington. RETURNING—'Trains from
the South arrive n time to connect with the train
leavii g Wxtbin ton at .30 P. M.. Baltimore 3.0"

ll.lt

ing to a first class drug

RESIDENCE

ai

1.03 p. in.
For Rochester, Hpringvalc,
Alfred, Waterboro and since River. 7 30 a. ui., J.OO
b. uu, and
(allied) at O.lit) p. i.*». Retnrnin.
leave Koehoater at (mired) 6.46 a. m.
S-8* P- m-, arriving at Portlam*
(mixed) 9.4<> a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.45 p. m.

—

a

Tho evening train from Boston will Lertfo at C 30
P. M. daily, arriving at Jersey City 4 A. M.. Philadelphia G.60 A. M., Baltimore 9.6<* A.M Washington 11.10 A. M, connecting immediately with
“PAST L NP.” arriving at Itlchmm d 3,08 P. M.,

THE

..

Arrangement

f.eave

the Court of

LIMITED amount of money, in sums ranging
from $500 to 95,<n 0 can be invested at the
at work on her.
above rate by addressing B' *X 1612, Boston. The
Sch Lawrence Haynes, from Wiscasset for Ferurity is perfect, and reference can be had to busnandtna, which, put into Nortolk with loss of fore- I iness men of capacity, judgment and character.
an
mast and mizzenmast, was towed to Hampton 3d to 1
febis

<Jei>.

'ORTLANIi & ROCHESTER R. R

FOR EVERYBODY.

eoJ2w*_

BRA)

A
rm

.....
......u

ftirtlaiii! and Worcester Line.

PATENT
MEDICINES

IN

young oichard, 100 bushels appies last year, rear
school ami shoe factory plen y of w od and excellent pasture, good neighborhood.
Price $1260.
Apply to W. H. WALDRON,
marl
180 Middle street.

February 27th,

days)._feblOdlyr
8 Per Cent. Interest.

ENGLAND AORNrt',

Wasliingion Siir»s«t, Boston.

Augusta,

of

For Sale.
COVERED Business
Enquire of
mar&dtf

A

JOHN C. BANGS, Insolvent Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the tWcnty-ixtb
day of February, A. I). 18*3. a warrant in insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of

to th« treatment of FISTUL %. PIE KM AND
ALE Di**AnE8 of THE RECTUm,
without detention from business. Abundant references gi en.
Pamphlets sent on application.
Office Hours—12 to 4 o’clock, P. M. (except Sun

13

CHEMICALS

going

In

|

NEW

«n and s»fier MONDAY,
Oof.
M.lli, Passenser Bra in* will run
as follow*

DRUBS,

Iii |1 iisolvency.

DIPHTHERIA.

^

she West.

Store M. 117 &11D Middle St.

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland
State of Maine,

This wondc-rful remedy has saved the
lives of many, many children
who were almost dead with

for

large

house on State Street, rental for
less. Immediate possession can
ii. W. VJKBR1LL, 191 Middle or
jan Odtf

NEW YORK.
jv3___
_Al

WHEN TREATED WITH

seven

TO LET.

stable. 7 acres best land, cut 10 tons bay last year,
nice orchard, full view of Portland. One-half can
remain on mortgage. Must > es Id, as the owner Is
west. Apply to W. H. WALDRON, 180
middle Street.
Ieb2Ceod2w*

18 BEAVER

NO CHANCE

m

For Wunchester, Cootord and polntis North,
of

or

years

1

IN

claimed for it.

HAS

for

~

Suburban lies <lcuce for Sale.
Deering, 2 miles from P. rtland, first class
buildiurs, ell and shed, with large stable, all
connected an gond as new. Water In house and

DIPHTHERIA

OUR CORRESPONDENT.

FROM

J

by any other alcoholic distillation have

no

^10^1 yp

k

Cllowa, Aver June., Fitchburg,
..^linshgca, I,on ell, Wiualham. and £»■
plug at 7.110 a. tat. and i.OOp. in.

Inquire of

new boilers
and es ecially

the medieal faculty and

sickness or suffering or docbills to pay.
eod&w1m8
fcbl9_
you will have

I

be
16

Iron

Schnapps,

WISCASSET—Ar 28th, ecb II L Whittou, Rich,

Ar at Npu

Ml«*uui«*r “('Al VERT’>
Screw Steamship, « 37 37-100 tons
June, 1882. is heavily constructed,
adapted for heavy carg es, lias
large hatches, w«ter ballast, and will carry about
1000 tons dead weight. Saloon fitted for twelve
passengers.
Sicawer “« l;E'*PATBA’>
A Wood Screw Sto»ms Ip, 1045 30-3. 0
tons,
(o. m.) boiler have had about two years’ service aud
are in perfect order, has surface condenser has ca800 b.les cotton. Saloon fitted for
pa-ity for
twenty-eight passe gers.
Both Steamers are in good order and ready for
immediate service. “Calvert’’ is especially adapted
foi a Collier. For furiher information apply to
HARKY F TIT CSFR, I
Receivers.
OLIVER REEDER,
P. 0. Box 672, Baltimore.
feb23eodlm*
An

section of

Enrich the

BOCT«,

For

Desirable Kesidcnee To Lei.

(o m.)

8altr of

Perry Davis’s Pain Killer

Higgins.

For Kale.
WHE undersigned, receivers of ti e Merchants’
-B
Steamship Company of Baliimora, offer at private sale the St«Hin-liips
and *‘C/Icopatr*” now lying in the port of B itimure.

other alcoholic preparation.

8

Barque Investigator, 500 tons, built at Searsport
in 1857. baa bee.. Bold at New York.
^ch Calvin P Harris, of Ta nton, 4G5 tons, built
at Bath in 1871, has been purchased by parties in
Lvnn at $20,000. She is to be commanded by Capt

FOR SALK

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

tor’s

for Now

Boston.
March 2—Sid, sch Harry L Whiten, Rich,
Gaivecton.
*
March 3 -Sid, sch Alice Archer, Fletcher,
Savannah.
March 3—Ar, sell A S Conant, Baker, Bath.

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT CR OSLO WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
"to family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
al ways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

as

Blood with Hop Bitters,

Sch Arrival, Farnham, Boothbay.
FROM

and

«■»

WASHING^BLEACHING FIRST-CLAS''
three
had.

vegetable decomposition

$500

_dtf

_R.

BEST THING KNOWN

™

As

will be paid for a case they will not cure
or help, or for anything impure or injurious found in them.
That poor, bedridden, invalid wife,
sister, mother, or daughter, can be made
the picture of health by a few bottles of
Hop Bitters, costing bat a trifle.
"Will von let tHem. sixfiei* P

can

To Let.

corrective of water rendered impure by

HOP BITTERS.

security

Address*

Men who can give
have outside territoNo. 36 Temp e St.

fSlHREE floors in store No. 44G Fore street, w ith
A steam power. Apply on the premises.
DU.8HAM «& SON.
janl2dtf

SCHNAPPS.

If you have rough, pimply, or sallow
skin, bad breath, pains and aches, and
feel mis- rable generally, HOP B1 ITERS
will give you fair skin, rich blood, the
sweetest breath, health and, comfort.
In short, ihey cure »LL Diseases of
the Stomach, Bowels, Blood, Liver,
Nerves, Kidneys, &c., and

installments.

ou
reference or

modern conveniences, in new
State sneet. For particulars apply to
A. G. DEWEY, No. 3u Exchange street,
inarldlw*

of

countries
malarial, epidemic, bilious,
aud intermittent fevers—by the use of

Wringer

rooms,

IIOP BITTERS.

Cleared.
Sch American Team,
Hamlen & On
Sell casco Lodge, Dyer,
York—Gallagher & Co.

use

If you are a frequenter, or a resident
of a miasmatic district, barricade y ur
system against the scourge of all

And

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MARCH 7.
Sm rt£fia.6 27 High w&ter, (A m>.. 0.52
5.09
Sap sets.5 5G Mood rises.

you-are sick with that terrible sickNervousness, vou w 11 find a ‘Balm

Gile»d” in the

CANVASSEBN WANTED.
00D Energetic Canvassers to sell the Eagle
T

ABOUT with
block No. 27

are

HOP BH TERS.

marl

BROOK

F.AJR.E3,

a young man about
the retail clothing
482 Congress street.
dlw*

For Kent
April 1st, a de irable rent

wasting away with any form
Kidney disease, stop tempting Death
this moment, and turn for a cure to

FOf

.Meh
Citj Washington...New York. Havana.
City of New York..New York..Liverpool....Mch

all such

CO.,

To LET

of

DaVS OF STEAMSHIPS.
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
10
10
10
10
10
12
13
13
14
22
22

in

KtKM* (at any railroad or steam
office In New England) vie

m.

complaints.

2 months.

FROM

sovereign remedy

the

are

or

to

ry to handle.
novl 6

REMEMBER THIS.

you are si k, HOP BITTERS will
surely aid Nature in making you well
again when all else fail*.
If you are comparatively
well, but feci
the need of a grnnd tonic and
stimulant,
nevtr rest easy till you are made a new
being by the use of

Wanted.
experienced salesman,
AN 20
learn
years of age
business at A. F. Hlj^L &

good

bay

New York and Philadelphia,; llacur.ica,

A

C-'!

—

Salem.
Sid fm Havre 28th. ship Virginia, Lairabce, from
St Thomas.
Sid tm Bristol 28th, ship Wm A Campbell, for
New York.
Sid fm Fort Natal Jan 20, barque Agate, Brown.
Guam.
AratMaranham Jan 2(ith, sch Reuben S Hunt,
Bernard, sew York.
Ar at Guantanamo Feb 20, barqne Alex Camp-

WOMAN as Cook in a Boarding House, good
Address
wages paid to the right one.
BOX 3i
xnarld2w *
Cumberland Mills, Maiue.f]

This Powder never varies. A marvel of
purity
strength and wholesotn^ness. More economical than
the ordinary kin s, and cannot be sold in
competition with llie multitude 'f low test, short
weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in can ft
Royal Baking Powdek Co., 106 Wall's*., N. Y.*
mcliC
dlyr

to
boat

BOUND

Wanted.

ARD-HaV
Ar 3d. schs Z Sherman,
Crawford. Baltimore for Portland.
Sid, schs Nathan Cleaves. Belle Brown, Wm Coob.

FOBEICN PISOTM.
Sid fm Calcutta Jan 29, barque Reynard, Emery

.save

‘ill

(aud sailed.)

In Muscle Rlpge channel, 3d inst, schs Maud Mallach, and Wm Thomas, from Portland f .r Calais.

Re

dtf

LA

Absolutely Pure.

Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Florida and the South.

CO.

Enatport, IHe., Calais.
i»bn, K.B., Halifax, S. S„

■

To

Express Trains. Ooubis Traci stone Baiiej

IHTEBJAT10HAL STEAMSHIP

..tiaiST
_? D4'- DKt!'
^wer,
of
this

NCNDAV, February 1». IbSJ,

Stations ia FliilndplpliJa
RHlladelphla &r. Reading. R. R.
NINTH AND GREEN (STREETS,

Wanted.

sch

Philadelphia.

Transfer Stsitr Maryland

STATION iN NEft YflBK&*i2«ii.

AND THIRD AND BEP.K3 STh.

DIES and Young Men in city or country to
take a nice light work at their homes; any one
can do it; work sent by mail: good salary; distance
Ad ress, with stamp, IRA BURT,
nc objection.
Boston. Box 217 8.
mar5d3t*

Belfast.

IF YOU ARE SICK.

Bothnia. New York. .Liverpool.... Mcli
Maas.New York..Rotterdam.. Mch
Canada.New York Havre.Mch
Dominion.Portland... Liverpool.... Mch

marl

from Boston.
Cld 1st, sch Norah Bailey, Baker. Satilla River.
Ar 6th. scb Win Slater. Williams. New York.
CH vRLESTON—Ar 6th, sch Lizzie S Haynes,
Carnage, New York: trnma F Hart, Davis. Belfast.
FORTRESS MONROE— Sid 6*h, barque Lion us,
Smart, (from iquiquc) for New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar Gth, sch Daylight, Hodgdon,

aud Wild Pigeon.
Ar 4ib. brig Kaluna, Ray, Cardenas tor
Boston;
scbs J H Eells, Wallace, and
Congress. Willard,
South Amboy for do; Charlotte Buck, Smith, Port
Johnson for do; Andrew J York, Wallace Portland
for New York; Lizzio D Barker, Holbrook. Boston
for Virginia.
Sailed, scbs A J York, and J H Eells.
EliGARTOWN—Ar 3d, :h Henry E Willard,Willard, New York for Portland.
HYANNIS—Ar 4th, sch Odell, Winslow, Portland
for New York.
BUS J ON—Ar Gth, sch A G
Brooks, Smallage,
East port.
Old 6th sch G M Porter, Johnson, New York.
Ar Gib. sch Autelope.
Banks, Camden.
Cld Gtb, sch Sarah. Wright, Bath.
SALEM—Ar 6th, schs Mary Langdon, Stearns
Rockland for New York; Helen, Williams, Boston
for Rocklai d.
Sid 6th. scb Chas E Sears.
In port Gtb, scbs ilyue,
Mary Langdon, Helen,*
and Susan Stetson.
GLOUCESTER -Ar 3d, sch Percy, Holmes, New
York for Eastport.
BAR HARBOR-Ar 4th, sch Stella Lee. Hamil-

New York, Trenton &

town referenYarmouth. Me.
dlw

A small ronvcnionl rent in central locution, «»■ o
oust; convenient for two htnnll families.
Address REVS’,
Press Office.

bury,

York for Bristol

riling.

-BETWEEN-

Rent Wanted.

St
igustine
SAVANNAH—Below 1st, sch Caroline Gray, Pills-

Spartan. Hodgdon, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 4tb, sch C H Trickey,Kelley, Booth bay.
Ar Gth. sch Ella M Storer, Wade. Cardenas.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater
3d, sch Stephen G
Pinkham. Pinkham, Baracoa, Uranus, Clark, Philadelphia for Triuidad.
Sid 4th, brigs Fannie B Tucker, (from Cardenas)
eastward; J F Merry, Bradley (from Matanzas) tor
New York; scb Ella M Storer, (from Cardenas) for
Philadelphia.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 4th, sch W S
Jordan, Crowell, Boston.
Sid 4th, sch R L Kenney, Norris, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 4th, brig Hyperion,
Williams.
Cardenas; schs Stephen G Pinknara, Pinkham, from
Baracoa; Willie R Higgin-. Jones, Baltimore; Fa
Milliken, Roberts, Savannah; Nightingale. Uiilyard
Eas poit; Teaser, McIntyre, Boothbay; Perseverance, Willard, Portland.
Ar 6th. brig J F Merry,
Bradley, Matanzas.
Old Gtb, ship Oneida Carver, Sydney, NSW; hark
Daisy Reed. Cole. Havana.
Passed the *te 5th, ship Waehusett, fsom New
York ior Hong Kong; sch Milford, Philadelphia for
Boston.
NOaNK, CT—Ar Gth, sch Florence J Allen, Soule.
Darien.
FALL RIVER—Ar Gtb, sch Benj B
Church, Kelley, Mobile 13 days.
Sid 6tb, sch Aghes. Lawry, New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 6th. scbs Edward Johnson,
McDonald. New Orleans; Julia S Bailey, Mauron,
Apalachicola. Albert W Smith, Berry Philadelphia;
Hattie Nickerson. Nickerson, Hoboken.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 4th, sch Ira D
Sturgis, Hodgdon, Providenec for Baltimore.
NEW-PORT—at 4th scbs Benj B Church, Kelley,
from Mobile for Fall River; Python.
Grant, New

w

an •

Z.,

mar 5

Ar 26th. sch VI K Rawley, Rawley, Providence.
Ar 2d Inst, sch Mark Pendleton, Warren, from

Gth,

oflleto ass'st in

an

once

ces.

New York.

If

BAILING

in

man

a
< an

young
furnish the best of city
BYAddress
at
X. Y.

brig Katabdin, Dodge New York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 22d, sch Almeda Willey,Copeland, Boston.
Ar 26tn, sch Chas C Datre, Norton. Savannah.

Cld

g<od situamarUd3t

a

Situation Wanted.

Bath.
Old 6th.

can’t say of

MARRIAGES.

A

railroad draw-bars can learn of
by a idressiug Box 1687, Bangor.

Brsnuplion of the Favorite

Bound Brook Route.

Moulder Wauled.
RELIABLE Moulder accustomed to moulding

tion

FKRNANDENA—Ar 1st inst, scbs Nellie S Pickering, Me Keen, New York.
Ar 2d. schs Florence Rogers, Davis, and Etta A
Stimpfon, Bunker, New York.
Cld 3d sch Clara Fletcher. sa^gont, Ponce.
DaRIEN—-Ar 5th, sch Carrie S Bailey, Rivers,

Montreal is a handsome

city, too,

FRANCISCO—Ar Gtb, ship St Mark, Nichols

—

Iii this city, March 7, David Thompson, aged 73
not accustomed to approving
years.
In this city, March 6, Lincoln D.. only son of John
herself, declares she rose to that occasion,
M. and Euui e L. Stevens, aged 21 years 4 days.
for she turned all the moneyinto her pocket[Funeral on'lhursdaj afternoon at 2% o’clock,
handkerchief and-told him she would settle at his late residence, No. 67 Merrill street. Burial
on her way to the train.
One or two people
private.
In this city, March 5, Mrs. Elizabeth R.. wife of
walked solemnly up to her, limplv shook her
I the late Capt John Morse of Gray, aged 86 years
hand and said plaintively:
“We have en6 months 5 days.
joyed your lecture,” but with thpse excep[Funeral this afternoon at 2 o’clock, at the resi tence of her son iu-law, h M. Wight, No. 6 Monttions the awful silence was not disturbed.
To this day Mrs. Brown is in doubt if they gomery street. Remains will be taken to Gray for
interment.
think the Parthenon an improved sewingIn this city. March 6, Patrick Walsh, aged 67
machine or a new kind of hay-spreader.
years,—a native of County of Cork Irelaud.
In I leering. March 5. Eunice M. Leighton.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
her mother’s residence, Deering.
Montreal’s Growth.
In Needham, Feb. 18. Mary Raymond, wife of Dea
A. L. Haskell, formerly of Powual. aged 73 years
[Correspondence New York

World.]
city, much improved in the last decade in nearly all the
essentials that impress the traveler. The
American visitors brought their share of the
carnival along with them, and went in to
enjoy themselves with a heartiness which
they could not have shown at home. The

1213,

_

NE^f 'ORK AND NEW ENGLAND R, R,

a
small farm.
maker.
Address
marGdtf

c n

a

Cld 6tb, ship Columbia, Pernald, Queenstown.
PORTLAND—Cld 20th, ship Henry Yil.ard, Raker. Quceustown.
Off Columbia River bar 3d, ship
ASTOkIa, O
Checsebrough. Hunt, tor Portland. O.
GALVESTON—Ar 1st. sch Jos M Hayes, McFarland, Baltimore.
MOBILE—Ar 5th, scb Rosa Muoller M’Learn,
Perth Amboy; Addie Jordan. Herriinau, New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 3d, sch Tlios H Livingston,

A

Wife

d

ar

STEAM EKh.

•

RAILROADS.
_

FARMER WANTED.
to carry
Wife must be
FARMER
good butter
Portland P. O.
Box No.

Liverpool.

Pretfey.

RAILROADS.

_WANTS.

DOZENTH' PORTS.

ton, Portland. *

apple-off-his-little boy’s-head story will be glad
to bear that there actually was a Gessler, notwithstanding the iconoclastic effort to spoil the
And
legend by proving that there was not.
everybody knows that there was an apple.

MISCELLANEOUS.

mate was di owned.
Scb Connecticut, Cates, with iron, from New York
for Somerset, went ashore 3d, on Windmill Point,
and remains. Will have to disc Large.

Browu,

Mrs.

The voyage is given up.
Starlight, Webster, for Cbiitepeo and NYork,
totally wrecked at Frontcra Feb 28th. The

Soli
was

improved animal, taller,

much

a

stouter, healthier, and to my impartial eye
he does not suffer by comparison with his
Canadian eousiu.
I notice the two in the
crowded streets together, and see in the
quicker motion, the more rapidly observant
eye. the more iirmly compressed lin and the
finer lines of the American face assurances
of thoroughbredness not manifested
souighlyiotbe Canadian. As for heartiness and
goojfellowship. there is little to choose between them, but Montreal is a city not easily
matched for Its w-lcome to strangers.

The Walnutville Lyceum.

ular

is

1800

discharge.

3Iaiue

IBTIKTT

"tree, rm
0

*

CIO.
H,

II.M.nu

p- UTTLi & CO..
«r° Pxohauee
aJ
8t„ Portland.

Steamship Company

St'ml-Y\ erkly Line to Sew York.

Steamers E.pan<>r:t

and Franconia

u,ntil further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland
every MONDAY and THURSDAY. a« «
p. m., and leave Pier 37, East Hi*er, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, ai 4. p. m.
„,

J bese steamers are fined
up »itb fine accomodatiom* for passengers,
making this a very convenient
and comfortable route lor traveler), bouveeu New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at. Vineyard llawn on tlieir passage to and from New York
l‘as>age, including
State Room
meal-extra, Gof-ds destined beyond
Portland or New York, forwarded to destination a t
ouce. For further Infonn>ttl"n, apply to
HENRY FOX,General Agent Portland
J. F. A3IKS, A (Ft, Her 3s. E R.. New York
Tidkefs and Stafo Rooms can be obtained at 2
Exchange Stroet. From Dec. 1, to May i m
eengers will be taken by this line.

^

